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Abstract 

The catalytic conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons (MTH reaction) has been investigated 

by a synchrotron-based spectroscopic method that was developed at the Diamond Light 

Source. The operando synchrotron infrared microspectroscopy (OIMS) method presented 

here measures time-resolved spectra from large zeolite crystals with simultaneous on-line 

analysis of gas phase products by mass spectrometry. The results showed that OIMS can 

follow reactions on crystals down to 30 microns in size, with a time resolution of 2 s routinely, 

and down to 0.25 s. Heterogeneities in the acid site density of steamed samples can be 

visualised. 

Large crystals of two commercially-relevant materials, HZSM-5 and HSAPO-34, were 

prepared to gain mechanistic insights into the MTH, methanol-to-olefins (MTO) and dimethyl 

ether-to-olefins (DMTO) reactions. Initial studies focused on the elementary steps of olefins 

formation in the early stages of the MTH reaction over HZSM-5 during pulses of methanol 

and continuous flow of dimethyl ether. Surface-bound methoxy groups (SMS) were 

identified as the key reactive species for the direct formation of olefins. The studies of both 

HZSM-5 and HSAPO-34 suggest that SMS (produced from methanol or dimethyl ether) 

couple directly via a carbene-like transition state to make the first olefins. This was confirmed 

by studies with deuterium-labelled reactants. The reactivity of SMS was found to be 

dependent on zeolite topology and acid site strength with lower reactivity seen for 

HSAPO-34. Identification of methylated cyclopentenyl carbenium ions, oligomers and 

cracking reactions were compared for HZSM-5 and HSAPO-34 and for three different crystal 

sizes of HZSM-5. Varying the crystal size reduced the diffusion path lengths and shortened 

the induction period, and reduced induction periods were also seen at higher reaction 

temperatures in the 473–673 K range studied.  

The last chapter explored the effect of steaming on the structure and catalytic properties of 

HSAPO-34. A steaming protocol was developed to investigate the effect of varying the 

severity of the treatment (up to 1023 K) on the structural and textural properties of the 

materials and their catalytic performance in the MTO reaction. Ex-situ characterisation, MTO 

catalytic performance and operando FTIR studies were analysed, suggesting a three-stage 

transformation is occurring during steaming of HSAPO-34. Under mild to moderate steaming 

there is redistribution of silica, followed by the development of an optically dark ‘core’ that 

contains meso- and macropores, but under harsh steaming conditions the samples rapidly 

recrystallise to a denser phase losing its micropore volume.    
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1 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Overview of zeolite catalysis 

Crystalline inorganic aluminosilicates (zeolites) are a subgroup of microporous materials 

with 3-dimensional framework structures containing interconnected pores of 4–13 Å. 

Zeolites were first discovered by a Swedish mineralogist, Axel Fredrik Cronstedt, who coined 

the term “zeolite” from the combination of the Greek words “zeo” and “lithos” meaning boiling 

rocks. There are several zeolites occurring in nature (Figure 1-1). Some natural zeolites are 

used in water purification and liquid separations, e.g. iron-modified clinoptilolite can capture 

arsenic impurities in drinking water. 

 

Figure 1-1. Zeolites in nature: (a) mordenite found in Maharashtra, India (diameter 15 cm). 

(b) Ivory colored crystals of pseudo cubic chabzite (width 5 cm). (c) Clinoptilolite (width 

2 mm) found in Andalusia, Spain, photograph by Christian Rewitzer. Credit for images: Rob 

Lavinsky1. Copyright clearance CC BY-SA 3.0. 

The possibility to prepare zeolite structures synthetically with unique pore diameters with 

different sizes, shapes and pore topologies has resulted in the successful application of 

zeolites in catalysis, ion exchange (water softening) and gas separation.2 Synthetic zeolites 

were first applied in the petrochemical industry in the 1960s.2–4 Isomorphic framework 

substitutions of aluminium in siliceous zeolites introduces strong acid sites, which, combined 

with their high thermal stability, made them good crude oil cracking catalysts. Advances of 

X-ray diffraction and the use of organic structure directing agents led to the discovery of new 

synthetic zeolites from the 1970s onwards. Today, there are many different structures of 

zeolites and different composition types.5 However, the six framework types most widely 

used in catalysis are MFI (also known as ZSM-5 or in the pure silica form, silicalite), CHA 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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(chabazite), FAU (faujasite), BEA (beta), FER (ferrierite), and MOR (mordenite). A brief 

history of zeolites discovery and applications in catalysis is given in Figure 1-2. 

Speciality chemicals and fuels are a necessity in today’s society. The possibility to obtain 

fuels and valuable chemicals (e.g. olefins and aromatics) from renewable feedstocks (e.g. 

ethanol and methanol) or waste materials (e.g. biomass and plastics) is an attractive 

alternative to the classical production routes that rely on crude oil, which makes zeolites an 

important shape-selective solid acid catalyst in the 21st century. Methanol-to-gasoline (MTG) 

technology over the zeolite catalyst ZSM-5 was first commercialized by Mobil in 1977.6 More 

recent developments have emphasized methanol-to-olefins (MTO) over the 

silicoaluminophosphate SAPO-34 (CHA) to meet the growing polyolefins market in Asia 

(Figure 1-3).7,8  

 

Figure 1-2. Zeolites from first discovery to industrial use: the use of template molecules in 

zeolite synthesis in the 1970s led to the discovery of Zeolite Socony Mobil-5 (ZSM-5) by 

chemists at Mobil, who named the new zeolite after the company. More recently, the 

SAPO-34 zeotype, discovered by Union Carbide (now UOP), has drawn a lot of attention in 

its application to making light olefins from methanol due to its hydrothermal stability relative 

to other SAPO materials and its high selectivity to ethene and propene. 
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Figure 1-3. Over the last 40 years, research efforts have been dedicated to the advancement 

and development of technologies using zeolites (e.g. ZSM-5) and zeotypes (e.g. SAPO-34) 

as solid acid catalysts to produce valuable petrochemicals from natural resources such as 

coal, natural gas, biomass or carbon dioxide via the intermediate formation of syngas. 

Shining light on methanol-to-hydrocarbons (MTH) catalysts with a view to gain 

understanding (and eventually controlling) the complex reaction mechanisms is an ongoing 

area of research. Particularly, the mechanism that lead to the formation of the first C–C bond 

has been a topic of intense debate over the last 20 years. Research into several novel 

synchrotron-based methods9–11 for unraveling the reaction mechanism of the MTH 

chemistry on a single crystal level is emerging in the operando community and synchrotron 

infrared microscopy is one such technique with promise. 

1.2 Structural chemistry 

Zeolite structures are built from corner-sharing silicate (SiO4) and aluminate (AlO4) 

tetrahedra. When other tetrahedra (TO4) units are used, such as PO4, the materials 

produced are named zeotypes. Subclasses of zeotypes include aluminophosphates 

(AlPOs),12,13 silicoaluminophosphates (SAPOs)14 and germanosilicates.15 Substitution of a 

Si atom for Al in a neutral –SiO2– unit introduces a negative charge. During synthesis, this 

negative charge is counter balanced by cations such as K+ or Na+ or organic structure 
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directing agents (OSDAs) such as protonated amines or quaternary ammonium cations 

NR4
+ (Figure 1-4). The OSDA molecule must be removed from the channels (by calcination) 

before the crystalline materials can be used as shape-selective catalysts or adsorbents.16-19 

 

Figure 1-4. Example of OSDA additives used in the synthesis of SAPO-34: morpholine and 

tetraethylammonium hydroxide (TEAOH); and for the synthesis of ZSM-5, 

tetrapropylammonium bromide (TPABr). 

Crystallization of zeolites proceeds on growing crystal faces where TO4 primary building 

units are added, forming small rings and fragments. The structure gradually builds up on the 

growing crystal surface and the smaller building unit fragments arrange themselves around 

the OSDA molecules to form larger cages; the rate of addition of species depends on the 

energy of the surface and the surface charge.20 The arrangement and connectivity of the 

tetrahedra into secondary building units in three-dimensional space determines the unique 

framework topology. The CHA framework of the zeotype SAPO-34 is built from double six-

membered rings (D6Rs) linked by four-membered rings (4MRs) in a unique arrangement 

and contains single large cages with 8MR openings (Figure 1-5). The MFI framework (also 

known as ZSM-5) is built from pentasil units that link into forming channels (straight or 

zig-zag). The two type of channels are perpendicular to each other and intersect with 10MR 

openings (a 3-dimensional animated drawing of the MFI structure can be viewed on the 

Database of Zeolite Structures5 website). The zig-zag channels in MFI are marked with a 

blue arrow both ways in Figure 1-5. The 3-dimensional framework structure of zeolites 

affords high internal surface area, while the well-defined pore openings provide unique 

shape selectivity.  

Pore sizes are typically classified in three main categories depending on the number of 

tetrahedral atoms in the largest pore opening within the framework: small pore (8MR), 

medium pore (10MR) and a large pore (12MR) where MR stands for ”membered ring”. Note 

there are also 9MR, 11MR, 14MR and 18MR zeolites and zeotypes and the exact pore size 

depends on the structure.21 
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Figure 1-5. Comparison of siliceous CHA (A) and MFI (B). Panels (a) their respective 

building unit arrangement; (b) the resulting cages; (c) the resulting frameworks and 

(d) simulated crystal growth for CHA and MFI as given by M. W. Anderson, reprinted with 

permission from ref20. Credit: Springer Nature. 

The medium pore ZSM-5 (MFI) allows the diffusion of larger molecules than SAPO-34 and 

can be made selective towards monoaromatics and highly branched C5-C10 products in the 

gasoline range. 
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Following calcination in air, the organic structure directing agent is removed from the zeolite 

pores and the remaining negative charge is now counter-balanced by a positively charged 

proton (H+) located on the bridging oxygen atoms between Al and Si, forming a Brønsted 

acid site.23 This acid site imparts catalytic activity. Figure 1-6 shows the geometry of the 

Brønsted acid site in HZSM-5 as determined by different spectroscopic techniques.2 

 

Figure 1-6. Geometry of the Brønsted acid site in HZSM-5 (distances were determined from 

EXAFS and NMR spectroscopy). Reprinted with permission from ref2. Credit: WILEY-VCH. 

The number of Brønsted acid sites present in ZSM-5 depends on the number of Al atoms 

present. Note that in zeolites there are no Al-O-Al pairs (Loewenstein's 1954 avoidance 

rule)22 and in very high silica zeolites, such as HZSM-5, almost all the Al-sites are isolated 

(without Al as second nearest T site neighbours). By comparison with ZSM-5, the strength 

of the Brønsted acid site in zeotypes, such as SAPO-34, is much weaker.23,24 SAPOs are a 

sub-class of the AlPO materials, where some tetrahedral cations have been substituted by 

Si4+ atoms. Substitution of a P5+ by a Si4+ atom in an AlPO structure gives rise to a negatively 

charged SAPO framework, which can be counter-balanced by a proton at the Si-O-Al 

position. The formation of Si-O-P bridges has not been observed experimentally and this is 

attributed to a high energy penalty for their formation.25,26 

1.3 Illustrative examples of zeolite properties and applications in 

catalysis 

Zeolites find three main commercial applications: in water-softening detergents, because of 

their ion-exchange capacity, in gas separations27,28 (e.g. N2/O2, CO2/CH4, and CO2/N2) 

because of their molecular-sized pore geometry and increasingly CO2 uptake because it is 

possible to add functionality by metal modifications (creating complex gating effects29), and 

in catalysis, mainly because of their high thermal stability, shape selectivity, high specific 

surface area, strong acidity and cation exchange properties.3,4 Zeolites help to minimise the 

number of products to ease separation in crude oil cracking or tune the hydrocarbon to 
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higher value products. For example, zeolites are used to transform n-butene to iso-butene 

and improve gasoline grading or as additives to enhance propene (Table 1-1).  

Table 1-1. Zeolites and their catalytic applications. 

Applications of zeolite 
catalysts 

Specific technology 

Hydrocarbons 
transformations 

• Isomerisation of alkenes and aromatics over 
(mordenite30, ZSM-531, ferrierite32,33). 

• Fluidised bed catalytic cracking (FCC).34–36 

Conversion of oxygenate to 
hydrocarbons 

• Methanol-to-olefins over SAPO-34 Growing 
olefin market in Asia.8 

Waste plastic recycling • Emerging patent applications.37 

Biomass conversion into 
biofuels and bio-based 

chemicals 

• Several reviews capture advances in the 
area.38–40 Examples include metal-modified 
ZSM-5. 

Environmental catalysis 

• Selective catalytic reduction of nitrogen oxides 
(NOx) emissions produced in diesel engines 
over small pore Cu-SSZ-13 (NH3-SCR).28 

• Reduction of VOC, NOx and N2O over zeolite β. 

 

Models of acid-catalysed reactions in the zeolites describe reversible proton transfer from 

zeolites to hydrocarbons to give carbocationic species. Many reactions are thought to go via 

transition states that can be envisaged as charged trivalent carbocations (carbenium ions). 

Carbenium ions are very short-lived at room temperature and it is only possible to study 

them in superacids (HF-SbF5) as shown by the work of George Olah (Noble prize winner in 

1994 "for his contribution to carbocation chemistry"). This explains why some carbenium 

ions are favoured by the more strongly acidic zeolites such as HZSM-5 (MFI), whereas 

mostly neutral aromatic species are observed on the milder acid SAPO-34 (CHA).41 

Understanding the transition state and what stabilizes it helps to rationalize the product 

distribution during isomerization reactions, for example.  

 

Scheme 1-1. Reversible formation of carbocations from alkenes on the zeolite acid site. 
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Shape selectivity is one of the most striking properties of zeolites. Two types of shape 

selectivity were exploited in Mobil’s MTG catalytic reaction: (i) transition-state shape 

selectivity, where the size of the zeolite cavity favours the formation of one transition state 

over another; (ii) product shape selectivity where a reaction leads to an equilibrium mixture 

of isomers of different shapes and only those which are the smallest can quickly diffuse out. 

Another remarkable example, where the product-shape selectivity has been exploited, is the 

selective methylation of toluene to p-xylene over ZSM-5. A non-selective catalyst would give 

a 25:25:50 mixture of the p-, o- and m-isomers. By contrast, when a modified ZSM-5 (after 

removal of acid sites located on the external surface to stop rapid isomerisation on the outer 

surface) is used, over 80% selectivity towards the p-isomer is achieved.42 The differences 

in diffusion coefficients are two orders of magnitudes in favour of the p-isomer, which is in 

greatest demand on the market (Figure 1-7). 

Undoubtedly, diffusion is a very important consideration to the application of zeolites in 

hydrocarbon catalysis, e.g. intracrystalline concentration profiles obtained from IR 

microscopy help understand the distribution and diffusivity of the different components 

evolving and participating in chemical reactions in heterogenous catalysts as discussed in 

a review article by Chmelik and Kärger.43 

 

Figure 1-7. The Parex process for separating p-xylene from equilibrium mixtures.  Was first 

discovered in 1962 by Don Carson and operated at 1.5 MTA capacity. Nowadays, UOP’s 

ParexTM technology uses a moving bed for separating p-xylene from equilibrium mixtures 

with capacity of 50,000 MTA.44 China p-xylene import will continue to drive global demand 

>10 million ton per annuum.31  
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If the reactant (typically a hydrocarbon) is comparable to the pore size of the zeolite, the 

reaction can be limited by the time it takes for the reactant to diffuse into the pores and reach 

the active site, also known as configurational diffusion. When the diffusion of a reactant is 

slower than the chemical reaction, the process is limited by intracrystalline diffusion.45 One 

way to overcome this limitation is to shorten the diffusion path length by reducing the 

crystallite size, which should lead to an increased reaction rate. In the case of methanol as 

the reactant, intracrystalline diffusion does not apply, since methanol is a very small 

molecule in relation to the pore openings. However, when a hydrocarbon is of comparable 

size to the molecular channels, the concept of molecular traffic in channels of different 

tortuosity occurs, e.g. it has been found that diffusion of larger hydrocarbons is five times 

faster in the straight channels of MFI compared to the zig-zag channels.23 

1.4 Mechanistic aspects of MTH chemistry 

To date, four different methanol-to-hydrocarbons (MTH) technologies have been developed 

commercially: Methanol-to-gasoline (MTG), Methanol-to-propene (MTP)/Dominant 

technology for the propene production (DTP), Methanol-to-aromatics (MTA), and Methanol-

to-olefins (MTO) or Dimethylether-to-olefins (DMTO) if the feedstock is dimethyl ether 

(Figure 1-8).  

 

 

Figure 1-8. Overview of different MTH technologies with HZSM-5 and HSAPO-34 being the 

archetypal catalysts for these processes. The choice of reaction temperature has a 

significant effect on selectivity to a desired hydrocarbon product, e.g. MTO is operated at 

higher temperatures than MTG. 
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Active research on the different MTH technologies and particularly on MTO/DMTO process 

is ongoing to increase selectivity to propene and catalyst lifetime as well as to develop 

mechanistic understanding. MTH chemistry is likely to have an increased importance in the 

future due to the availability of green methanol.46 Below the mechanistic aspects of MTH 

chemistry are briefly discussed.  

Early studies by Chang and Silvestri47 produced a classical graph at 644 K for ZSM-5 (Figure 

1-9) showing how the product composition changes with contact time, indicating the 

sequence of transformations from methanol, to dimethyl ether (DME), to C2-C5 olefins and 

gradually the product composition shifts to a mixture of C6+ olefins, paraffins and aromatics 

with a decline of the C2-C5 olefins. 

 

Figure 1-9. A typical product distribution with contact time over HZSM-5 at 644 K. Reprinted 

with permission from ref47. Credit: 1997 Elsevier.  

Under the conditions employed by Mobil when MTH was first discovered (644 K and 

1.0 LHSV), the product distribution over HZSM-5 was rich in gasoline-range hydrocarbons. 

Current interest in MTH has shifted to the production of light olefins, and HZSM-5 has been 

developed as an DTP catalyst.48 The DTP process is carried out at 773 K where cracking 

reactions of higher olefins are promoted.  

The MTH reaction is an exothermic process. The exact MTH product distribution depends 

on the temperature, nature of the acid site, type of zeolite catalyst and contact time.41,48,49 

For example, the more spacious channel intersections in medium pore zeolite cavities 

(10MR) such as ZSM-5, promote the evolution of the aromatic cycle, the small pore openings 

in SAPO-34 restrain the larger aromatics inside the cavity, resulting in high selectivity to light 

olefins. A selectivity plot for methanol conversion over SAPO-34 shows no aromatic 
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products and a very high selectivity to light C2-C4 olefins. This is due to the steric constraint 

of the narrower pore openings. Furthermore, SAPO-34 (CHA) has a longer MTO lifetime 

compared to the aluminosilicate SSZ-13 (CHA), owing to its weaker acid site.50 

The mechanistic aspects of the MTH chemistry can be grouped into three categories. In the 

initial stages of the reaction, also known as the induction period, light olefins are produced 

via the direct carbon-carbon (C-C) coupling mechanism. After a rather short induction 

period, the MTH process continues with the “hydrocarbon pool” (HCP) mechanism where 

the majority of olefins are produced directly from methylation of organic species trapped 

inside the zeolite pores (and their subsequent cracking).51 Towards the end of the life of the 

MTH catalyst, large pore-blocking species are formed as “coke” molecules that causes 

deactivation.  

Some of the questions about the MTH reaction include: (i) the mechanism of the first C–C 

bond formation; (ii) the nature of the active HCP species and (iii) the nature of the 

deactivating HCP species. Two recent reviews summarise the different postulated reaction 

pathways that have been proposed.41,49 

 Direct C-C coupling 

The direct C-C mechanism describes the route for the first carbon-carbon bond formation 

during the initial stages of the MTH reaction.49,52 Both methanol and DME have been shown 

to generate surface-bound methoxy species (SMS) on the zeolite acid site.53,54 Early 

operando spectroscopic FTIR experiments by Howe and Forester in 1987 correlated the 

presence of SMS with the generation of the first olefins over ZSM-5.55,56 Since then, SMS 

have been repeatedly verified as the key intermediate in the direct C-C coupling 

mechanism.55–64  

Three different modes of reactivity of the SMS shown in Scheme 1-2 have been considered: 

(i) reaction of a CH3
+ cation with methanol or DME58 (methane-formaldehyde mechanism65, 

methoxymethyl cation mechanism54,66,67, methyleneoxy mechanism63); (ii) Deprotonation of 

SMS (through the polarization of the C-H bond of the SMS by a neighbouring oxygen atom) 

to form a carbene-like intermediate57,59-61 that can couple with another SMS to form ethene 

or insert into methanol/DME; (iii) A third route describes the CO insertion into SMS (Koch 

carbonylation64).  
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Scheme 1-2. Three different modes of reactivity of SMS and intermediates with directly 

formed C–C bonds in bold. 

A framework-bound carbene has been calculated on a small cluster (without taking into 

account the rest of the zeolite framework) to have a very high energy barrier for the C-H 

bond breaking step starting from surface methoxy groups.68,69 The results show that the 

ZOCH3 is stable compared to ZOCH2 and ZOH (Scheme 1-3). 

 

Scheme 1-3. Scheme for the formation of reactive framework-bound carbene species with 

regeneration of a Brønsted acid site during methanol conversion in acidic aluminosilicates 

with an activation barrier of 200 kJ mol-1.69 

More recent theoretical studies have supported the reactivity of SMS as carbocations 

leading to the formation of the methoxymethyl cation.70,71 Koch-type CO insertion into SMS 

has also been considered as an energetically feasible route64,72 but the decomposition of 

methanol to CO at low reaction temperatures is not typically reported.62 
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Different direct C–C bond formation routes proposed in literature are given in Figure 1-10. 

Figure 1-10. Reactivity of SMS towards olefin formation during the induction period of the 

zeolite-catalysed MTH process (intermediates with directly formed C–C bonds are given in 

bold). Adapted with permission from ref49. Credit: Springer Nature. 
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So far, the proposed direct C–C bond formation routes, given in Figure 1-10, are based on 

studies using bulk characterisation techniques such as in-situ solid-state MAS NMR64 and 

diffuse reflectance spectroscopy63. These techniques average the spectra over multiple 

crystallites. It is therefore important to investigate the chemistry of the SMS in a more 

controlled way over individual crystals at much narrower spatial resolution and with fast 

temporal resolution using a microscopic synchrotron-based IR technique.  

The formation and reactivity of SMS in ZSM-5 as seen by synchrotron infrared 

microspectroscopy will be the subject of the first experimental chapter, ensuring that only a 

localised area of the catalyst is probed. A key distinguishing feature between the carbocation 

mechanism and a carbene-like reactivity of SMS is the breaking of a CD bond and the 

simultaneous recovery of OD groups as discussed by Yamazaki et al57. Carbene-like 

reactivity can therefore be proven by isotopically-labelled methanol-d3 studies following the 

growth of the  (OD) band at 2650 cm-1. IR spectroscopy is also very sensitive to the 

presence of  (C=O) bands which would be detectable at 1600–1700 cm-1. 

 “Hydrocarbon pool” (HCP) 

During steady state working conditions the mechanism of the MTH reaction occurs via a 

complex inorganic-organic hybrid catalyst. The evidence for the nature of the organic 

component of this has been obtained by a number of methods (Table 1-2). These organic 

species can be interpreted in terms of providing an indirect reaction pathway for olefin 

formation, also known as the “hydrocarbon pool” (HCP) mechanism (a term first coined by 

Dahl and Kolboe in 199351).  

The HCP is a pool of hydrocarbons within the zeolite pores, comprising a mixture of olefins 

and aromatics from which reaction products are cracked and/or desorbed resulting in a 

broad distribution of C2 to C10 hydrocarbons found in the product stream.41 
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Table 1-2. Experimental approaches used to probe the content, chemical nature, reactivity 

and location of the HCP species inside the zeolite pores. 

Technique Key observations 

PXRD73,74 
• Methyl aromatics (lattice expansion relates 

to size of the species entrapped). 

Thermal analysis75–77  • Amount of coke derived by the weight loss. 

HF dissolution with GC analysis 
of the liquid phase77–79 

• Retention time used to derive the chemical 
structure of the HCP species (olefins, 
aromatics). 

Micro-spectroscopic53,80,80,81,81–

86 
• Location of the HCP species (evolution of 

coke on the rim versus the crystal core). 

IR55–58,87,88 

 

• Can differentiate between olefins and 
aromatics and the C=C-C+ in carbenium 
ions vs. neutral double C=C-C bond in 
aromatics. 

• Drawback: not very good at identifying 
different coke species. 

UV/vis76,83,89–92 

 

• Identification of organic species with 
conjugated double bonds, e.g. dienes and 
polyaromatic species.  

• Differentiate between carbocation and 
neutral species, e.g. methylbenzenium and 
hexamethylbenzenium ions.  

• Drawback: broad bands overlap and prevent 
unambiguous identification. 

13C MAS NMR62,76,83,89–94 

(often combined with UV/vis) 

• Unique 13C chemical shift for 
methylaroamtics, aliphatic species and 
carbenium ions.  

• Drawback: lower sensitivity hinders time-
resolved studies. 

UV-Raman95,96 

• Nature of the deactivating species, graphitic 
coke.  

• Drawback: not easy to differentiate C-O 
bonds. 
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Various detailed in-situ work gives evidence for carbenium ion intermediates in ZSM-5 and 

SAPO-34 (Table 1-3).  

Table 1-3. Different 5- and 6-membered cyclic carbenium HCP species observed by 

13C NMR spectroscopy of HZSM-5 and HSAPO-34 during the MTH reaction at 573 K.  

Intermediates 𝜹 𝑪𝟏𝟑 /ppm Zeolite Ref. 

                                 

1,3-Dimethylcyclopentenyl cation 

250 (1,3) 
147 (2) 
48 (4,5) 
 
250 (1,3) 
148 (2) 
48 (4,5) 
250 (1,3) 
147 (2) 
249 (1,3) 
146 (2) 
48 (4,5) 

HSAPO-34 
 
 
 

HZSM-5 
 
 

HZSM-5 
 

HZSM-5 

Dai et al.97 

 

 

 
Haw et al.94 

 
 

Wang et al.17 
 

Goguen et al.98 

 
1,2,3-Triethylcyclopentenyl cation 

247 (1,3) 
155 (2) 
48 (4,5) 
 
243 (1,3) 
155 (2) 

HSAPO-34 
 
 
 

HZSM-5 

Dai et al.92 
 
 
 

Wang et al.17 

 
1,3,4-Trimethylcyclopentenyl 

cation 
 

247 (1,3) 
155 (2) 
48 (4,5) 

HZSM-5 Wang et al.17 

 
1,1,2,4,6-Pentamethylbenzenium 

cation 

206 (2) 
190 (4) 
135 (3) 
  58 (1) 
 
205 (2) 
189 (4) 
140 (3) 
  58 (1) 

HSAPO-34 
 
 
 
 
 

HZSM-5 

Dai et al.92 
 
 
 
 
 

Wang et al.17 

The 1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl cation (1,3-DMCP) in HZSM-5 was first identified by 

Haw et al.94 from their in-situ ‘pulse quench’ 13C NMR experiments. The 1,3-DMCP 

carbenium ion formed in less than 0.5 s after one pulse of ethene (1.9 mol C2H4 per acid 

site at 623 K). The presence of this carbenium ion eliminated the induction period to DME 

conversion to propene. Theoretical calculations by the same study showed methylation of 
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the carbenium ion provides a lower energy pathway compared to methylating ethene directly 

to form propene, confirming the co-catalytic nature of the carbenium ion. Subsequently, 

different people have reported carbenium ions as shown in Table 1-3. 

 The dual cycle mechanism and link between the two cycles 

The HCP is commonly represented by two competing cycles (olefin and aromatics) that run 

in parallel to one another. Scheme 1-4 gives the simplified dual-cycle mechanism but this 

does not consider the carbenium ions.  

Olefin cycle         Aromatic cycle 

 

Scheme 1-4. The dual-cycle describing the hydrocarbon pool (HCP) mechanism under 

steady-state operation. Reproduced with permission from ref41. Credit: The Royal Society of 

Chemistry.  

The elementary reactions that govern the propagation of the two cycles include: olefin 

methylation, cracking, hydrogen transfer, ring cyclization, ring contraction, methylation and 

dealkylation. The growth of higher alkenes (C6+ olefins) is often thought to be due to 

methylation,47 however, oligomerization of olefins on the acid site of ZSM-5 can also occur 

and this has not always been considered in relation to MTH chemistry, but as the results of 

this thesis will go on to show, oligomerization reactions occur and are important during the 

initial stages of the MTH reaction. The oligomerisation of propene in zeolites has been 

extensively studied by both infrared spectroscopy,99–102 and (more recently) inelastic 

neutron scattering.103,104 The chemistry of oligomerisation involves protonation of propene 

at a Brønsted acid site followed by further chain propagation to form alkoxy species.104 
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Several studies have tried to clarify the link between the two cycles. A recent study by 

Hu et al.105 on the HCP species in ZSM-5, presents how cyclic alkenes can undergo ring 

contraction and provide the link between the olefinic and aromatic cycle via the formation of 

carbenium ion intermediates (Figure 1-11). How these carbenium ions are formed in the first 

instance and their role in the production of propene and aromatics during the early stages 

of the HCP is the subject of the first chapter of this thesis. 

 

Figure 1-11. Hu’s schematic link between the two cycles. Reproduced with permission from 

ref105. Credit: The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

A more recent study by Wang et al.17 builds on Haw’s 13C NMR work where the mechanism 

of olefin formation from carbenium ions involves methylation via what is known as the “paring 

and side-chain mechanisms”48 followed by stripping of the C2–C4 alkenes from the side 

chains of the cyclic species.  

 

Scheme 1-5. Wang’s condensed catalytic cycle in ZSM-5, with permission from ref17. Credit: 

Wiley-VCH. 

Hwang et al.106 explained that the contribution of the olefin cycle depends on how mature 

the HCP is and as aromatics start to accumulate, the olefinic cycle gradually gets impeded, 
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in other words, they speak about a switch-over from the olefin cycle to the aromatic cycle. 

This implies that the olefin and aromatic cycles cannot operate independently (at least during 

the initial stages). Dai and Hunger suggested that the olefin cycle is dominant in the early 

stages of the MTH reaction and the aromatic cycle becomes operational at later times-on-

stream.97 One study of the HCP mechanisms showed that SAPO-34 with fewer acid sites 

(Brønsted acid density <0.32 mmol g−1), can tip the balance towards the olefin cycle.89 

Comparison of the initial HCP species formed in ZSM-5 and SAPO-34 is discussed in 

Chapter 6. 

 Deactivation 

Aromatics inside the zeolite pores can be both active intermediates and seeds for the growth 

of deactivating species,78 i.e. the active species described in the HCP section are the 

precursors of deactivating species. Deactivating molecules are typically methylated 

polyaromatic species that pose steric constraints at the entrance of the zeolite pores 

hindering the free diffusion of products. The exact nature of the different type of deactivating 

species in cage-based, small-pore molecular sieves depends on the cage shape and size107 

and reaction temperature (Figure 1-12).41,108  

 

Figure 1-12. Organic constituents (isolated after HF dissolution) of a heavily deactivated 

HSAPO-34 identified by GC-MS analysis.41 

For example, in the large cage of CHA, species as large as methylpyrene have been 

experimentally observed.79,95 Active HCP species that can lead to the growth of large PA 
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species are branched alkanes and olefins because they slow down the diffusion of products 

from the pores, presumably by giving more time for cyclisation and aromatisation to occur, 

ultimately coking the catalysts by the irreversible formation of PA species.109 The growth of 

deactivating PA species cannot occur via cyclisation alone but also requires methylation. 

Deactivating species such as PA are not readily identified by IR spectroscopy and will not 

be the subject of study in this thesis. 

The reaction temperature can determine the type of deactivation (pore blocking vs external 

coke) as illustrated in Figure 1-13. At low reaction temperatures (below 623 K), the rapid 

deactivation of SAPO-34 has been attributed to bulky hydrocarbon deposits, but at higher 

temperatures (above 673 K) external coke blocks access to the catalyst.50 A similar effect 

was seen in HZSM-5 catalysts.110,79 Mores et al. visualised how coke progressed in large 

ZSM-5 crystals from the outer sections of the crystals inwards.80 

 

Figure 1-13. Methanol conversion over SAPO-34 at different reaction temperatures (optimal 

at 673 K). WHSV = 6 h-1. The arrows indicate an increase in reaction temperature. 

Reproduced with permission from ref50. Credit: Springer Nature. 

By contrast, Müller and co-workers reported that all Brønsted acid sites (BAS) in deactivated 

ZSM-5 were still accessible to pyridine adsorption, meaning that the catalyst was not coked 

on the external surfaces.111 They hypothesised the likelihood of oxygenate species such as 

furan poisoning the acid site. This has been followed up by an electron energy loss 

spectroscopy study on Beta zeolite where O-containing compounds such as 4-methyl-
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benzaldehyde were identified.112 Another study by Li et al.77 provided evidence in support of 

how oxygen-containing compounds analysed by GC-MS block the Brønsted acid sites by 

strong chemisorption and deactivation of the catalyst. 

1.5 Shining light on zeolite catalysts 

Spectroscopy deals with the interaction of light with matter and has been widely used to 

probe zeolites.9,10,113,114,11 From the different spectroscopies, infrared (IR) spectroscopy is 

by far the most widely employed technique to probe zeolites (Figure 1-14).  

 

Figure 1-14. Bibliometric data (left) reporting the number of papers published in the 1960-

June 2020 time interval combining as the keywords (zeolite OR zeolites OR zeotype OR 

zeotypes) with (IR OR FTIR OR Infrared OR "infra-red") or (Ultraviolet–visible or UV–Vis or 

UV/Vis) or (Raman) or (INS OR "inelastic neutron scattering"). The search was refined (right) 

for in-situ and operando studies published in 2020. 

The IR region is split in three sections (near-, mid- and far IR) and sits between visible light 

and microwave radiation (Figure 1-15). Vibrations in the mid-IR region (4000-400 cm-1) of 

the electromagnetic spectrum are fundamental - meaning a transition from the ground state 

to the first excited state. In contrast, vibrations in the NIR region are either combination 

bands (excitation of two vibrations combined) or overtones. Overtones are considered 

vibrations from the ground state to a level of excitation above the first state. Vibrations in the 

NIR region are of a lower probability than IR vibrations and therefore have a lower intensity.  

14449

2462

1877
170

Number of papers

IR UV-Vis Raman INS
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Figure 1-15 The electromagnetic spectrum.  

Infrared light induces vibrations in certain parts of molecules (known as functional groups). 

Mid IR spectroscopy has been used in this thesis to probe functional groups relevant to MTH 

catalysis such as C-H, C=O and C=C. Bond stretching (v), bending or deformations 

(twisting, wagging and rocking), in-plane (δ) and out-of-plane (γ), and torsional vibrations 

can be further divided into symmetric (symm.) and antisymmetric (asymm.) vibrations as 

illustrated in Figure 1-16. 

 

Figure 1-16. (a) Stretching and bending vibrations of methylene ‘CH2’. (b) Mid-IR vibrational 

bands of different functional groups. 
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IR spectroscopy offers several advantages over other vibrational techniques, such as 

Raman and inelastic neutron scattering (INS), for the characterisation of zeolites and 

zeotype catalysts. One advantage is the sub-second time resolution that can capture rapid 

changes in spectral features due to intense and well-defined signals without background 

interferences (Table 1-4). 

Table 1-4. Advantages and disadvantages of different vibrational techniques that have been 

applied to zeolite catalysts. 

 

Explaining the IR spectrum of molecules can be done using symmetry, point groups and 

reducible representations.115 A vibration will be IR active if it belongs to the same 

representation as one of the functions x, y or z - in other words, if there is a change in dipole 

moment. An IR active vibrational mode can only result if a change of dipole moment is 

present. The number of vibrations is 3n – 6 for a linear molecule where n is the number of 
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atoms. In many cases, IR bands can be simulated to a high level of theory using density 

functional theory methods such as B3LYP116,117as described later in the methodology 

section.  

A simple description for molecular vibration is given by the harmonic oscillator model 

(applicable to low energy states), where r is defined as the internuclear distance and (r - re) 

is the displacement from equilibrium between the two atoms. The harmonic potential energy 

(V) versus internuclear distance (r - re) for a diatomic oscillator follows eqn. (1): 

            𝑉(𝑟−𝑟𝑒) =  
1

2
𝑘𝑟2    eqn. (1) 

The vibrational frequency (𝜈) for the harmonic oscillator is also inversely proportional to the 

reduced atomic mass (µ) and directly proportional to the bond strength force constant (k) as 

given in eqn. (2): 

𝜈𝑜𝑠𝑐 =
1

2𝜋
√

𝑘

µ
       eqn. (2) 

The zero-point energy (ZPE) for a harmonic oscillator is given by eqn. (3): 

 𝑍𝑃𝐸 =
1

2
ℎ𝜈𝑜𝑠𝑐       eqn. (3) 

Anharmonicity terms can be introduced in eqn. (1) to account for dissociation of molecules 

at higher energy levels (known as the Morse potential).115  

Describing molecules as an oscillator helps to rationalize why a weak partially double bond 

in a C=C-C+ carbocation appears shifted to lower wavenumbers (cm-1) compared to a C=C 

in aromatic molecules. Furthermore, it provides the rational for the observed frequency 

downshift upon sample deuteration, i.e. a ν(C-D) bond has a larger reduced mass compared 

to a ν(C-H) bond. One example, where isotopic substitution is very helpful in zeolite systems 

is the reactivity of methanol-d3 in ZSM-5.57,58,118  

Assignment of bands of adsorbed methanol and DME is mostly based on comparison with 

other experimental data, for example, the IR spectrum of liquid119, solid120 and gas phase121 

DME have been measured experimentally. IR spectra can also be found in the NIST 

Chemistry WebBook. 

https://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/
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1.6 Experimental approaches for in-situ IR studies 

During IR spectroscopic measurements of zeolite catalysts, three different types of 

interactions of light and solids can be designed as shown in Figure 1-17.  

 

Figure 1-17. Schematic showing reflection, absorption/transmission, and scattering of light 

on interaction with a sample to be studied. 

The relationship between I0 and I is defined by the Beer-Lambert Law in eqn. (4): 

     𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝐼0

𝐼
) =  𝜀𝑐𝑙     eqn. (4) 

Conventionally, two different experimental approaches are commonly used to perform 

in-situ IR spectroscopy on zeolite catalysts: transmission measurements through thin 

pressed disks of zeolite powder (TIR) or diffuse reflectance measurements (DRIFTS) which 

collect the infrared radiation diffusely scattered from the surface of a loose powder. Both 

have advantages and disadvantages, presented in Table 1-5.  

Table 1-5. Advantages and disadvantages of conventional in-situ IR techniques. 

 

The great advantage of combining spectroscopy with optical microscopy (IR 

microspectroscopy) over TIR and DRIFTS studies is that microscopic experiments can 

immediately detect changes occurring in one crystal as opposed to integrating over all the 

crystals in a macroscopic sample. This ensures that only the localised area of the catalyst 

is probed and allows spatial inhomogeneity between crystals, or within large crystals, to be 
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resolved (Figure 1-18).122,123 In this thesis work, IR microspectroscopy measurements were 

collected in transmission mode rather than reflection. Therefore, the spectra contain 

contributions from both the crystal rims and core. 

 

Figure 1-18. Comparison of in-situ DRIFTS, TIR and IR Microspectroscopy used for the 

observation of adsorbed species under reaction conditions. 

1.7 Technical aspects: spatial and temporal resolution 

Schematic of a Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) spectrometer is shown in Figure 1-19. A 

collimated IR beam can be generated from either a thermal broadband source (Globar) or a 

synchrotron (Figure 1-19). The interferometer contains a movable mirror and a beam splitter 

(a semi-transparent mirror positioned at 45 degrees to the beam which splits the collimated 

IR beam into two partial beams by transmitting 50% of the light into one interferometer mirror 

and reflecting off 50% of the light into the focusing mirror) and a movable mirror (which 

continuously scans forwards and backwards relative to a beam splitter). During 

measurement, the optical path length of one of the two partial beams changes constantly. 

After recombination of the two partial beams, constructive and reconstructive interferences 

occur and the detector (typically a Mercury Cadmium Telluride, MCT detector) records the 

resulting interferogram. The time-resolved interferogram is then Fourier transformed to get 

a frequency domain, which is deconvolved to produce a spectrum, and the resultant single-

beam spectrum is divided by the single-beam background spectrum to give the spectrum of 

the sample, which is used for spectral interpretation.  

A common method for reducing the effects of air contaminants in the background spectrum 

such as water (at 3600 cm-1 and 1600 cm-1) and carbon dioxide (at 2360 cm-1 and 670 cm-1) 

is to purge the optics bench, e.g. this is achieved using a vacuum chamber in the VERTEX 
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80v instrument based at Diamond B22. The spectral resolution is determined by the optical 

path difference in the measurement of an interferogram (16 cm-1, 8 cm-1, 4 cm-1, or 2 cm-1).  

Spatial resolution (2–10 μm) in the mid-infrared region is limited by the diffraction limit of 

light, while the temporal resolution is determined by the speed of the movable mirror inside 

the FTIR spectrometer and the time for data processing.124 

 

Figure 1-19. (a) FTIR spectrometer schematic in combination with an in-situ cell to focus SR 

IR light on a solid catalyst. Reproduced with permission from ref11. Credit: Springer Nature. 

Typically, a Mercury cadmium telluride is used as the detector. (b) To produce an FTIR 

spectrum, the interferogram of monochromatic IR light is Fourier transformed.125 

1.8 Advantages of synchrotron radiation 

The synchrotron radiation (SR) generated by Diamond is 1000 times brighter in the mid-far-

IR compared to conventional broadband IR source. This high photon flux per unit of solid 

angle, provides a higher signal to noise acquisition (S/N) and therefore a faster acquisition 

time. For example, for a 12-micron slits size the SR gain in S/N is ca. 7 times compared to 
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the Globar source; this S/N gain increases to ca. 20 times better by SR than Globar at 

3-micron slit size. The SR is a brilliant radiation source but the beam is narrow and there is 

no advantage to opening the slit above 20 μm.124 

In addition to unprecedented spatial resolution, the S/N advantage of SR can be converted 

into faster IR acquisition times. Time-resolution usually comes at the cost of lower sensitivity 

(reduced number of scans). This is especially important when monitoring rapid changes on 

individual crystals where the slit size is less than 20 microns. Time-resolved IR spectroscopy 

(rapid scanning) is useful for following operando chemical reactions where a ‘7 gain in S/N 

at 12 micron slit size is equivalent to ca. 50 times faster acquisition by SR versus Globar at 

equal spectral quality’.126  

Another aspect of SR is its high degree of optical polarization, which can be useful for 

specific experimental studies as it provides insight in the molecular orientation of reactants 

and products. Polarisation of the synchrotron light originates from the emission geometry of 

a bending magnet source; the microscope optics selectively enhance the linear polarization 

of the synchrotron light delivered. In practice, a linear polarizer is added to the microscope 

for better control of the degree and axis of polarization at the sample.  

Examples of synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopy of microporous materials include: 

(i) Studies of adsorbates: transient intracrystalline concentration profiles along the crystal 

longitudinal extension in ZSM-5127,128 and polarization orientation dependence phenomenon 

in molecules occluded in microporous materials129,130. For example, Figure 1-20 illustrates 

the preferential adsorption of CO2 along the channel axis on a metal organic framework 

(MOF) made of scandium cations joined together by organic linkers functionalised with 

amino groups.  

(ii) IR mapping to visualise crystal heterogeneities, e.g. the distribution of acid sites of 

steamed crystals of ZSM-5131 was studied by synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopy as 

illustrated in Figure 1-21.  

(iii) In-situ reactivity studies: monitoring the decomposition of organic templates in ZSM-5 

and Cu-SAPO STA-7132, oligomerization of styrene derivatives123,133, catalytic conversion of 

thiophene derivatives130, catalytic reactions122,123 on microporous materials including 

alcohol-to-olefins investigations in ZSM-580,81 and SAPO-3482. 
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Figure 1-20. Sc2(BDC-NH2)3 crystals loaded with CO2. Note how the (CO)assym. stretch 

2333 cm-1 changes relative to the (NH2)sym. and (NH2)assym. stretches at 3400-3510 cm-1: 

it is increased using IR light polarized along the crystal length down [001] (pol. angle 0o) in 

panel a but decreased when viewed down [010] (pol. angle 90o) in panel b. Adapted with 

permission from ref.129 Credit: Wiley-VCH. 

 

Figure 1-21. Synchrotron IR microscopy maps reflect the depleting acid sites with 

progressive steaming of a large HZSM-5 crystal. The IR beam (aperture) size used for the 

mapping was 7  7 μm2. A sharp band characteristic of the adsorbed pyridine molecule used 

to probe the acid site. No signal was detected on the harshly steamed sample. Adapted with 

permission from ref.131 Credit: Wiley-VCH. 
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1.9 Synthesis of large zeolite crystals 

Most zeolites are prepared as microcrystalline powders (<3 μm), but it is in some cases 

possible to obtain large single crystals, larger than 10 μm, suitable for microscopy.80,134,135 

Large crystals have also been used for single crystal diffraction and structure determination, 

studies of molecular diffusion, adsorption and reactivity as discussed in the previous section.  

A common procedure for zeolites synthesis involves conventional heating of reactive 

precursor gels containing an organic structure directing agent (OSDA) under hydrothermal 

conditions (usually above 423 K in aqueous media). The strongly basic conditions used in 

the synthesis of aluminosilicates prove to be challenging for growing large zeolite crystals. 

By contrast, zeotypes (AlPO, SAPO and MAPOs) can be obtained as relatively large crystals 

(above 5 µm) under slightly acidic to neutral conditions.2,14  

At least seven zeolite framework types have been successfully prepared as large crystals: 

MFI136–138, FAU139, FER136, BEA140, AFI141, LTA142 and MOR143. Note that large crystals are 

not truly single crystals but are composed of several intergrowth fragments that give rise to 

a classical hour-glass shape (Figure 1-22). Successful methods for growing large 

aluminosilicate crystals describe the use of fluorides and hydroxides (HF, NH4F or NH4OH) 

as the mineralizing agent and the slow dissolution of SiO2, which facilitate the growth of 

zeolite crystals (reviewed in more detail in the introduction to Chapter 5).  

The synthesis of zeolite crystals can be understood in terms of crystal nucleation and 

Ostwald ripening (crystallites dissolve and redeposit onto larger crystals). Decisive 

parameters for designing a method for the synthesis of large aluminosilicate crystals include: 

choice of mineralizing agent that also affects the pH137, water concentration142, aging time 

and the type of silica source143. The use of reagents such as Aerosil 200 (fumed SiO2 with 

large particle size) slow down the rate of dissolution of the solid phase of the gels, and thus, 

the crystal nucleation.144  In addition, dilution ultimately limits the supply of nutrients for 

crystal growth and affects the quality of the crystals obtained.138,142 
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Figure 1-22. Examples of large crystals: (a) silicious zeolite beta crystal under polarised light 

that shows the hourglass phenomenon. Reprinted with permission from ref140; (b) SEM 

image of LTA-type AlPO4 crystals. Reprinted with permission from ref142. Credit: Elsevier; 

(c) SEM image of zeolite X. Reprinted with permission from ref139; (d) SEM image of 

SAPO-34 (e) SEM image of ZSM-5 with Si/Al ~17; (f-g) a schematic representation of the 

internal structure of the large SAPO-34 and ZSM-5, respectively. Reprinted with permission 

from ref80. Credit: Wiley‑VCH. 

Unfortunately, not all large zeolite crystals can be grown with significant Al and the Al 

incorporation does not always reflect the Si/Al ratio from the synthesis protocol. The Si/Al 

ratio on the surface (determined by EDX or XPS) can differ from the bulk composition 

(determined by XRF).139,145 For example, microprobe analysis of a ZSM-5 crystal 
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cross-section, showed that Al was located mostly at the exterior of the crystal. Similar 

findings were reported from SR-micro XRD analysis of large ZSM-5 crystals as illustrated in 

Figure 1-23. More importantly, it is possible to overcome this by adapting a different 

synthesis protocol. In Chapter 4, a method was developed where Al was homogeneously 

distributed across the crystal core. 

 

Figure 1-23. (a) Electron microprobe analysis across cleaved crystal (150 micron) of 

HZSM-5. Reprinted with permission from ref145; (b) SR-micro XRD imaging set-up used to 

determine Al zoning in the large ZSM-5 crystal used by the Weckhuysen group (Si/Al = 17 

by XRF) and (c) Note, the Al content decreases considerably with increasing depth along 

the crystal side orientation. Reprinted with permission from ref146. Credit: (a) Elsevier and 

(b-c) Wiley-VCH. 
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Chapter 2. Project overview, aims and objectives 

2.1 CRITICAT Centre for Doctoral Training (CDT) 

The research has taken place within the CRITICAT Centre for Doctoral Training in Critical 

Resource Catalysis at the University of St Andrews, funded by the Engineering and Physical 

Sciences Research Council (EPSRC). The primary goal was to investigate the catalytic 

conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons (MTH reaction) by a synchrotron-based 

spectroscopic method that is being developed at the Diamond Light Source.  

2.2 Diamond Light Source  

Several countries recognize the importance of having their own synchrotron facility to 

support both academic and industrial research. The Diamond Light Source is the UK’s 3rd 

generation national synchrotron radiation source (SRS) located at the Harwell campus in 

Oxfordshire (Figure 2-1). The synchrotron comprises of two booster rings: an inner storage 

ring where light is amplified using powerful magnets and an outer larger ring, where light is 

distributed to several beamlines, supported by beamline scientists, where experiments can 

be carried out. Many of the synchrotron beamlines use intense X-rays, but it is possible to 

select out the infrared light. The work in this thesis was obtained at the Multimode InfraRed 

Imaging and Microspectroscopy (MIRIAM) beamline B22 at Diamond.147 This project work 

includes data analysis on 6 datasets acquired at B22 (each beam session was 

approximately 4 days long with 30 experiments completed per visit). 

 

Figure 2-1. The Diamond Light Source located in Oxfordshire. 
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2.3 Johnson Matthey 

As part of this PhD project, a 3-month industrial placement was undertaken at Johnson 

Matthey (Figure 2-2). Johnson Matthey PLC is a global company that specializes in four 

business areas (i) clean air (catalysts for deNOx) (ii) efficient use of natural resources 

(design of new heterogeneous catalysts and catalyst supports), (iii) health and 

pharmaceuticals, (iv) new markets including battery cathode materials and fuel cells 

products. 

 

Figure 2-2. Industrial placement project overview. This research presented in Chapter 7 has 

taken place as part of a 3-month industrial placement at JM’s production and R&D facility in 

Savannah, Georgia, USA, under the guidance of Dr Stephen Schuyten, innovation products 

manager. 

2.4 Aims and objectives 

The overarching theme of this work is to apply the synchrotron Operando Infrared Micro-

Spectroscopy (OIMS) technique that is being developed at Diamond B22 to probe the 

mechanism of the MTH catalytic reaction using commercially-relevant zeolite topologies. 

The underlying objective is to demonstrate this technique as a powerful new method to gain 

insights into catalytic reaction mechanisms. The premise of this work was discussed in detail 

in the Introduction, putting the work in perspective of the growing body of research on large 

zeolite crystals and explaining how single crystals can bridge the gap between surface 

science and polycrystalline bulk measurements. Justification to the use of synchrotron 

radiation over thermal source-based microscopes was provided, and its significance is 

highlighted in terms of temporal resolution when using narrow spot size (slit size) down to 

10  10 µm2 in smaller crystal sizes. 
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Chapter 4 investigates the formation and reactivity of surface-bound methoxy groups in 

large HZSM-5 crystals. While many recent studies regarding the MTH process focus on the 

steady-state reactions in terms of shape selectivity, less are known on the direct C-C 

mechanism and the formation of the hydrocarbon pool (HCP) itself. The aim of this Chapter 

was to gain new insights into the direct C–C bond coupling mechanism and subsequently 

describe the build-up of larger HCP species in the zeolite pores during the initial stages of 

the MTH reaction as seen by the OIMS method.  

Chapter 5 develops a method for the synthesis of large ZSM-5 crystals with three different 

crystal sizes using an ammonium fluoride route, while maintaining a homogeneous Al 

distribution. The aim was to establish the relevance of the OIMS method to study zeolite 

crystals closer in size to those used commercially (typically <1 µm3). Materials were first 

characterised ex situ and catalytically tested at the University of St Andrews. The effect of 

crystal size (large, medium and small) and temperature (523–673 K) that reflect diffusion 

and reactivity considerations of both methanol and dimethyl ether were systematically 

investigated using the OIMS method. 

Chapter 6 provides mechanistic comparison of ZSM-5 with SAPO-34 (the archetypical MTO 

catalyst), during the initial stages of the MTH reaction as seen by the OIMS method. 

SAPO-34 large crystals were produced using morpholine as the template and characterised 

by standard ex situ methods. In addition, SAPO-34 crystals were analysed by synchrotron 

IR mapping experiments to characterise the distribution of the Brønsted acid sites. The aim 

of the OIMS study was to investigate the formation and reactivity of surface-bound methoxy 

groups and compare the type of carbenium ion species in the two different catalysts.  

Chapter 7 describes the scale-up of large SAPO-34 crystals as part of an industrial 

placement at Johnson Matthey Savannah. The aim was to develop a steaming protocol to 

investigate the effect of varying the severity of the treatment (up to 1023 K) on the structural 

and textural properties of the materials and their catalytic performance in the MTO reaction. 

Detailed ex-situ characterisation was carried out on two large crystalline SAPO-34 single 

crystals with two different Si contents, as well as one commercial microcrystalline SAPO-34 

powder. A variety of physicochemical characterisation techniques (XRD, SEM, NMR, N2 

adsorption and NH3-TPD), catalytic testing and synchrotron IR microspectroscopy was 

combined with the aim to elucidate the stages of transformation occurring during steaming 

of HSAPO 34 and relate the changes to the MTO catalyst life. Recommendations for 

designing longer-lived catalysts were provided as a result of this work.
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Chapter 3. Materials and methods 

The purpose of this Chapter is to introduce the materials and methods used in this thesis. 

Large crystals of ZSM-5 and SAPO-34 were obtained successfully and samples were 

characterised by ex-situ and in-situ techniques as well as MTO/DMTO catalytic testing. A 

detailed section on the OIMS technique applied to the single crystals and subsequent data 

analysis is included here, showing example spectra of gas phase and adsorbed species in 

ZSM-5. 

3.1 Synthesis of ZSM-5 and SAPO-34 

Raw materials were sourced from Sigma Aldrich or BDH and used without further purification 

(Table 3-1). 

Table 3-1. Chemicals used for the synthesis of materials in this work. 

Reagent Purity (%) Supplier 

Aluminium nitrate nonahydrate ≥98 Sigma Aldrich 

Silica fumed, powder 0.007 μm ≥99 Sigma Aldrich 

Orthophosphoric acid 85 in H2O BDH 

Tetrapropylammonium bromide ≥98 Sigma Aldrich 

Ammonium fluoride ≥98 Sigma Aldrich 

Aluminium hydroxide Al(OH)3.xH2O x = 0.7 (by TGA) Sigma Aldrich 

Zeolites and zeotypes were synthesised hydrothermally using conventional heating in a 

static oven at 463 K (the high temperatures cause dissolution, followed by nucleation and 

crystal growth). All ZSM-5 samples were prepared in 40 mL Parr ‘bombs’. In the case of 

SAPO-34, target compositions were scaled up inside a 125 mL Parr bomb (Figure 3-1). 

Upon completion of the synthesis, the autoclave was left to cool down to room temperature 

and the crystalline material sonicated three times and separated by vacuum filtration after 

being washed with water. The crystals obtained are referred to as the ‘as-prepared’ form of 

the zeolite/zeotype. Calcinations of zeolite samples (0.2–1.5 g) were conducted inside a 

tubular quartz oven in air at 823 K (2 K min-1). Scaled-up SAPO-34 materials were calcined 

using an extracted muffle furnace, due to the larger quantities required. Detailed sample 

recipes are given below. 
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Figure 3-1. Stainless steel autoclaves, Parr bombs (40 mL and 125 mL volume). 

Synthesis of medium HZSM-5 crystal (160  60  60 μm3) 

Tetrapropylammonium bromide (TPABr, 0.27 g, 1.0 mmol), NH4F (0.28 g, 7.4 mmol), 

Al(NO3)3.9H2O (0.19 g, 0.7 mmol) were added to deionised water (9.00 g, 500 mmol) and 

then fumed silica (0.60 g, 10 mmol) was slowly added. The gel composition (100 SiO2 : 

5 Al(NO3)3. 9H2O : 75 NH4F : 5000 H2O : 9.1 TPABr) corresponded to Si/Al ~ 20:1. The gel 

was stirred at room temperature for 2 h before being sealed in a Teflon lined autoclave 

(40 mL, Parr) and heated at 463 K for 10 days under static conditions. The solid was 

recovered by vacuum filtration, washed with deionised water and dried overnight at 373 K. 

Prior to spectroscopic measurements, the crystals were freshly calcined by heating at 823 K 

(2 K min-1) in air for 64 h to give the proton form. 

Synthesis of small HZSM-5 crystal (55  30  30 μm3) 

Tetrapropylammonium bromide (TPABr, 0.27 g, 1 mmol), NH4F (0.28 g, 7.4 mmol), 

Al(NO3)3⋅9H2O (0.31 g, 0.8 mmol) were added to deionised water (9.00 g, 500 mmol) and 

then fumed silica was slowly added (0.60 g, 10 mmol). The gel composition (100 SiO2 : 

8.5 Al(NO3)3. 9H2O : 75 NH4F : 5000 H2O : 9.1 TPABr) corresponded to Si/Al ~ 12:1. The 

gel was stirred at room temperature for 2 h before being sealed in a Teflon lined autoclave 

(40 mL, Parr) and heated at heated at 463 K for 10 day under static conditions. The solid 

was recovered by vacuum filtration, washed with deionised water and dried overnight at 

373 K. Prior to spectroscopic measurements, the crystals were freshly calcined by heating 

at 823 K (2 K min-1) in air for 64 h to give the proton form. 
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Synthesis of large HZSM-5 crystal (250  80  85 μm3) 

Large crystals (ca. 35 larger in crystal volume compared to the small crystals) were 

obtained by adding TPABr (1.065 g, 4 mmol), NH4F (0.74 g, 20 mmol), Al(NO3)3⋅9H2O 

(0.75 g, 2 mmol) to deionised water (20 g, 1.11 mol) and then adding fumed silica slowly 

with vigorous stirring (2.64 g, 40 mmol). The gel composition (100 SiO2 : 

8.5 Al(NO3)3. 9H2O : 45 NH4F : 2526 H2O : 9.1 TPABr) corresponded to Si/Al ~ 20:1. The 

gel was stirred at room temperature for 2 h before being sealed in a Teflon lined autoclave 

(40 mL, Parr) and heated at 463 K for 28 days under static conditions. The solid was 

recovered by vacuum filtration, washed with deionised water and dried overnight at 373 K. 

Prior to spectroscopic measurements, the crystals were freshly calcined by heating at 823 K 

(2 K min-1) in air for 64 h to give the proton form. 

Synthesis of large crystals of silicoaluminophosphate, LC-SAPO-34-A 

LC-SAPO-34-A was prepared in a modified Kornatowski literature procedure134 with 

reduced Si and excess P in the synthesis gel: H3PO4, 85% (6.12 g, 53 mmol), Al(OH)3 

(4.80 g, 50 mmol), morpholine (4.56 g, 52 mmol) were added to deionised water (35.18 g, 

2.00 mol) and then fumed silica was slowly added (0.602 g, 10 mmol). The gel composition 

(1.0 Al(OH)3: 1.06 H3PO4 : 0.2 SiO2 : 40 H2O : 1.05 morpholine) was stirred at 313 K for 16 h 

before being sealed in a Teflon lined autoclave (125 mL, Parr) and heated at 463 K for 5 d 

under static conditions. The solid was recovered by vacuum filtration, washed with deionised 

water and dried overnight at 373 K. Prior to spectroscopic measurements, the crystals were 

freshly calcined at 823 K (2 K min-1) in air for 14 h to give the proton form.  

Synthesis of large crystals of silicoaluminophosphate, LC-SAPO-34-B 

H3PO4, 85% (4.04 g, 35 mmol), Al(OH)3 (4.80 g, 50 mmol), morpholine (3.05 g, 35 mmol) 

were added to deionised water (35.49 g, 2.00 mol) and then fumed silica (0.903 g, 15 mmol) 

was slowly added. The gel composition (1.0 Al(OH)3: 0.7 H3PO4 : 0.3 SiO2 : 40 H2O : 

0.7 morpholine) was stirred at room temperature for 2 h before being sealed in a Teflon lined 

autoclave (125 mL, Parr) and heated at 463 K for 5 d under static conditions. The solid 

product was recovered by vacuum filtration, washed with deionised water and dried 

overnight at 373 K. Prior to spectroscopic measurements, the crystals were calcined at 

823 K (2 K min-1) in air for 14 h to give the proton form.  
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Zeolyst CP7129 

A microcrystalline (SAPO-34 material, <3 µm) in the protonic form and binder free, was 

obtained from Zeolyst (sample code CP7129). 

3.2 Steaming protocol for SAPO-34 

A steaming protocol was developed on a custom-built fixed-bed steamer shown in Figure 

3-2. Up to four samples were loaded inside a quartz boat and placed horizontally into the 

steamer at 473 K. The temperature was then ramped (5 K min-1) to the desired steaming 

temperature before water was introduced into the system. A peristaltic pump delivered water 

(0.507 g min-1) in a constant flow of nitrogen (33 cm3 min-1, SCCM). When evaporated this 

gives steam at 19 the molar flow rate of nitrogen (the gas flow then contains 95% steam). 

95% steam was delivered for a fixed time (between 5–256 h); water was then switched off 

and the temperature was reduced to 473 K before removing the samples. Each sample was 

left to fully hydrate overnight inside a chamber with fixed 50% relative humidity at room 

temperature prior to further analysis.  

 

Figure 3-2. (a) Custom-built fixed-bed steamer and peristaltic pump; (b) balance used to 

deliver a water stream at a fixed flow rate (0.507 g min-1) and (c) flow meter to control the 

delivery of nitrogen. 

The steaming protocol was developed using the commercial Zeolyst CP7129 sample, 

starting with steaming at 923 K (20–206 h) and expanding it to lower and higher 

temperatures (Table 3-2). Since steaming at 1023 K quickly converts the CHA structure to 
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a dense phase which has no catalytic activity, large crystals treated at this temperature were 

not interesting to study by FTIR microscopy during the MTO reaction. 

Table 3-2. Duration span of steaming for each sample in the 873-1023 K range. 

Steaming 
Temperature 

CP7129 LC-SAPO-34-A LC-SAPO-34-B 

873 K 20–282 h - - 

923 K 20–206 h 20–206 h 20–256 h 

973 K 20–137 h 20–44 h 20–72 h 

1023 K 5–113 h 5–20 h 5–20 h 

3.3 Ex-situ characterization 

 Crystallography 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a non-destructive technique that can be used to characterise the 

periodic repeat units of crystalline materials where the structure is defined by the unit cell. 

When a monochromatic X-ray beam interacts with a crystal, constructive or destructive 

interference can occur due to the variations in path length. Following Bragg’s Law 

(nλ = 2dsinθ), X-rays are scattered by the electrons of each atom and interfere, resulting in 

X-ray diffraction spots. The XRD pattern of a polycrystalline zeolite sample contains multiple 

diffraction peaks at 2θ values typically between 5-80o, where the positions of the peaks, the 

width of the peak and the intensity can vary depending on the symmetry of the structure, 

unit cell dimensions and crystallite size, and the position of atoms in the unit cell. 

For a known structure, Rietveld refinement can be applied to determine accurate unit cell 

parameters. The calculated diffraction pattern is fitted using the following parameters: 

background, peak shape, zero-point, scale factor and wavelength. Two values indicating the 

quality of the refined structure compared to the collected diffraction pattern are the profile 

factor R factor (Rp) and the weighted profile R factor (Rwp) where the lower the value is, the 

better the fit. The R-factors compare the match of the calculated to the observed intensities. 

Rp is based on the intensities of the peaks. In zeolites, a couple of very intense peaks appear 

at lower angles. To improve the sensitivity to smaller peaks, Rwp uses a weighing factor. For 

a single crystal, it is possible to determine the structure directly. This gives details for the 

Al–O and P–O bond lengths in SAPO-34. 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data for the calcined and steamed CP7129 SAPO-34 

samples were collected on a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer in reflection mode at room 
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temperature with primary monochromation (Cu Kα1, λ = 1.54051 Å). In addition, selected 

samples were dehydrated prior to analysis and PXRD were collected on a Stoe STAD i/P 

diffractometer with primary monochromation (Cu Kα1, λ = 1.54051 Å) at room temperature 

in capillary mode. The unit cell dimensions of the calcined and steamed dehydrated samples 

were determined by the Rietveld refinement method148 using GSAS149,150. Peak shapes 

were fitted using fundamental parameters and the background was fitted with a 36-term 

Chebyshev polynomial. All CP7129 samples displayed some indication of a CHA/AEI 

intergrowth structure151, however, the study was limited to considering the SAPO-34 unit cell 

in the pattern fitting which allows easy comparison with literature data. 

Selected samples were analysed by Single-Crystal Xray Diffraction (SCXRD). SCXRD data 

were collected at 173 K using a Rigaku MM-007HF High Brilliance Microfocus RA 

generator/confocal optics with XtaLAB P100 diffractometer [Cu Kα (λ = 1.54187 Å)]. Intensity 

data were collected using 0.5° ω- or φ-steps accumulating area detector images spanning 

at least a hemisphere of reciprocal space. Data for all compounds analysed were collected 

using CrystalClear152 and processed (including correction for Lorentz, polarization and 

absorption) using CrysAlisPro153. Structures were solved by dual-space methods 

(SHELXT)154 and refined by full-matrix least-squares against F2 (SHELXL-2018/3).155 The 

structures were refined in the space group R-3 (which was found to be more likely than R3). 

All atoms were refined anisotropically. Both structures showed pseudo-merohedral twinning, 

with a twin law of [-1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 -1] and refined twin fractions of 0.09 and 0.23, respectively. 

In both structures P and Si were constrained to share the same atomic sites, with 

occupancies fixed at a P:Si ratio of 7:2. Both structures structure showed high proportions 

of void space (LC-SAPO-34-B: 1082 Å3, LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44: 1068 Å3) and the 

SQUEEZE156 routine implemented in PLATON157 was used to remove the contribution to 

the diffraction pattern of the unordered electron density in the void spaces. All calculations 

except SQUEEZE were performed using the CrystalStructure interface.158 Selected 

crystallographic data are presented in Chapter 7 Appendix (A-7) Table A-7-4. 

 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

TGA analysis is the process of heating a sample in a microbalance inside a temperature 

programmable furnace under a selected gaseous atmosphere. In the study of zeolitic 

materials, the technique is mainly used to quantify the amount of water (in a flow of nitrogen) 

or organic cations and in some cases coke molecules that are removed upon heating (in a 

flow of air). TGA was performed for samples (~15 mg) on a TA Instruments Discovery TGA 
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in the temperature range 298–1173 K. For the analysis of loss of water, the calcined 

samples were heated in flowing nitrogen at a heating rate of 20 K min-1. When samples 

contained organics such as coke molecules, they were analyzed using a two-step program 

in flowing nitrogen between 298–523 K, then the gas was switched to flowing air from 523 

to 1173 K, also at a heating rate of 20 K min-1. TGA measured water loss on the pre-

equilibrated samples was used to correct for moisture content on all analyses.  

 Elemental analysis 

Analysis of C, H and N content can be used to aid the determination of the number of 

template molecules in the zeolite unit cell. The analysis is based on burning the sample by 

thermal treatment in pure oxygen. The release of CO2, water and N2 are monitored by 

thermal conductivity detector that is used to accurately determine (<0.3%) the C, H and N 

content. Typically, small amounts (5 mg) of as-prepared sample were submitted for CHN 

analysis to Dr Stephen Boyer at the London Metropolitan University. 

 Porosimetry  

Typically, the porosity of zeolites and zeotypes is examined by nitrogen adsorption at 77 K. 

Pores can be classified in three categories depending on their size: micropores (<2 nm), 

mesopores (2–50 nm) and macropores (>50 nm). Microporous solids exhibit isotherms of 

type I shape according to the IUPAC classification. For a type I isotherm, equation 1 can be 

used to estimate the pore volume by dividing the mass of N2 molecules adsorbed per gram 

of material (at the plateau in the isotherm) by the density of liquid N2 (0.807 g cm-3). The 

pore volume calculation does not require a model other than to assume at 77 K one can use 

the density of liquid nitrogen. 

𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝑐𝑚3𝑔−1) =  
𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 (𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑔−1)28 𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑙−1

1000 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙 0.807 𝑔 𝑐𝑚−3
      (1) 

Commonly, the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller surface area is reported for zeolites as well. 

Although this is not strictly valid because it relates to multilayer adsorption on open surfaces, 

it gives a value that can be used for comparison of similar materials where the surface area 

is varying, for example.  

Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms for ZSM-5 samples were measured volumetrically 

on a Micrometrics Tristar II 3020 Surface Area Analyzer after dehydrating the sample under 

vacuum at 473 K overnight. 
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For SAPO-34, nitrogen adsorption was carried out primarily on a Micrometrics 3Flex which 

was equipped with 0.1, 10, and 1000 torr transducers on each port. Samples underwent a 

2-stage degas procedure: first ex-situ at 673 K for 480 min on Micromeritics high vacuum 

capable Smart VacPrep with nitrogen backfill, then in situ on the 3Flex under high vacuum 

at 623 K for 240 min. Nitrogen dosing below p/p0 = 0.01 was performed with a fixed 

increment of 4 cm3 g-1 followed by pressure increment dosing of 0.01 to 0.995 p/p0. The 

instrument limit of detection (<2%) was confirmed by performing repeats using a reference 

sample (Table 3-3). For some confirmatory experiments a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 

volumetric analyser was used. 

Table 3-3. Repeat runs on Micrometrics 3Flex using a standard ZSM-5 sample showing BET 

surface areas. 

Micrometrics 3Flex BET on microcrystalline ZSM-5 

Run 1 436.6 m² g-1 

Run 2 426.9 m² g-1 

Run 3 427.2 m² g-1 

Where microporous materials contain non-crystallographic porosity and external surface 

area or intercrystalline porosity (eventually N2 fills up the space between the crystals), 

uptake at higher P/P0 is observed and that gives a non-linear shape of the isotherm at p/p0 

close to 1. 

 Ammonia Temperature Programmed Desorption (NH3-TPD) 

NH3-TPD is commonly used to characterise the concentration of the Brønsted acid sites in 

zeolites and zeotypes such as ZSM-5 and SAPO-34: by titrating the acid site with ammonia 

and subsequent desorption upon heating, the number of the acid sites can be determined.159 

The strength of the acid site can influence the temperature at which ammonia desorbs from 

the acid site, for example, ammonia bound on the Brønsted acid sites of zeolites such as 

SSZ-13 is desorbed at high temperatures compared to the weaker acid site in SAPO-34.24 

The adsorption of ammonia is not specific to the Brønsted sites and the TPD profile shows 

two peaks at different desorption temperatures, which have to be separated. Comparison of 

the NH3-TPD profile of HSAPO-34 and HZSM-5 is given in Appendices Figure A-6-1, and 

indicates NH3 loss at lower temperature and over a larger temperature range than for 

HZSM-5, suggesting a broader distribution of slightly weaker acid sites. 
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NH3-TPD of HZSM-5 was performed using a Micrometrics AutoChem 2920. The evolution 

of ammonia was followed by a Pfeiffer Vacuum ThermoStarTM quadrupole mass 

spectrometer and used to quantify the number of Brønsted acid sites. For each experiment, 

100 mg of zeolite sample was loaded into the U-shaped quartz reactor, equipped with a 

thermocouple and quartz wool plug, which was placed inside a furnace. The zeolite was 

dehydrated following a two-stage process by heating at 393 K (10 K min-1), and then at 

673 K for 120 min under Ar. After cooling to 383 K, the gas flow was switched to a 15% NH3 

in He (25 mL min-1) for 60 min. The reactor chamber was then flushed with Ar for 60 min at 

383 K to remove any excess NH3 before monitoring desorption. Ammonia was desorbed 

with a gradual temperature increase from 382 K to 1073 K (10 K min-1). The catalyst was 

held at 1073 K for 30 min to ensure all of the ammonia was desorbed. An example trace plot 

is presented in Figure 3-3. The TPD profiles show two peaks, a low-temperature (LTP) and 

high-temperature peak (HTP), with the HTP ascribed to the loss of ammonia from the 

Brønsted acid site (BAS). 

 

Figure 3-3. Example of ammonia desorption obtained between 383-1073 K for the small 

ZSM-5 crystal showing the TCD signal, the ammonia signal at m/z = 17 and water signal at 

m/z = 18, as well as the two desorption peaks at low (LTP) and high temperature (HTP). 

Peak curves were fitted using a Gaussian curve. 

NH3-TPD of HSAPO-34 was performed using a Micrometrics AutoChem II Chemisorption 

Analyzer. No mass spectrometer was used for this measurement. Ammonia gas was used 

as calibration standard. For each experiment ~ 300 mg of SAPO-34 crystals were loaded 

into the U-shaped quartz tube supported on a quartz wool plug, which was placed inside the 
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instrument furnace. The sample was dehydrated by heating to 923 K (15 K min-1) under He. 

Then, the temperature was cooled to 373 K (35 K min-1). After cooling to 373 K, the gas flow 

was switched to 5,000 ppm NH3 (45 cm3 min1) in He (30 cm3 min-1) for 90 min. The reactor 

chamber was then flushed with He for 30 min at 373 K (25 K min-1) to remove any excess 

NH3 before monitoring desorption. Then the temperature was cooled to 333 K (5 K min-1). 

Ammonia was desorbed with a gradual temperature increase from 333 K to 923 K 

(10 K min-1). The catalyst was held at 923 K for 15 min to ensure all the ammonia was 

desorbed. The total amount of ammonia desorbed during the heating ramp was calculated 

from the integrated intensity under the TCD signal intensity by drawing a flat baseline and 

carefully separating the two overlapping peaks at the trough minima (Figure 3-4).   

  

Figure 3-4. Example of ammonia desorption obtained between 300-900 K for the CP7129 

SAPO-34 sample showing the TCD signal. The temperature at the minimum between the 

two peaks was used to separate the areas of the LT and HT peaks before integration. 

 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray 

Spectroscopy (EDX) 

SEM is a valuable characterisation technique for imaging microcrystalline materials (down 

to 1–5 nm). To obtain an SEM image of the sample, a narrow beam of electrons is 

accelerated (5–30 keV) onto small areas of the martial to be studied. During the interaction 

of the electron beam with the surface layers of the sample, heavy elements backscatter 

while light elements produce secondary electrons (Figure 3-5). Top layers of the sample 

generate a larger number of secondary electrons. The detector collects these electrons 

producing a contrast picture of the sample with its local curvature.  
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Figure 3-5. Incoming electron beam (5-30 keV) interacting with the K-shell of the atom 

causing the emission of secondary electrons (left) and characteristic X-rays due to the 

relaxation of core-ionised atoms (right).  

In addition to backscattered and secondary electrons, the induced relaxation of electrons 

from higher energy orbitals into core shell vacancies results in characteristic X-rays emitted 

from the sample that carry information on its elemental composition. Si, Al and O produce 

characteristic Kα lines in the EDX spectrum at 0.5, 1.5 and 1.75 keV. The integrated intensity 

of these spectral lines can be used to quantify the amount of each element present in the 

zeolite sample and determine the Si/Al ratio. 

SEM pictures were obtained to determine the crystal dimensions and when combined with 

EDX to perform chemical analysis. SEM images of ZSM-5 were obtained from a JEOL 

JSM-5600 SEM. SEM images of SAPO-34 were obtained at Johnson Matthey Savannah 

from a Hitachi S-4800 SEM instrument, with the electron beam at 5 kV for SEM. For EDX 

measurements sample was coated with carbon <20 nm layer prior to analysis (this improves 

the quality of the image by promoting the emission of secondary electrons). SAPO-34 does 

not conduct electrons very well and therefore applying a thin layer of conductive coating 

such as carbon prevents the sample from sample glaring. EDX analysis at 15 kV was 

obtained on the same instrument using the Oxford INCA Energy 200 EDX. Cross-sectional 

SEM-EDX measurements were obtained by Hans J. Bongard at the Max-Planck-Institut für 

Kohlenforschung Department of Heterogeneous Catalysis using EDX analysis on a 

high-resolution scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S-5500) with a point resolution of up 

to 4 Å at 30 kV. Ar-ion milling was used to cleave the crystal and study the elemental 

composition from the entire cross section of the ZSM-5 coffin-shaped crystal.  
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 Focused Ion Beam (FIB) 

Some SEM instruments are designed with a dual beam system: an electron beam and a 

focused ion beam. The electron beam is typically generated by a tungsten filament and is 

used for imaging as described above due to its lower energy, while the ion beam is more 

destructive making it more suited for milling samples and cross-sectioning. Gallium is 

relatively inexpensive and has a low melting temperature, which makes it the element of 

choice for performing FIB milling. The exposed cross section can be compositionally 

analysed using EDX (Figure 3-6).  

 

Figure 3-6. Application of FIB-SEM for studying steamed large crystal of SAPO-34. Prior to 

cross-sectioning, protective Pt caps were deposited with the electron beam (at 5 kV) to a 

thickness of ~ 0.3 μm. 

SEM and FIB milling were performed by Dr Aaron Naden on a FEI Scios dualbeam 

instrument equipped with an EDAX Octane Plus energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDX) detector, located at the University of St Andrews. Samples were prepared by 

dispersion in ethanol and drop cast on single crystal Si wafer purchased from Labtech 

International Ltd. SEM imaging was performed at an acceleration voltage of 3 kV following 

identification of appropriate crystals via light microscopy. Prior to cross-sectioning, protective 

Pt caps were deposited with the electron beam (at 5 kV) to a thickness of ~ 0.25 μm followed 

by the ion beam (~ 1 μm at 30 kV). FIB milling was performed at an acceleration voltage of 

30 kV with successively decreasing beam currents with nominal values of 15, 7, 5, 3 and 

1 nA. EDX spectra were acquired with an electron beam acceleration voltage of 5 kV. 

Histogram of pore sizes was evaluated from the cross-sectional SEM images after 

thresholding the image using the ImageJ software; the minimum size used for pore 

identification was set to 0.001 μm2 to remove any pixel-to-pixel noise. 
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Figure 3-7. (a) cross-sectional FIB-SEM image of steamed SAPO-34, (b) image after 

thresholding and (c) annotated image after pore identification. 

 Wavelength Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (XRF)  

XRF operates on a similar principle to EDX where high energy X-rays excite the inner core 

orbital electrons of the sample. As a result, the electrons from outer orbitals relax and emit 

radiation at lower energy, i.e. fluorescence. Samples mixed with a lithium borate flux mixture 

were fused and cast into beads at temperatures above 1273 K. The weight fraction of the 

elements present in samples were quantitatively determined with a Panalytical Axios WD 

XRF equipped with a 4 kW rhodium X-ray source.  

 Solid-state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (ssNMR) 

ssNMR relies on the presence of nuclei with magnetic spin in the sample and the use of 

magic angle spinning rotors (spinning at 54.736o with respect to the external magnetic field). 

Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance was used to investigate the local environments of 

Si, P and Al in the microporous materials of interest. Such information cannot always be 

obtained by diffraction. 29Si and 31P have a quantum spin number I = 1/2, while 27Al is 

quadrupolar (I>1/2) – as are about 3/4 of the NMR active nuclei in the periodic table.160 

Pulses of magnetic radiation are used to orient the nuclear spin relative to the direction of 

the field. The relaxation of the nuclei with respect to time is then Fourier transformed and 

expressed in frequency through the chemical shift δ in ppm relative to a reference 

compound. Along with the main resonances, a manifold of spinning side bands arises from 

residual anisotropic interactions, which are separated by the rate of spinning (in Hz).  

The NMR data for ZSM-5 was acquired at the University of St Andrews on a Bruker Advance 

III 400 MHz spectrometer equipped with a 9.4 T wide bore superconducting magnet. Prior 

to obtaining quantitative 27Al MAS NMR, the sample was left to hydrate overnight in a water-

containing desiccator. For 1H measurements the samples were vacuum (10-5 mbar) dried 

overnight at 623 K and packed in a glovebox. In addition to standard measurements of the 
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29Si, 27Al, 31P and 1H intensity, correlation experiments were performed to determine if atoms 

of interest are in proximity of one another. The NMR data for SAPO-34 was acquired at 

Johnson Matthey on a Bruker Advance spectrometer at a static magnetic field strength of 

either 9.4 T (ν0(1H) = 400 MHz) for 29Si or 14.1T (ν0(1H) = 600 MHz) for 27Al and 31P. For 

27Al, the probe was tuned to 156.40 MHz and referenced to YAG at 0.0 ppm. For 29Si, the 

probe was tuned to 79.51 MHz and referenced to kaolinite at -91.2 ppm. For 31P, the probe 

was tuned to 242.98 MHz and referenced to ADP at 0.9 ppm. Prior to the NMR analysis, all 

samples were dried at 383 K before being packed into zirconia MAS rotors with Kel-F caps. 

The rotors were spun using room-temperature purified compressed air with MAS rates of 

14,000 Hz, 4000 Hz or 10,000 Hz for 27Al, 29Si and 31P, respectively. Intensities have been 

normalised based on the sample mass and number of scans so that quantitative spectra 

can be compared. 

3.4 Catalytic testing  

Catalytic studies were performed using two different stainless steel microcatalytic reactors 

(Figure 3-8).  

 

Figure 3-8. Salamander fixed-bed microreactor (left) and Effi microreactor (right). 

In both cases the product stream was analysed by gas chromatography (GC). A custom-

built multi-column system with a molecular sieve column, Deans switch, and a capillary-

based GC column was used for characterizing the MTO reaction over SAPO-34. A single 

capillary-based GC column was used for DMTO over ZSM-5 due to the larger amount of 

aromatic species present in the product stream. 
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 Catalytic testing of ZSM-5 on the Salamander fixed-bed reactor 

The calcined HZSM-5 crystals (150 mg) were diluted with SiO2 (150 mg, 30 mesh) and 

tested for the DMTH reaction in the temperature range of 473–673 K. Typically, flowing gas 

of DME (5 mL min-1) was diluted in flowing nitrogen (100 mL min-1), giving a WHSV of 3.8 h-1, 

where WHSV is defined as the mass flow of DME (0.57 g h-1) over the mass of HZSM-5 

crystals (150 mg). The gas flow was controlled using mass flow controllers. Gas phase 

products were separated and analysed by on-line gas chromatograph (Agilent GC) equipped 

with a capillary Agilent GS-GasPro PLOT column (0.32 mm  30 m) using using N2 as the 

carrier gas (99.95%), moisture and oxygen traps and a Ni-based methaniser. The 

hydrocarbons in the effluent were analysed with a Flame Ionisation Detector (FID). GC 

method: inject at 313 K with oven held at this temperature for 10 min before ramping to 

513 K at 10 K min-1. Column then held at 513 K for 20 min. He carrier. GC calibrated using 

Agilent calibration gas P/N 5190-0519. 

 Catalytic testing of SAPO-34 materials on the Effi 

CP7129 samples were pressed using a 31 mm die (10 tons, 10 min) then crushed and 

sieved between  50–100 mesh. The pellets obtained were weighed (~0.33 g) and mixed with 

SiC (2.5 g, 120 grit). For the two large LC-SAPO-34 crystals (0.33 g) samples was mixed 

directly with SiC diluent (2.5 g, 46 grit) without prior crushing or pressing. The sample was 

loaded inside the stainless steel microreactor (9 mm, down flow) using quartz wool plugs 

and mounted inside a furnace. Catalytic testing was typically performed at 723 K and mass 

balance was close to 100 ± 5% unless otherwise stated in the text.  

For the CP7129 materials, 95% methanol and 5% water were delivered using a Gilson HPLC 

pump (flow rate 0.0371 mL min1) to a vaporizer which was purged with an MFC controlled 

15 SCCM Ar/N2 gas blend. On the large SAPO-34 crystals, a diluted 40% methanol 60% 

water mixture was used to slow down the coke deactivation of larger single crystal samples, 

but it has been shown that using a water-methanol mixture prolongs the induction period in 

the MTO conversion.22 The methanol feedstock was sonicated prior to loading to remove 

dissolved gas. During the reaction, the gas phase products was analysed by a highly 

customized on-line Agilent 7890B GC equipped with 6 columns (including a RT-Q-BOND 

capillary column (30 m  0.32 mm) downstream from a CP-Sil 5 CB Agilent column 

(10m  0.32mm) and 2 FID (573 K) and a TCD (523 K) detectors for analysis of 

hydrocarbons C1 to C6, oxygenate compounds, and permanent gases respectively. Positive 
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carbon mass balance closure was calculated using the known input flow rates of methanol 

and Ar/N2 compared to the detected hydrocarbons. GC method: run time 14 min, injection 

at 523 K, front inlet temperature kept constant. He carrier. 

Weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) is defined as the weight of feed flowing per unit weight 

of the catalyst per hour. Conversion and its related terms yield, and selectivity are defined 

as percentage of reactant converted to products (between zero and 100%): 

Oxygenate conversion =
∑ detected C atoms –  methanol –  2DME

∑all detected C atoms
100 

Yield =
C atoms in product

∑ C atoms in product stream
100 

The raw GC data was given in SCCM (cm3 min-1) units but since pV = nRT (the ideal gas 

law), the volume, V (cm3), is proportional to n (mol). Therefore, SCCM can be treated like 

moles in calculating the conversion and yield. 

Propene yield =
3  SCCM of propene (cm3 min−1)

∑ SSCM C atoms in product stream ( cm3 min−1)
 

Note that in the above calculation, the SCCM reading of propene is multiplied by 3, because 

of the number of C atoms in that molecule. Similarly, DME would be multiplied by 2 and 

butene by 4, etc.  

3.5 In-situ characterization: OIMS set-up at B22 

IR microimaging is a non-destructive vibrational technique and has been routinely applied 

to collect high resolution maps of biological samples.147 In order to extend the technique to 

study zeolites for catalytic solid-gas phase interactions, the microscope was fitted with an 

in-situ cell, which gives the ability to perform the IR measurements on dehydrated samples 

and at reaction temperature using harmful gases such as methanol, DME and alkenes. The 

safety operating temperature of the Linkam cell was limited to 673 K at 1 bar. While, the cell 

can readily operate down to cryogenic temperatures, water produced from the dehydration 

of the zeolite crystals is retained on the stainless-steel surfaces of the cell if the temperature 

is <448 K. As shown in the Future work section, it was possible to obtain IR spectra at 323 K 

after a very prolonged flushing step in dry nitrogen gas stream. 
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For each IR measurement, a fresh batch of calcined HZSM-5 or HSAPO-34 crystals was 

used. The crystals (<3 mg) were loaded onto a CaF2 window, which was placed on the 

heated sample stage of the environmental Linkam FTIR600 cell (Figure 3-9 and Chapter 3 

Appendix (A-3) Figure A-3-2). The cell was then mounted on a Bruker Hyperion 3000 IR 

microscope coupled to the Vertex 80V FTIR at MIRIAM beamline B22 of Diamond Light 

Source and connected to a dry N2 stream. The OIMS data reported in this thesis was 

acquired in the 473–673 K temperature range.  

 

Figure 3-9. HZSM-5 crystals loaded onto a CaF2 window inside the heated sample stage of 

the modified Linkam FTIR600 in-situ cell. Cell internal volume is ca. 50 mL. 

Gas flow of ultra-dry nitrogen (100 mL min-1) was delivered to the cell by a mass-flow 

controller. Following sample dehydration in nitrogen at 623 K (30 min), the sample stage 

was moved so that the microscope aperture was on a crystal-free zone to collect a 

background spectrum. The sample stage was then moved so that the aperture was above 

a selected region of a crystal and an IR spectrum was acquired from individual crystals at 

spatial resolution down to 10  10 µm2. Repeated IR spectra were measured during the 

injection of GC-grade liquids (methanol, methanol-d3) into fresh crystals at 523–673 K under 

ambient pressure, or in flowing gas (DME, ethene or propene at 5 mL min-1) both diluted in 

flowing nitrogen (100 mL min-1), Figure 3-10. The outlet from the cell was directed to an on-
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line quadrupole mass spectrometer (Pfieffer Omnistar or Ecosys but in Chapter 7 on a Hiden 

portable mass spectrometer) for analysis of gas phase products. 

 

Figure 3-10. Experimental set-up for Operando Synchrotron IR Microspectroscopy (OIMS) 

measurements at Diamond B22, MIRIAM. Shown on the right are the x36 objective and 

optimised Linkam FTIR600 cell mounted on Bruker Hyperon Microscope. 

Three different collection modes within the OPUS 7.5 Bruker software were used:  

(a) Repeated Scan (RS): A 2 s time resolution was achieved by averaging 16 single-sided 

interferograms at 4 cm-1 for each spectrum.  

(b) Time-Resolved Scan (TRS): Using the rapid-scan functionality of the VERTEX 80v 

instrument the temporal resolution was reduced to 0.25 s per scan by measuring 

interferograms in double-sided forward/backward acquisition mode. The scanner velocity 

during the TRS acquisition was kept at 80 kHz at 4 cm-1 resolution. 

(c) FTIR Maps: For IR mapping experiments, an aperture of 10  10 μm2 and an 

oversampling of 5 μm were utilized. Background measurements were performed with a 

spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 and 64 scans per spectrum. 

 Spectrum of gas phase dimethyl ether (DME) 

The aperture was moved into a crystal free zone and a gas phase spectrum of DME was 

obtained as shown in Figure 3-11. 
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Figure 3-11. IR spectrum of gas phase DME at 623 K, baseline corrected. 

 Spectrum of gas phase methanol 

The gas phase spectrum of methanol (Figure 3-12) was obtained following a single 4 µL 

methanol pulse injected into the cell.   

 

Figure 3-12. IR spectrum of gas phase methanol at 623 K (recorded 15 s after 4 µL injection 

of methanol into the Linkam cell), baseline corrected. 

 Zeolite framework background correction 

The gas phase background was subtracted to provide an absorption spectrum of the zeolite 

itself including framework vibrations (64 averaged scans). When extracting band intensities 
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in Chapter 5, spectra were normalised against the zeolite overtone bands at 1800-2000 cm-1 

and offset as required for plotting (e.g. Chapter 3 Appendix (A-3) Figure A-3-3). Most of the 

spectra reported in this thesis work are difference spectra; the spectrum of the dehydrated 

zeolite has been subtracted from the spectra measured subsequent to methanol adsorption.  

 Spectral simulations  

Carbenium ion structures such as DMCP were fully optimised at the B3LYP116,117 

/6-311G(d,p) level, followed by analytical evaluation of the harmonic vibrational frequencies, 

which were scaled by 0.9688 as recommended in ref.161. Frequencies and IR intensities 

were recalculated for selected isotopomers. To model alkyl chains grafted onto an O atom 

of a zeolite, simple alcohols were used, where the alcoholic hydrogen atom was given a 

mass of 1,000 amu. All computations were carried out by Professor Michael Büehl with the 

Gaussian suite of programs.162 

 Features of adsorbed methanol and DME in ZSM-5 

The synchrotron IR spectra of adsorbed methanol (in red) and DME (in blue) in large 

HZSM-5 crystals are compared in Figure 3-13, highlighting the characteristic bands formed 

in the  (CH) region and the presence of broad hydrogen-bonding features. The activated 

zeolite prior to injection of methanol or DME was subtracted to obtain the difference spectra 

presented here. In both cases, the zeolite  (OH) band at 3600 cm-1 is perturbed due to 

hydrogen bonding. Both methanol and DME show a complex series of broad features at 

~ 2900, ~2400 and ~1600 cm-1, marked as the ‘ABC’ triplets. The AB diad and the C band 

arise from Fermi resonance of the perturbed  (OH) stretching mode in (zeoliteO–H…Oads) 

complexes with the overtones of the corresponding in-plane and out-of-plane 

2δ(zeoliteO-H…Oads) and 2γ(zeoliteO–H…Oads) deformation modes.163,164  In the case of DME, 

a negative feature at ~1470 cm-1 denoted as ‘Evans window’ develops for H-bonded DME. 

While, H-bonded methanol, has a characteristic positive stretching mode at  (OH) 

~3550 cm-1. To the right, the partial section from the full IR spectra provides assignment of 

the characteristic bands in the  (CH) region. Adsorbed methanol (in red) has a sharp 

 asymm(CH3) stretch at 2956 cm-1 and two weaker  asymm(CH3) stretches at 3007 and 2848 

cm-1. In comparison, H-bonded DME (in blue) has a set of four  asymm(CH3) stretches at 

3011, 2970, 2945 cm-1 and  symm(CH3) at 2844 cm-1. For FTIR spectrum of H-bonded DME 

in HSAPO-34 at 473 K, see Chapter 6 Appendix (A-6), Figure A-6-10. 
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Figure 3-13. Difference IR spectra of adsorbed CH3OH and DME (left), obtained after 30 s 

exposure time at 473 K for the HZSM-5 large crystal. Expanded 3100–2800 cm-1 region with 

assignments of the characteristic stretching vibrations present (right). 

The spectral features present can give insight into the type of coverages and modes of 

interaction of methanol into the zeolite. In particular, the characteristic bands of methanol 

can be used to give an indication of the coverage achieved by the pulsed experiments as 

studied by Zecchina.163 For example, at high methanol coverages, the  (OH) band is lost 

and the  (CH3) bands of adsorbed methanol shift to lower frequency, which were attributed 

by Zecchina et al. to formation of partially or fully protonated methanol species.163 Such 

changes were not seen in the spectra measured here for the single HZSM-5 crystals at the 

coverages achieved in the methanol pulsed experiments. This is not surprising as the 

methanol pulses were in excess compared to the acid sites, however, most of the methanol 

is being flushed out by the high flow of dry nitrogen gas. 

Despite the low coverages, hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl groups of adjacent 

methanol molecules is not excluded when interpreting the ABC triad. Theoretical 

calculations have suggested two different models of H-bonded methanol shown in Scheme 

3-1: a single molecule strongly H-bonded to the zeolite OH or a dimer with a second 

methanol H-bonded to the first.43 Until now it has not been possible to distinguish between 

these two models or assign the IR bands associated with each mode of interaction. The 

challenge arises from the fact that the ABC triad of adsorbed methanol in the difference 

spectra may contain ‘false’ bands due to small shifts in the underlying zeolite skeletal modes 

for the H-bonding interaction.  
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Nevertheless, the difference spectra, in the region 2000–1600 cm-1, are fully consistent with 

the theoretical models predicted for the two different modes of methanol adsorption.  

 

Scheme 3-1. Possible mono- and bi-molecular configurations of methanol in HZSM-5 

according to recent DFT calculations165: (a) single oxygenated molecule strongly H-bonded 

to a zeolite OH and weakly H-bonded to a zeolite oxygen and (b) two H-molecules strongly 

H-bonded to each other.  

 Mass Spectral (MS) analysis of the gas phase effluent from the cell 

Mass spectral patterns with no zeolite crystals present in the Linkam cell were recorded 

before and during injection of 8 µL pulses of methanol (≥99.8%) and continuous flow of DME 

at 623 K, shown in Figure 3-14. 

Methanol has a main contribution at m/z = 31, whereas DME has a characteristic main ion 

source contribution at m/z = 45. The signal at m/z = 91 is used to monitor the tropylium 

cation, which is an abundant ion source rearrangement product detected in the mass spectra 

of methyl aromatic compounds.  

 

Figure 3-14. Blank MS traces obtained on Pfieffer MS with no zeolite into the Linkam cell at 

623 K during an injection of (a) a 8 µL methanol pulse and (b) continuous flow of DME.
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Chapter 4. Elementary steps in the formation of 

hydrocarbons from surface methoxy 

groups in ZSM‑5 

4.1 Introduction 

The first step towards a carbon-carbon bond formation in the MTH reaction is generally 

agreed to involve reaction of methanol with the Brønsted acid hydroxyl groups in the zeolite 

to form surface methoxy groups and eliminate water. Ono and Mori166 first showed evidence 

for methoxy group formation in HZSM-5 from infrared spectroscopy using CD3OH. Early 

operando infrared spectroscopic measurements by Forester et al. showed that both 

methanol and dimethyl ether (DME) vapour contacting HZSM-5 at 523 K generates surface-

bound methoxy groups which are active methylating agents (Figure 4-1).55,56  

 

Figure 4-1. IR spectra in the (CH) and δ(CH) regions: (a) HZSM-5 exposed to CH3OH at 

523 K; (b) the same sample of methoxylated HZSM-5 immediately following addition of 

benzene; (c) spectrum b was subtracted away from spectrum a. 

Vibrational spectroscopy evidence for the formation of methoxy groups even at room 

temperature has been presented recently.167,168 NMR evidence for active methoxy groups 

has also been reported. In particular, Wang et al.61,169 used a stopped flow NMR technique 

to isolate methoxy groups and showed that they could methylate a range of different 
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molecules (thus forming carbon-carbon bonds). These authors also demonstrated (Figure 

4-2a) that in the absence of other reacting species the methoxy groups could generate 

alkenes directly.61 The in-situ 13C MAS NMR spectra of HZSM-5, presented by Wu et al.170 

in Figure 4-2b, were recorded at 20 s time resolution in the first 10 min of the reaction at 

573 K –  more accumulations of spectra in b show that after 6 min time-on-stream SMS and 

hydrocarbons are present simultaneously. Both NMR studies show that SMS are key 

intermediates in the subsequent catalysis. 

 

Figure 4-2. (a) In-situ 13C MAS NMR spectra of SMS on ZSM-5 at 473 K (top) and after 

heating the above system to 623 K under inert atmosphere (bottom). The main signal at 

15.9 ppm is due to propene. (b) In-situ 13C MAS NMR spectra measured over ZSM-5 at 

573 K during the initial 12 min of reaction. Panel a adapted with permission from ref61 and 

panel b reproduced with permission from ref170. Credit: American Chemical Society. 

Once methoxy groups are formed several different pathways to carbon-carbon bond 

formation have been suggested, with varying degrees of experimental support.41,49 For 

example: (i) methylation of DME by methoxy groups to form the trimethyloxonium cation67 

(which can undergo a subsequent rearrangement to form methyl ethyl ether171); (ii) hydride 

abstraction from methanol by the methoxy groups to form methane and formaldehyde65,172 

or (iii) an equivalent pathway involving methoxymethyl cations (based on theoretically 

calculated energy barriers, the formaldehyde route is thermodynamically more favourable 

than the DME pathway to form methoxymethyl carbenium ion from SMS54); (iv) the recently 

proposed carbonylation of methoxy groups by carbon monoxide (generated from methanol 

decomposition) to form methyl acetate as the first carbon-carbon bond containing species1-3.  
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Two communications over the last two years highlighted methyl acetate as the species 

bridging the gap between the direct and HCP mechanism.64,173 Using 2D 13C–13C solid-state 

MAS NMR and operando UV/Vis on SAPO-34 crystals (~5–20 µm) it was found that methyl 

acetate, acetic acid, as well as dimethoxymethane (DMM) are present as intermediates at 

673 K. A Koch-carbonylation based direct mechanism followed by reaction with methanol to 

regenerate the zeolite acid sites was provided as an explanation for the methyl acetate 

species. It is worth noting that products were analysed by NMR after reaction at relatively 

high temperatures (673 K, 30 min) when the propagation of the HCP would be quite 

advanced. Therefore, it is hard to judge what the role of CO is at lower reaction 

temperatures.  

Limited experimental evidence166 or theoretical support69 exists for the carbene nature of 

SMS species. More recently, Yamazaki et al. have presented infrared evidence for carbene-

like insertion of SMS into DME to form propene over HZSM-5.174 Two-dimensional NMR 

spectroscopy has revealed correlations between surface methoxy groups and adsorbed 

methanol in HSAPO-34, a smaller pore zeolite, suggestive also of carbene-like insertion of 

SMS into methanol.170,175 Complementary in-situ DRIFTS measurements by Wu et al.170 

revealed the growth of bands at 1500-1600 cm-1, following the loss of SMS (936 cm-1) and 

evolution of propene (C3H6) in the gas phase as analysed by MS. Both examples support 

the carbene-like reactivity of SMS with either methanol or DME to make olefins. 

Conventional spectroscopy of zeolite catalysts (transmission or diffuse reflectance infrared 

and NMR), inevitably report spectra integrated over many crystals in the sample. These 

macroscopic sampling techniques cannot respond quickly to rapid changes in local 

concentrations of reactants under operando conditions. The use of synchrotron infrared 

microspectroscopy to obtain high quality infrared spectra from large individual crystals of 

HZSM-5 catalysts was first reported by Stavitski et al.;123 this and subsequent work exploited 

the spatial resolution of the technique down to 3 µm on a different catalytic reaction.11,176  

Chapter 4 reports the achievement of high temporal resolution, facilitated by the enhanced 

brightness of a synchrotron source, to perform operando infrared microspectroscopy on a 

time scale as short as 0.25 s on individual crystals of HZSM-5. When coupled with 

simultaneous mass spectral (MS) analysis of desorbed products, the Operando Infrared 

Micro-Spectroscopy (OIMS) technique is applied for the first time to identify the initial steps 

of formation of the hydrocarbon pool in HZSM-5. The following chapter describes how 

synchrotron infrared microspectroscopy can observe with unprecedented time resolution the 
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chemistry occurring when methanol first encounters an individual crystal of the HZSM-5 

zeolite catalyst used in the conversion of methanol to olefins and gasoline range 

hydrocarbons. 

 

4.2 Results and discussion 

 Synthesis and characterisation of ZSM-5 single crystals 

The synthesis of HZSM-5 single crystals reported in this Chapter were designed based on 

the combined findings of Guth et al.137 and Losch et al138. Details of the material synthesis 

are given in Chapter 3. The preparation of large crystals of aluminosilicate ZSM-5 was first 

developed in 1988 by Kornatowski.177 Large coffin-shaped crystals prepared with Ludox 

AS40 and NH4OH as the mineraliser were reported in a series of microscopy investigations 

from the group of Weckhuysen.81 A different synthetic approach is to use NH4F as the 

mineraliser, instead of NH4OH. The advantage of NH4F used in this thesis work is that it 

results in high-quality crystals with a homogeneous Al distribution and it is much easier to 

handle than HF. Furthermore, this avoids the need to do a triple ion exchange to remove 

the Na+ introduced by the Ludox reagent and subsequently, a second calcination step. 

The ZSM-5 crystals obtained (Figure 4-3) grew with a homogeneous crystal size and usual 

‘hour-glass’ sectoring (e.g. ca. 27% of the total volume of the medium crystal contains 

regions of intergrowth where the a- and b-axis are interchanged), evident under polarised 

light. The crystal dimensions were determined from the SEM image. After calcination, the 

purity of the HZSM-5 material obtained was confirmed by diffraction (Figure 4-4). Analysis 

of the Si/Al ratio from XRF, EDX and NH3-TPD analysis estimates about four Al atoms per 

unit cell (Table 4-1), which is in agreement with four TPA+ structure directing agent 

molecules estimated from CHN (8.9 wt.% C, 1.7 wt.% H, 1.07 wt.% N) and TGA analysis 

(14 wt.% loss). The crystals contain 0.8 ± 0.1 mmol g-1 of strong acid sites as estimated from 

the area of the high temperature ammonia desorption peak (HTP) at 693 K. 
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Table 4-1. Characterisation of HZSM-5 Crystal. 

Parameter Values 

Crystal size (a  b  c) in microns ~ 60  60  160 

Si/Al (surface EDX) 31 ± 3 

Si/Al (cross section EDX) 25 ± 3 

Si/Al (NH3-TPD) 21 

Si/Al (XRF) 27 

Pore volume  

(N2 adsorption) 
0.19 cm3 g-1 

BET surface area 

(N2 adsorption) 
~350 m2 g-1 

  

Figure 4-3. (a) Optical image of the as-prepared NH4-ZSM-5 crystals and (b) SEM image of 

calcined HZSM-5 crystals. 
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Figure 4-4. Capillary XRD data of the calcined HZSM-5 compared to the simulated pattern 

of HZSM-5 (Atlas structural data).21  
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The distribution of Al was also characterised by cleaving the crystals and performing an EDX 

line scan across the exposed cross section (Figure 4-5).  

 

Figure 4-5. Electron microprobe analysis across a cleaved HZSM-5 crystal. The red line 

indicates the quantity of Al across the inner core of the crystal. 

A homogeneous distribution of Al was found in contrast to other cases for large crystals of 

HZSM-5 with a deficient quantity of Al in the core.145,146 A homogeneous distribution of Al is 

attributed to the use of NH4F rather than NH4OH in the synthesis gel. The bulk sample was 

ground and analysed by 27Al MAS NMR and 29Si MAS NMR. The strong narrow resonance 

at ca. 53–56 ppm in the calcined material is typical of the tetrahedrally-coordinated 

aluminium in HZSM-5.178,179  

 

Figure 4-6. (a) 27Al MAS NMR (400 MHz) and (b) 29Si MAS NMR (400 MHz) of ground 

HZSM-5 crystals, calcined and hydrated. 
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The calcined crystals were porous to N2 with a BET surface area ~350 m2 g-1 (Figure 4-7). 
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Figure 4-7. Nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms of HZSM-5 at 77 K. 

 Microreactor catalytic data of ZSM-5 single crystals 

To confirm that the calcined HZSM-5 crystals were catalytically active for hydrocarbon 

formation their activity was tested for DME conversion in a conventional microreactor. A 

mixture of hydrocarbons (ethene, propene, butenes, pentenes, hexenes and aromatics), 

similar to the trace of a commercial catalyst, were produced with a high selectivity to propene 

after 5 min time-on-stream in the 573–673 K temperature range tested (Figure 4-8). This 

high selectivity to propene is typical of HZSM-5 during the initial stages of the reaction. Mass 

balance of the sample weight before and after calcination suggested no significant amounts 

of coke present (<0.1%) after calcination. At longer times (over 1 h) catalyst conversion rate 

declined significantly due to coke formation. 
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Figure 4-8. (a) Effluent stream (mol %) for the DME-to-hydrocarbons reaction over HZSM-5 

single crystals at different temperatures after 5 min time-on-stream (WHSV = 3.8 h-1); (b) 

corresponding GC traces. The catalyst was activated in air at 823 K between each 

temperature measurement. 

 Crystal homogeneity of ZSM-5 single crystals as seen by OIMS 

To test the uniformity and homogeneity of HZSM-5 crystals spectra were recorded from 

many different dehydrated crystals and from different spots on individual crystals, using the 

15  15 μm2
 aperture. Figure 4-9 illustrates some examples.  

 

Figure 4-9 (a) FTIR spectra of dehydrated HZSM-5 zeolite measured from different crystals 

at 623 K; (b) Expansion of the (OH) region. 
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The bands at 1995, 1870 and 1630 cm-1
 in the above figure are due to overtones and 

combination bands of the lower frequency Si-O-Al stretching and bending modes of the 

zeolite framework.180 The strong lattice bands below 1400 cm-1
 preclude any measurements 

in this region. 

The zeolitic Brønsted acid site shows a characteristic strong band at 3600 cm-1. The higher 

frequency band at 3732 cm-1 has been attributed previously to silanol groups terminating 

the zeolite lattice at the external surface in conventional IR studies on macroscopic zeolite 

samples.178
 This assignment is unlikely in our case as the contribution of silanol groups on 

the external surfaces of large individual crystals will be negligible relative to the contributions 

from internal hydroxyl groups. A more likely interpretation of the silanol band is that it is due 

to lattice defects.  

Large ZSM-5 crystals are known to comprise intergrowths of two different orientations of the 

a and b axes of the crystal (giving a characteristic hour glass pattern in optical micrographs, 

as seen in Figure 4-3), and the interfaces between these intergrowths will contain silanol 

groups. The intensities of both the Brønsted acid  (OH) bands and the silanol groups were 

remarkably constant in all regions and crystals sampled (Figure 4-9). 
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4.3 First methanol pulse 

 CH3OH at 573 K 

Figure 4-10 shows difference spectra recorded at 2 s intervals when an 8 µL pulse of 

methanol is passed over a HZSM-5 crystal at 573 K.  

 

Figure 4-10. (a) Difference spectra recorded at 2 s intervals for 30 s following injection of an 

8 µL pulse of methanol into a HZSM-5 crystal at 573 K; (b) expansion of CH stretching region 

and comparison with spectra of methanol and DME adsorbed in HZSM-5 at 473 K. The 

arrow indicate direction of change with time-on-stream. 

The final spectrum (in red) was recorded 30 s after the first methanol was detected by MS 

in the effluent stream. The spectra show a gradual decrease in the zeolite  (OH) mode and 
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the growth of the ABC triplet characteristic of H-bonded methanol and DME. Closer 

examination of the  (CH) region shows that although methanol may be present in the first 

few scans the later spectra show the bands of H-bonded DME. This can be seen from 

comparison with spectra obtained when methanol and DME were adsorbed into a HZSM-5 

crystal at 473 K. Formation of DME from methanol is the first step in the conversion of 

methanol to hydrocarbons; DME forms via the sequential dissociation of methanol at acid 

sites to form methoxy groups followed by methylation of a second methanol to form 

DME.55,56,166,181 

Figure 4-11 shows the reactivity of methanol over a HZSM-5 crystal at 573 K at later 

times-on-stream (spectra recorded at 2 s intervals with an 8 μL pulse and at 0.25 s intervals 

with a 4 μL pulse). Following injection of the 8 μL pulse of methanol (Figure 4-11a), the 

zeolite Brønsted  (OH) band at 3600 cm-1 decreases within 60 s to 30% of its original 

intensity. The MS analysis of gases evolved from the Linkam cell (Figure 4-11b) shows the 

formation of H-bonded DME (m/z = 45) within several seconds of methanol injection. A full 

set of spectra was given in Figure 4-10 showing the characteristic  (CH3) modes of 

H-bonded DME and the so-called ABC triplet of the strongly H-bonded zeolite hydroxyl 

groups arising from Fermi resonance between the  (OH) mode and the overtones of the 

corresponding δ and γ deformation modes.10,182 In the spectra shown in Figure 4-10, the 

characteristic infrared signature of surface methoxy species (SMS) in ZSM-5 in the  (CH) 

region (bands at 2980 and 2870 cm-1, due to asymmetric and symmetric CH3 stretching 

modes, respectively) is initially obscured by the overlapping bands of H-bonded 

DME.55,56,166,181 Figure 4-11 shows that as the DME is desorbed from the crystal (between 

60 and 180 s after injection of an 8 μL pulse of methanol), the  (CH) bands of SMS at 2980 

and 2870 cm-1 become visible (Figure 4-11c, orange trace). 
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Figure 4-11. (a) Time course of the (OH) 3600 cm-1 band intensity relative to an activated 

crystal recorded at 2 s intervals during the first 8 µL methanol pulse injected into a N2 flow 

of 100  mL min-1 over an HZSM-5 crystal at 573 K; (b) MS traces recorded during this 

experiment: m/z = 31 measures methanol, m/z = 45 DME, m/z = 41 propene (with a 

contribution from DME fragmentation), m/z = 55 butene; (c) Evolution of the CH stretching 

region between 186 and 190 s; (d) The same experiment performed with 0.25 s time 

resolution during a 4 µL methanol pulse over a crystal from the same batch at 573 K; (e) the 

corresponding MS traces and (f) evolution of the CH stretching region between 87.2 and 

88.2 s after injection. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society, reprinted with 

permission. 

The loss of DME corresponds to the gradual recovery of ∼15% of the zeolite  (OH) band. 

Subsequent to the complete loss of DME, an abrupt change occurs 188 s after injection of 
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methanol. In this particular experiment, within 4 s the zeolite  (OH) band suddenly recovers 

to ∼90% of its original intensity (Figure 4-11a). At the same time, the  (CH) bands of SMS 

(2980 and 2870 cm-1) are completely converted to new  (CH) bands at 2960 and 2870 cm-1, 

the latter broader than its predecessor (Figure 4-11c, green trace); and the MS (Figure 

4-11b) shows simultaneous evolution of propene (m/z = 41) and butene (m/z = 55). Note 

that the initial m/z = 41 peak at ∼ 90 s in Figure 4-11b is due to fragmentation of DME. 

To define more closely the time scale on which the abrupt spectral changes are occurring, 

the experiment described above was repeated on a fresh crystal using a smaller methanol 

pulse (4 μL) at a higher time resolution of 0.25 s (Figure 4-11d-f). The induction time for 

alkene formation was reduced to ∼90 s for the 4 μL injection (cf. 188 s for the 8 μL injection 

experiment); nonetheless the changes occurring in the  (CH) region were closely similar to 

those described above and occur within 0.5 s. These spectral changes were reproduced 

when methanol was injected into crystals from different synthesis batches and when varying 

the selected region analysed within an individual crystal, although the length of the induction 

period varies with crystal size as well as the methanol pulse size (given in Chapter 5). 

 CD3OH at 573 K 

Figure 4-12 illustrates an experiment examining the reactivity of methanol-d3 (CD3OH) over 

a HZSM-5 crystal at 573 K. Similarly to the previous experiment, an initial decrease in the 

 (OH) 3600 cm-1 band intensity relative to the fresh crystal was seen due to hydrogen 

bonding of DME and the formation of methoxy groups (ZOCD3) immediately after injection 

of methanol-d3. Following a slow recovery of  (OH) intensity over the subsequent ∼90 s 

due to desorption of H-bonded DME, an abrupt loss of SMS-d3 occurs at around 110 s after 

injection of CD3OH (Figure 4-12c), which coincides with the point of alkene formation and a 

rapid growth of a  (OD) band at 2650 cm-1. A ZOD band can only arise from CD bond 

breaking. A weak band appears at 2750 cm-1 at the same time as the CD bond breaks, 

which is assigned to the  (OD) counterpart of the silanol groups in the parent zeolite 

associated with defects in the crystal.180,181 In the effluent gas phase Figure 4-12b, DME-d6 

is the first product detected (m/z = 50 with contributions at m/z = 48 from fragmentation), but 

the growth of the  (OD) bands correlates exactly with the MS detection of propene-d6 

(m/z = 48) and propene-d5 (m/z = 47). The earlier m/z = 47 peak in the above figure 

coincident with DME from 0 to 100 s is barely above the baseline and may arise from a 

methanol-d2 impurity as shown in Figure 4-13. 
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Figure 4-12. (a) Intensities of (OH) and (OD) bands following injection of 8 μL of CD3OH 

over a ZSM-5 crystal at 573 K; (b) MS analysis of evolved gases: m/z = 35 measures 

CD3OH, m/z = 50 measures CD3OCD3, m/z = 48 measures propene-d6 (with a contribution 

from fragmentation of CD3OCD3), and m/z = 47 measures propene-d5; (c) Corresponding 

changes in the (CD) and (OD) regions between 106 and 140 s after injection (every 

second spectrum plotted for clarity). Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society, reprinted 

with permission. 

In Figure 4-13a MS profiles were recorded when a pulse of methanol-d3 was injected into 

the Linkam cell held at 573 K containing no zeolite crystals. The m/z = 50 peak of DME-d6 

is more than an order of magnitude lower than that seen in the presence of zeolite crystals 

in Figure 4-13b; evidently some dehydration of methanol can occur on the hot surfaces of 

the cell. The m/z = 48 peak can be due to fragmentation of DME-d6 and the m/z = 47 peak 

to fragmentation of DME-d5, but these are barely above the baseline detection limits on the 

logarithmic scale used. The only possible source of traces of DME-d5 is a methanol-d2 

impurity in the methanol-d3. In the presence of zeolite crystals Figure 4-13b the m/z = 47 

and m/z = 48 peaks coincident with DME are at the same levels as in the blank but increase 

by up to an order of magnitude at the point where the OD groups at 2650 cm-1 appear. 
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Figure 4-13. (a) MS profile of the blank 8 µL CD3OH injection into an empty cell in nitrogen 

flow (100 mL min-1) at 573 K; (b) 8 µL CD3OH injection into cell containing 

150  60  60 µm3 HZSM-5 crystals in nitrogen flow (100 mL min-1) at 573 K. In this case 

after 110 s, m/z = 35 measures CD3OH, m/z = 50 measures CD3OCD3, m/z = 48 measures 

propene-d6 (with a contribution from fragmentation of CD3OCD3), m/z = 47 measures 

propene-d5
 (with a contribution from fragmentation of any CD3OCHD2). 

Spectra in the  (CD) region are more complex than their  (CH) counterparts, due to overlap 

of overtones of the CD bending modes,183 and the frequency differences between species 

are less in the lower frequency range, so that it is not possible, in this experiment, to clearly 

differentiate between loss of methoxy groups (CD3) and of residual DME-d6. However, the 

formation of zeolite OD groups can only occur through CD bond breaking, which correlates 

closely with propene formation (early static infrared experiments by Ono and Mori166 also 

report CD bond breakage during propene formation).  

A reaction step is deduced represented formally as given by eqn. (1): 

    ZOCD3 → ZOD + “CD2”      eqn. (1) 

This means that the methoxy groups react further as carbene-like species to generate 

alkenes, rather than as CD3 cations.57,174,181 The detection by MS of propene-d5 also shows 

that further exchange subsequently occurs with zeolite OH groups, including the silanol 

groups (as also seen by the change in  (OH) intensity at this point). Once formed, alkenes 

can readily oligomerize in HZSM-5 and other acid zeolites at room temperature.184 Propene 

forms an oligomer in HZSM-5 which has cationic character but which can be represented 

as ZO−CH(CH3)−(CH2CH-(CH3))n−CH2−CH(CH3)2, i.e., an alkoxide species replacing the 
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acidic hydroxyl group.99,100 The adsorbed species (characterized by infrared bands at 2960 

and 2870 cm-1 in the green trace of Figure 4-12c) is identified as an oligomeric hydrocarbon 

cation that is generated at the same time as loss of SMS, regeneration of Brønsted acid 

sites, and the generation of alkenes. 

4.4 Propene and ethene at 473-523 K 

This assignment of bands to an oligomer is based on spectra obtained in a parallel 

experiment, when a pulse of propene was injected into N2 flowing over a fresh HZSM-5 

crystal at 523 K. Figure 4-14 shows selected spectra recorded at 2 s intervals. There is a 

striking similarity between the growing bands at 2960 and 2870 cm-1 during the propene-

pulse experiment (Figure 4-14a) and the  (CH) profile generated after alkenes are first 

formed during the methanol-pulse experiments (green traces in Figure 4-11c,f), albeit at 

lower intensity and less well resolved in the case of methanol. 

 

Figure 4-14. (a) Difference FTIR spectra recorded at 2 s intervals (first 6 scans shown) 

following a 2 mL propene pulse into a N2 flow over an HZSM-5 crystal at 523 K. The overlaid 

black curve is the final spectrum in the series at 400 s after injection of propene. Insets show 

expansion of the CH region and a plot of intensities of the 2960, 2870, and 1510 cm-1 bands 

versus time. (b) Mass spectrometer traces following injection of propene at 523 K (m/z = 41 

measures propene and m/z = 55 butene). Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society, 

reprinted with permission. 
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The intensities of the oligomer bands at 2960 cm-1 (CH3 asymmetric stretching mode) and 

2870 cm-1 (CH3 and CH2 symmetric stretching modes) decay with time, which correlates well 

with the MS trace of butene (m/z = 55) evolved during the propene pulse. A secondary peak 

can also be seen in the m/z = 41 trace due to propene. These correlations suggest that 

butene and secondary propene are formed by cracking and desorption of the oligomer. As 

oligomer is lost, the spectrum evolves further. In particular, bands at 1510 and 1460 cm-1 

grow in intensity and then remain constant. These bands and others at 3120 and 2910 cm-1, 

which are evident in Figure 4-14a after the oligomer species has declined. Similar spectral 

changes were seen when ethene was injected into a fresh crystal (Figure 4-15). Blank 

experiments showed a negligible contribution to the spectra from gas phase alkenes in the 

cell.  

 

Figure 4-15. (a) Infrared difference spectra recorded following exposure of a 

150  60  60 µm3 HZSM-5 crystal to a continuous flow (over 500 s) of ethene at 473 K 

crystal, and after heating in flowing nitrogen to 573 K (blue); (b) Intensity of 2960, 2870, 

1510 and 1460 cm-1 bands versus time during the same experiment; (c) corresponding MS 

analysis of effluent gas stream: m/z = 27 measures ethene; m/z = 41 measures propene, 

m/z = 55 measures butene. 
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Figure 4-15 shows the formation of oligomeric species (2960, 2870 cm-1) and the growth of 

bands at 1510, 1460 cm-1 with time on stream in HZSM-5 exposed to an ethene pulse 

(~ 500 s) at 473 K. Note that gas phase ethene is present as weak bands around 3100 cm-1. 

These are immediately lost when the ethene flow is stopped. Also present is a band at 

~ 3450 cm-1 due to perturbation of zeolite OH groups by interaction with the oligomer. Upon 

heating to 573 K in flowing nitrogen (100 mL min-1), m/z 41 and m/z 55 evolve in the gas 

phase products from cracking of the oligomeric species. The blue trace in Figure 4-15a is 

the spectrum after it was flushed in nitrogen at 573 K showing remaining bands at 3120, 

2910, 1510 and 1460 cm-1 and their assignment is considered further below in section 4.6. 

The question then arising is how the oligomer is formed in the first place. Is the oligomer 

formed directly from methoxy groups (2980, 2870 cm-1) and then cracked to form the 

alkenes, or are the alkenes detected by MS (m/z = 41 and 55) formed directly from methoxy 

groups and then go on to oligomerize? 

4.5 Temperature-jump (from 523 K to 573 K) methanol experiment 

To answer this question, a methanol-pulse temperature-jump experiment was performed. 

Figure 4-16 describes the reactivity of surface methoxy groups, which were generated by 

injecting two successive pulses of methanol over an HZSM-5 crystal at 523 K and then 

holding the sample at this temperature in flowing nitrogen until the H-bonded DME was 

completely lost, so that the spectrum showed the characteristic fingerprint of methoxy 

groups (Figure 4-16c). The  (OH) intensity at this point (∼70% of the original) suggests that 

∼30% of the OH groups have formed methoxy groups. Note that in this experiment, no 

residual bands of adsorbed DME remain at this point. Then the temperature was raised by 

5 K and the spectrum monitored versus time. After a further delay, the  (OH) intensity 

suddenly recovered to ∼90% of that in the fresh crystal and a burst of propene and butene 

was detected in the mass spectrum. No oligomer species were detected at this temperature 

(528 K), which suggests that the alkenes are formed directly from the SMS and at low 

concentrations can escape from the zeolite without oligomerization, i.e., the oligomer is not 

formed directly from the methoxy groups but via alkenes. Important to note, as stated in the 

figure caption, the initial signal at m/z = 41 is from fragmentation of DME. The apparent peak 

at m/z = 41 is not due to earlier evolutions of alkenes but to DME (see Figure 3-14 in the 

Methodology for the blank MS analysis of gas phase products during DME flow). 
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Figure 4-16. (a) (OH) intensity relative to initial fresh crystal versus time following injection 

of the second of two pulses of methanol over a ZSM-5 crystal at 523 K. The arrow marks 

the point at which the temperature was raised to 528 K; (b) Corresponding MS traces 

(m/z = 31 measures methanol (with a contribution from fragmentation of DME); m/z = 41, 

propene (with a contribution from fragmentation of DME), and m/z = 55, butene; (c) Spectra 

measured at 2 s intervals in the (CH) region at the point where the (OH) intensity 

increases. (d) MS traces for propene (m/z = 41) and butene (m/z = 55) during the time 

interval where the (OH) intensity increases. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society, 

reprinted with permission. 

4.6 Second and third methanol pulse over a ZSM-5 crystal at 573 K 

The presence of a second hydrocarbon species showing bands at 3120, 2910, 1510, and 

1460 cm-1 was revealed in the propene-pulse experiment after the decay of the oligomer 

bands (black trace in Figure 4-14a). This hydrocarbon species is also evident in spectra 

recorded when multiple pulses of methanol were injected into an HZSM-5 crystal at 573 K, 

for example, in spectra measured after injection of three successive 8 μL pulses of 

methanol, each ∼300 s apart. The spectra measured at the leading edge of the third 

methanol pulse in Figure 4-17 are dominated by the bands of H-bonded DME (red trace), 

but as these are lost the oligomer species becomes evident (orange trace).  
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Gradual loss of the oligomer bands reveals the second species generated from propene, 

which dominates the spectrum 186 s after injection of the third pulse (black trace). Also 

evident in the second and third pulses in Figure 4-17 was an additional band at 1620 cm-1 

characteristic of methylated aromatics which was not seen in the first methanol pulse at 

573 K or in the propene experiment at 523 K. 

 

Figure 4-17. Infrared spectra measured at 2 s intervals: (a) in the (CH) region and (b) in 

the (CC) regions following injection of a third 8 μL pulse of methanol over an HZSM-5 

crystal at 573 K. Highlighted spectra in red, orange, green, and black at 48, 76, 128, and 

186 s after the injection; (c) MS traces during the third pulse (time axis is 650 s after the first 

pulse shown in Figure 4-11) for methanol (m/z = 31), DME (m/z = 45), propene (m/z = 41 

with a contribution from DME fragmentation), and butene (m/z = 55). Copyright (2019) 

American Chemical Society, reprinted with permission. 

The second species generated from propene and formed in the second and third methanol 

pulses exhibiting bands at 3120, 2910, 1510, and 1460 cm-1 is identified as the 

1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl cation (DMCP). The infrared spectrum of the DMCP cation in the 

gas phase is known.185 The frequencies and relative intensities of the bands seen here with 

propene and methanol agree well with those reported for the gas phase species. The same 

species was generated by reacting DME over crystals of HZSM-5; the frequencies and 

relative intensities of the DMCP bands are found to be the same in different sized crystals 

and at different reaction temperatures, whether generated from methanol, DME, ethene, or 

propene. Furthermore, the expected frequency shifts are seen when DMCP is formed from 

methanol-d4. 
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Figure 4-18 compares the infrared difference spectra of the 1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl 

cation obtained from ethene, propene, DME, methanol and methanol-d4 reacted over a 

crystal of HZSM-5.  

 

Figure 4-18. Infrared difference spectra of the dimethylcyclopentenyl cation formed from 

(a) ethene; (b) propene; (c) DME; (d) methanol and (e) methanol-d4 in HZSM-5 crystals. 

Figure 4-18 spectrum a obtained from ethene was measured at 523 K after injecting a 42 mL 

pulse of ethene at 473 K and then flushing in nitrogen for 400 s at 573 K. The spectrum 

obtained from propene in b was measured 400 s after injecting a 2 mL pulse of propene at 

523 K. At this temperature, ethene and propene form oligomer species (see Figure 4-14 and 

Figure 4-15), but by 400 s after flushing in nitrogen these have been completely removed 

and the spectrum plotted in Figure 4-18a,b is that of the 1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl cation. 

Spectrum c from DME was generated by exposing an HZSM-5 crystal to a continuous flow 

of DME (5 mL min-1) at 573 K for 700 s. The  (CH) region of this spectrum shows some 

oligomer species still present, but the features of 1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl cation 

dominate. The spectra from methanol in d and methanol-d4 in e were measured after 

injection of three successive 8 µL pulses and likewise contain also small contributions from 

oligomer. Note that the spectrum obtained from methanol-d4 also shows the presence of a 

weak  (CH) band at 2910 cm-1 due to exchange with zeolite OH groups, while the strong 

band at 2630 cm-1 is due to zeolite OD groups.  
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Traces of the 1620 cm-1 band assigned to methyl aromatic species are present in all spectra 

in varying amounts (this band is also shifted by ~ 20 cm-1 to lower frequency when formed 

with methanol-d4). The boxed region between 2000 and 1700 cm-1 contains artefacts due to 

subtraction of zeolite lattice overtone bands which have been perturbed by adsorption. 

Table 4-2 compares the frequencies of the bands assigned here to the 

1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl cation with those reported for the gas phase species. 

Table 4-2. Infrared frequencies of 1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl cation (DMCP) in gas phase185 

and experimental values formed from different molecules in HZSM-5 (propene, DME, 

methanol and methanol-d4) reported in this work. 

Vibrational modes 

 

DMCP gas 
phase, 
ref185. 

C3H6 CH3OCH3 CH3OH CD3OD 

Allyl  (CH) 3101 3114 3116 3110 2217 

 (CH3, CH2)asymm. 3017, 2995 Not resolved Not resolved Not resolved  

 (CH3, CH2)symm. 2910 2905 2908 2910 2080 

Allyl  (CCC)asymm. 1525 1510 1510 1510 1482 

Allyl  (CCC)symm. 1482 1475 (sh.) 1465 (sh.) 1460 (sh.)  

δ(CH3)asymm. 1421     

The importance of DMCP in MTH catalysis was first demonstrated in pulse-quench NMR 

experiments by Haw et al., who showed that the DMCP cation was generated in less than 

8 s after injection of DME into HZSM-5 at 573 K, and its appearance in the NMR spectrum 

correlated with the first formation of alkene products in the gas phase.186 The same cation 

was generated when HZSM-5 was exposed to ethene at 623 K, and alkene products were 

generated on its decomposition. At lower temperatures, long chain oligomer species were 

formed from ethene. More recent NMR experiments have also identified cyclopentenyl 

cations as well as many other related cyclic cations as important components of the 

hydrocarbon pool in HZSM-5.17,41,49,187 Other methylated cyclopentenyl species such as 

1,3,4-trimethylcyclopentenyl can give similar infrared frequencies to those assigned to 

1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl in our experiments, but according to Haw et al. the 1,3-dimethyl-

cyclopentenyl species is the first one formed and an explanation for its particular stability in 

ZSM-5 has been proposed.188 Furthermore, when the methyl groups is on the apical carbon 

(e.g. 1,2,3-trimethylcyclopentenyl cation), the frequency of the allyl  (C=CC+)asymm stretch 

would be shifted downwards significantly.189 

Theoretical calculations suggest that the formation of cyclic hydrocarbons from ethene and 

propene occurs via oligomeric species and that 5-ring formation precedes 6-ring 
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formation.190 As pointed out by Haw et  al., stoichiometry demands that formation of DMCP 

cations from oligomer requires concomitant formation of alkanes.186 This is illustrated in 

eqn. (2): 

    C9H19OZ → C7H11OZ + 2CH4     eqn. (2) 

Therefore, it is possible that the methane commonly reported as an initial product of 

methanol conversion over ZSM-541,49 is formed during the cyclization step rather than 

through hydrogen abstraction from methanol by surface methoxy groups.  

Once DMCP is present in the zeolite, it may undergo methylation and skeletal 

rearrangement to form toluene or other methylated aromatic products through chemistry 

which has been well described in the literature.41,49 The weak 1620 cm-1 band seen in the 

second and third methanol pulses is assigned to toluene or related aromatic species. At 

higher reaction temperatures and in smaller crystals, this band has higher relative 

intensities, consistent with enhanced yields of methyl aromatic products detected in the MS 

analysis (Chapter 5). A relationship between the 1620 cm-1 band and aromatic product 

yields was also seen when HZSM-5 crystals were exposed to a continuous flow of DME at 

higher temperatures (see section 4.7). 
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4.7 Continuous flow of dimethyl ether at 623 K 

Exposure of a HZSM-5 crystal to a continuous flow of DME at 623 K caused immediate 

appearance of the bands attributed to the DMCP cation which then decayed, as illustrated 

in Figure 4-19. The time dependence of the 1510 cm-1 band of DMCP correlated well with 

the MS signals of propene and butene, supporting our suggestion that cracking of the DMCP 

is a major source of alkenes. The 1620 cm-1 band, on the other hand, grew second and 

increased in intensity over 800 s of exposure to DME, and the MS signal of the methyl 

aromatic products rose more slowly, then remained constant. FTIR spectra recorded at DME 

exposure at higher temperatures (673 K) showed the appearance of a number of other 

weaker bands between 1620 and 1450 cm-1, consistent with formation of the more complex 

mixture of species associated with the steady state HCP in HZSM-5 (given in Figure 5-16, 

Chapter 5). 

 

Figure 4-19. (a) Synchrotron FTIR infrared difference spectra recorded at 2 s intervals 

following exposure of a 150  60  60 µm3 HZSM-5 crystal to a continuous flow of DME at 

623 K, showing the initial growth and then decay of the 1,3-DMCP cation (1510 cm-1), and 

growth of adsorbed methyl aromatic species (1620 cm-1) with time on stream; (b) mass 

spectral traces of evolved products, showing rise and decline of alkenes compared with 

1510 cm-1 band, and growth of methyl aromatic products compared with rise in 1620 cm-1 

band. 

4.8 Mode of reactivity of SMS in ZSM-5 

The fact that alkenes are formed only after adsorbed DME is lost suggests that this chemistry 

does not involve reaction of the SMS with adsorbed DME as previously proposed, but rather 
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condensation of adjacent methoxy groups. Scheme 4-1 summarizes the species detected 

in these infrared experiments along with the infrared frequencies assigned to them.  

 

         

Scheme 4-1. Reaction pathways and species identified spectroscopically in this work. The 

crucial initiating step in carbon−carbon bond formation from methanol is the deprotonation 

of initially formed surface methoxy groups, which leads to alkene formation via carbene-like 

species. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society, adapted with permission. 
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Figure 4-20 shows spectra measured from methyl acetate injected into HZSM-5 crystals at 

various temperatures, demonstrating the high sensitivity of the technique to the presence of 

surface carboxylate species (evident by the band at 1674 cm-1). The infrared spectra 

measured during methanol conversion on HZSM-5 show no evidence for formation of 

carbonyl or carboxylate groups (expected from carbonylation of surface methoxy 

groups64,72,172). Therefore, under the reaction conditions employed here, a mechanism for 

direct C−C bond formation involving formaldehyde65,172,191 or methyl acetate64,72 is not 

occurring.  

 

Figure 4-20. Difference FTIR spectra following injection of an 8 µL methyl acetate-pulse into 

a 150  60  60 µm3 HZSM-5 crystal at 573 K and overlaid (in blue) is the difference FTIR 

spectrum obtained immediately after three successive 8 µL methyl acetate pulses at 573 K. 

Once alkenes are formed, they may escape the zeolite or oligomerize. The resulting 

oligomer can crack to provide an additional source of alkenes or cyclize to form DMCP. The 

oligomer and the DMCP can be regarded as the first components of the HCP and, as 

suggested by Haw et al186. Both act as a more efficient indirect source of alkenes (and 

ultimately methyl aromatics) than the direct process seen in the initial stages of the reaction. 
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4.9 Conclusions 

An induction period in the formation of alkenes, when HZSM-5 is first exposed to methanol 

at reaction temperatures, is well known. The measurements on individual crystals presented 

in this Chapter showed that the induction period does not arise from the conversion of 

methanol to DME at 573 K but rather from a subsequent reaction step that involves the loss 

of the methoxy groups, regeneration of acid sites and the subsequent generation of 

oligomeric hydrocarbon. The linear oligomer containing carbon-carbon bonds is 

subsequently converted to a cyclic dimethylcyclopentenyl cation as the first component of 

the hydrocarbon pool. An important conclusion from this study is the carbene-like mode of 

reactivity of the surface-bound methoxy groups where the breaking of CH bonds in these 

methoxy groups leads to the regeneration of OH groups of the zeolite acid sites. 

Detailed spectra and MS analyses from crystals of different sizes and at different reaction 

temperatures will be reported in the next chapter. The data presented here clearly illustrate 

the rapid time resolution of 0.25 s per spectrum, achievable with synchrotron infrared 

microspectroscopy applied to single crystal zeolite catalysts, and suggest that this technique 

should be readily applicable to many other types of zeolite-catalyzed reactions. The effect 

of reducing the crystal size will be considered in the next chapter to establish the relevance 

of the OIMS method to study zeolite crystals closer in size to those used commercially 

(typically <1 µm3). 
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Chapter 5. Effect of crystal size on methanol and 

dimethyl ether conversion over single 

crystals of ZSM-5 

5.1 Introduction 

Studies in the previous Chapter 4 investigated the MTH reaction over model HZSM-5 

crystals ca. 160  60  60 µm3 in dimensions, which were prepared via synthesis gel in an 

aqueous fluoride solution based on adapting the methods developed by Guth et al.137 and 

Losch et al138. In this thesis chapter, a synthetic method was further developed which 

allowed the crystal size of HZSM-5 to be varied without significantly changing the framework 

composition (the Si/Al ratio after calcination), and thereby enabled the relative importance 

of reaction and diffusion processes to be varied. A reduced crystal size is expected to lead 

to shorter diffusion path lengths and stronger reagent gradients, and products would be able 

to escape the zeolite pores faster.127,192 Furthermore, whereas the ability to prepare model 

crystals with dimensions of ca. 100 µm is relatively rare among other high silica zeolites, 

<30 µm is a more accessible synthetic target. Therefore, reducing the crystal size down to 

<30 µm can be used to establish the relevance of this SR IR microspectroscopic method to 

the investigation of reactions over zeolite crystals closer in size to those used commercially 

(typically <1 µm3). Understanding the structure-diffusion-activity relationship in the MTH 

reaction is important for tailoring the product selectivity as reported by Losch et al138.  

Different synthetic approaches to produce large single crystals of HZSM-5 with different 

crystal sizes are reviewed below. Losch et al.138 prepared high quality model HZSM-5 zeolite 

crystals (Si/Al >100) with a homogeneous distribution of acid sites across the cleaved crystal 

core. The MTH catalytic performance of these crystals was evaluated (WHSV = 1.2 h-1 

at 673 K) and results showed 90% selectivity towards propene. As discussed further below, 

there are multiple synthetic parameters that affect the crystal quality, size and shape. Solid 

SiO2 was chosen by Losch et al.138 as the silica source because of its slower release rate 

that promotes the growth of larger crystal sizes. A larger synthesis volume resulted in larger 

crystal sizes but diluting the gel came at the expense of losing crystal quality. Crystal quality 

was improved by extending synthesis time (6 days to 14 h). A challenge with the 

Losch et al.138 method is that it relies on the use of HF as the mineraliser.  
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Other methods such as Karwacki’s193 can also be used to obtain large crystals 

(95  20  20 μm3 with Si/Al = 28) from a Ludox AS40 SiO2 source without HF. Two 

examples from Karwacki’s method (90 SiO2 : 1 Al2O3 : 12 Na2O : 2100 H2O : 9 TPABr at 

456 K for 12 days) are displayed in Figure 5-1. There are two disadvantages of this alkaline 

method. Firstly, it poses the challenge of performing multiple ion exchanges to remove the 

Na+ introduced by the Ludox reagent and subsequently, a second calcination step. 

Secondly, as discussed by the authors, these crystals possess many defects which can lead 

to high internal molecular diffusion barriers, and may reduce their catalytic performance 

(however, no catalytic data was collected to be able to make comparison of the two different 

crystal morphologies shown here193). 

   

Figure 5-1. Twinned crystals of ZSM-5 reported by Karwacki et al.193 made by using 

NaHCO3 for crystal (I) and Na3PO4  for crystal (XIII) that illustrate distinct morphologies and 

intergrowth structures. Scale bar represents: 10 μm for crystal (I) and 15 μm for crystal (XIII). 

Credit: Springer Nature. 

An alternative synthesis method, originally developed by Guth et al.137 and later used by 

Kim et al.136 replaces the use of HF with ammonium fluoride, which is easier to handle. This 

method has another advantage as it results in a more homogeneous crystal size distribution. 

By contrast, Jackson and Howe145 prepared large HZSM-5 crystals for FTIR microscopy 

using ammonium hydroxide, instead of ammonium fluoride. However, the use of hydroxide 

resulted in large crystals where the outer surface is enriched in Al while the crystal cores 

remained deficient in Al (this was revealed by electron microprobe analysis that follows the 

silicon and aluminium EDX line profile across the cleaved crystal, Figure 1-23c). Therefore, 

ammonium fluoride is preferred to ammonium hydroxide. A summary of crystals shapes and 

Si/Al ratios obtained from the various studies discussed here is presented in Table 5-1. 
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Table 5-1. Crystal size and Si/Al ratio of ZSM-5 obtained in various literature methods. 

Ref. Mineraliser 
Aspect Ratio 

(L/W) 

Crystal 
Dimensions 

L  W  T [μm] 

Si/Al ratio 

(from EDX) 

Karwacki et al.193 Na3PO4 1.6 60  35  35 36 

Kim et al.136 NH4F 3.3 100  30  30 24 

Jackson and 
Howe145 

NH4OH 3.8 150  40  40 12a 

Kim et al.136 NH4F 4.0 80  20  20 32 

Karwacki et al.193 NaHCO3 4.8 95  20  20 28 

Guth et al.137 NH4OH 5.0 25  5  5 11b 

Guth et al.137 NH4OH 16 800  50  50 no Al 

a The outer surfaces of the crystals gave an Si/Al ratio of ca. 12, whereas the aluminium 

content of the interior of the crystals was below detection limits (EDX). b Si/Al ratio before 

calcination, derived from the synthesis gel. 

Guth et al.137 found that increasing the Al content significantly decreased the crystal size. 

Chapter 5 describes work to exploit this phenomenon to synthesise crystals with different 

sizes and subsequently to study by the OIMS method and compare their reactivity in the 

MTH reaction. A comparison study is made here between a large, medium and small 

HZSM-5 model crystals of a range of sizes, down to ca. 30 µm in their ‘middle’ dimension, 

which approaches the limit that can be studied with the available experimental set-up: above 

the optical diffraction limit size of the infrared focal spot, and with overall sample thickness 

that guarantees an absorbance spectrum has a sufficient signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio during 

a time resolved study. 

 

5.2 Results and discussion 

 Synthesis and characterisation 

Twinned crystals of ZSM-5 were prepared with large (ca. 250  80  85 μm3), medium 

(ca. 160  60  60 μm3) and small crystal size (ca. 55  30  30 μm3) by a modification of 

the ammonium fluoride route reported by Guth et al.137 and Losch et al138. Experimental 

details of the material synthesis are given in Chapter 3. 
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The large crystals were obtained by heating a synthesis gel (Si/Al = 20) for 28 days at 463 K. 

The mediums crystals were obtained by keeping the Si/Al ratio at 20 but reducing the 

synthesis time significantly to 10 days at 463 K and diluting the gel with higher water content. 

Smaller crystals (ca. 35 smaller in volume compared to the large one) were obtained by 

increasing the amount of Al(NO3)3 in the synthesis gel (Si/Al ~ 12:1), resulting in crystals of 

similar shape but significantly reduced volume. 

Despite higher amount of Al(NO3)3 in the synthesis gel for the small crystals (Table 5-2), it 

was found that the crystals do not incorporate more than four Al atoms per unit cell, and any 

excess aluminium precipitates out as larger clumps of material which can be removed by 

sieving. A similar observation was made by Kim et al.136 for their ZSM-5 crystals precipitated 

from higher Al-content synthesis gel. 

Table 5-2. Synthesis gel molar ratios for large, medium and small ZSM-5 crystals. 

Gel comp./ 

Sample ID 
SiO2: Al3+: F-: H2O: TPA+ 

Large 100 5 45 2526 9.1 

Medium 100 5 75 5000 9.1 

Small 100 8.5 75 5000 9.1 

Upon removal of the TPABr structure directing agent used in the synthesis (~14% loss in 

Figure 5-2) the protonic form of ZSM-5 (HZSM-5) is obtained. CHN values in Table 5-3 

suggest ca. four TPA+ structure directing agent molecules being lost. 

 

Figure 5-2. Thermogravimetric (TGA) analysis of the ‘as-prepared’ ZSM-5 crystals. 
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Table 5-3. CHN analysis of the three crystal sizes in their ‘as-prepared’ form.  

wt.% Large Medium Small 

C 8.9 9.0 8.2 

H 1.7 1.7 1.6 

N 1.1 1.1 1.2 

C/N 8.1 8.2 6.8 

Samples have a high surface area (~350 m2 g-1) as confirmed by nitrogen adsorption (Figure 

5-3) and PXRD patterns of the calcined crystals (Figure 5-4), show a single phase crystalline 

material. SEM micrographs of the three crystals display a highly uniform crystal size 

distribution for each crystal batch (Figure 5-5). Having a uniform crystal size within each 

sample batch is important, as a separate crystal of freshly calcined HZSM-5 crystals is used 

for each IR experiment. 

 

Figure 5-3. Nitrogen physisorption on calcined HZSM-5 crystals at 77 K. 
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Figure 5-4. Capillary XRD data of a calcined medium and small HZSM-5 crystal compared 

to the simulated pattern of HZSM-5.21 

 

Figure 5-5. SEM images of (A) large (250  80  85 μm3), (B) medium (160  60  60 μm3) 

and (C) small (55  30  30 μm3) HZSM-5 crystals. 

The 27Al and 29Si NMR spectra of the crystals are shown in Figure 5-6. The 27Al peak at 

53-56 ppm confirms Al is tetrahedrally coordinated into the lattice in all three sets of 

crystals.178,179 The 29Si spectra of all three show the profile expected for crystalline HZSM-5 

with Si/Al of ~ 25.194 The as-prepared crystals display a classic hour-glass outline in optical 

micrographs (see inset in Figure 5-6). This is due to intergrowths of two different orientations 

of the a and b axes of the crystal.193 
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Figure 5-6. 27Al MAS NMR (A) and 29Si MAS NMR (B) of the (a) large, (b) medium and (c) 

small HZSM-5 crystals. Inset. Optical images of the three crystals as seen under polarised 

light. 

Elemental analysis of the crystals by surface EDX on cleaved crystals gave Si/Al ratios 

ranging between 30 and 34 (Table 5-4). Despite the higher Si/Al in the synthesis gel for the 

small crystals, it was found that the crystals do not incorporate more than four Al atoms per 

unit cell as confirmed by bulk NH3-TPD and cross-sectional EDX. 

Table 5-4. Characterisation of Si/Al ratio from different techniques. 

L  W  T 

[µm] 

Large 

 250  80  85 

Medium 

160  60  60 

Small 

55  30  30 

EDX 34 ± 1  31 ± 1 30 ± 1 

CS-EDX 36 ± 2 24 ± 1 24 ± 1 

NH3-TPD 24 21 21 

Synthesis gel 20 20 12 

 

Brønsted acid site concentrations determined from NH3-TPD measurements gave similar 

Si/Al ratios, and Al line cross-sectional profiles revealed that the aluminium is 

homogeneously distributed across the cleaved crystals (Figure 5-7), consistent with the 

reported uniformity of composition achieved with the use of fluoride in the synthesis.138   
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Table 5-5. Concentration of acid sites in the three HZSM-5 crystals (ground) as measured 

by NH3-TPD with a gradual temperature increase from 383 K to 1073 K (10 K min-1). 

  

 

 

aaEstimated from the area of the high-temperature peak (HTP). 

 

Figure 5-7. Electron microprobe analysis across a cleaved HZSM-5 crystals: medium (A) 

and small (B). In (a-b) red line follows the quantity of Al across the inner core of the crystal; 

(b-c) EDX maps of Al and Si across the cleaved medium and small crystal, respectively. 

Sample ID 
Total NH3,des 

/ ±0.1 mmol g-1 

Concentration of BAS a 

/ ±0.1 mmol g-1 

HTP 

/ K 

Small 1.2 0.8 663 

Medium 1.5 0.8 693 

Large 1.3 0.9 703 

(A) (B) 

a a 

b b 

c c 
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 Microcatalytic test 

The performance of the crystals in a conventional microcatalytic test was confirmed by 

carrying out DME conversion at 673 K. Table 5-6 shows conversion and product selectivity 

data after 5 minutes on stream (conversions decreased at longer reaction times due to 

deactivation). Olefins are the major products under these conditions, but significant amounts 

of aromatics (C6+) are also formed. 

Table 5-6. Microreactor selectivity and conversion data from dimethyl ether (DME) 

conversion over the three different crystal sizes of HZSM-5 at 5 min time-on-stream, 673 K, 

WHSV = 3.8 h-1. 

Selectivity (%) Large Medium Small 

ethene 23.1 24.5 32.2 

propene 42.9 46.0 42.9 

C4
a 20.3 19.5 18.0 

C5
a 5.6 4.9 4.7 

C6+ 6.3 5.1 2.15 

C2/C3
b 0.5 0.5 0.8 

DME Conversion 99% 95% 100% 

a Sum of alkanes and alkenes. b Ethene to propene ratio. 

 IR spectra of individual dehydrated ZSM-5 crystals 

IR spectra were recorded for the large HZSM-5 (ca.250  80  85 μm3), medium 

(ca.160  60  60 μm3) and small crystal sizes (ca.55  30  30 μm3) after dehydration at 

623 K in flowing nitrogen. Figure 5-8 presents FTIR spectra of different crystals. Each crystal 

shows two hydroxyl bands in the high wavenumber region, the sharp band at 3600 cm-1 is 

due to the Brønsted acid site (BAS) and the small band at 3735 cm-1 is due to terminal silanol 

functional groups located at the interfaces between the crystal intergrowths or other defects. 

Similar spectra were measured from different crystals within each batch, and from different 

regions of individual crystals. In particular, any differences in the relative populations of 

silanol and BAS hydroxyl groups could not be distinguished between the different areas of 

the intergrown crystals.  
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Figure 5-8. Uniformity of OH bands (a) large; (b) medium and (c) small HZSM-5 crystals. 

Spectra were measured from different crystals in each batch and different orientations of 

crystals. 

Figure 5-9 compares wide range spectra of the three dehydrated crystals. The lower 

wavenumber bands at 1995, 1870 and 1630 cm-1 are due to overtones and combination 

bands of Si-O-Al stretching and bending modes of the zeolite framework. The intensities of 

these bands are determined by the thickness of the zeolite crystals; the spectra in Figure 

5-9 have been normalised against the intensity of the 1870 cm-1 band, and a rubber-band 

base-line correction applied. Typically, spectra of the dehydrated zeolites are subtracted 

from those measured during reaction, and the difference spectra presented. 

 

Figure 5-9. Synchrotron FTIR spectra of dehydrated individual HZSM-5 crystals (A) large, 

(B) medium and (C) small. Spectra are scaled based on the framework band at 1870 cm-1 

for comparison of the intensity of the Brønsted acid site (scaling factors: ca. x3, x2 and 1 for 

the large, medium and small crystal sizes, respectively).  
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 Methanol pulses 

Figure 5-10 provides an overview of the species that are detected by infrared 

microspectroscopy in the early stages of the MTH reaction over HZSM-5, namely adsorbed 

methanol, H-bonded DME, methoxy groups and alkene oligomers. (A full sequence of 

spectra at 2 second intervals following injection of a methanol pulse at 523 K on a medium 

crystal is given in Figure A-5-1).  

 

Figure 5-10. Difference FTIR spectra of a medium size HZSM-5 crystal, showing the 

sequence observed following introduction of methanol at 523 K. The marked bands at each 

stage of the reaction are identified with (A) H-bonded methanol at 523 K, (B) H-bonded DME 

at 573 K, (C) surface methoxy species (SMS) at 573 K and (D) alkene oligomers at 573 K. 

Having described the type of adsorbed species formed in the early stages of the MTH 

reaction over HZSM-5, the response of three different sizes of crystal to a pulse of methanol 

at 573 K can be compared (Figure 5-11). The top panels a in Figure 5-11 show the MS 

analyses of the effluent gases, the central panels b show the intensity of the BAS hydroxyl 

band ~ 3600 cm-1 as a function of time (expressed as a percentage of the original intensity 

in the dehydrated crystal) and the bottom panels c show IR spectra in the CH stretching 

region at the reaction times indicated. In all crystal sizes studied here, oligomeric 
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hydrocarbon species are observed immediately after the loss of methoxy groups at the end 

of the induction period. 

 

Figure 5-11. Comparison of large (A), medium (B) and small (C) crystals of HZSM-5 during 

one 8 µL methanol pulse injected into a N2 flow of 100 mL min-1 at 573 K. (a) Mass spectral 

traces recorded during these experiments: methanol (m/z = 31), DME (m/z = 45), propene 

(m/z = 41, with a contribution from DME fragmentation); (b) Corresponding time course of 

the zeolite hydroxyl (OH) 3600 cm-1 band intensity relative to an activated crystal recorded 

at 2 s intervals; (c) Evolution of the CH stretching bands during the rapid regeneration of the 

zeolite hydroxyls during these experiments (in A, B and C, respectively). 
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In the large crystal (Figure 5-11 A), the initial loss of  (OH) band intensity, after injecting 

methanol, is followed by a slow recovery in intensity as H-bonded DME is desorbed. Then, 

after an induction period of ~ 240 s, there is a remarkably rapid recovery of  (OH) band 

intensity. The mass spectral traces during this experiment show a clear delay in evolution of 

DME after the methanol injection, but the first appearance of propene occurs at the same 

point as the recovery of  (OH) band intensity. The infrared spectrum in the  (CH) region 

shows the presence of SMS and some residual H-bonded DME (orange trace in Figure 

5-11 A panel c). At 242 s all of the SMS and DME have gone and the spectrum is that of the 

oligomer formed from alkenes (green trace in Figure 5-11 A panel c). 

In the large crystal, the loss of SMS and H-bonded DME occurs at the same time as the 

BAS hydroxyl groups are recovered and propene is evolved. This could be taken as 

evidence of a reaction between SMS and residual DME regenerating BAS described by 

eqn. (1): 

ZOCH3 + CH3OCH3   → ZOH + CH3CH2OCH3    eqn. (1) 

However, the corresponding data for medium and small crystals do not support this 

explanation (Figure 5-11 B and C). In the medium crystals, the spectrum remaining at the 

point where the BAS  (OH) band intensity begins to recover (orange trace in Figure 5-11 B 

panel c shows only SMS with little H-bonded DME adsorbed on the crystal is seen by IR), 

and this is equally clear for the small crystals. 

The effect of crystal size on the induction time for propene formation, BAS hydroxyl recovery 

and SMS conversion to oligomer is dramatic. These time differences are attributed to the 

different length of diffusion pathways in the different sized crystals. From these experiments 

the deprotonation of SMS, which initiates propene formation, appears to occur only after 

desorption of most or all of the initially H-bonded DME, which occurs more rapidly from the 

medium and small crystals than from the large crystals. 

Previous evidence for direct formation of hydrocarbons from SMS in ZSM-5 has come from 

NMR experiments of Wang et al.61, who suggest that carbene or ylide intermediates may be 

involved. Note also that infrared evidence for a carbene-like reactivity of SMS in ZSM-5 

towards light alkenes (e.g. methylation of ethene to form propene) has been presented by 

Yang et al.181  
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The direct formation of alkenes through a carbene-like intermediate requires mobility of SMS 

within the zeolite such as described by eqn. (2) and (3) below: 

2 CH3OZ  →  HOZ  +  CH3CH2OZ  → C2H4  + 2HOZ    eqn. (2) 

HOZ + C2H4 + CH3OZ  →  2HOZ + C3H6      eqn. (3) 

The alkenes formed can desorb from the zeolite or oligomerise at BAS in the zeolite (giving 

the observed  (CH) bands identical to those formed on injecting propene or ethene into the 

zeolite, as shown in Chapter 4). It should be emphasised that this chemistry is occurring 

only during the initial interaction of methanol with a dehydrated zeolite crystal.  

Comparison of the reactivity of methanol injected into a large and small crystal at 573 K is 

made in Figure 5-12. In both crystals, a clear induction period for propene formation is seen 

only in the first methanol pulse. More propene is produced in the second, third and fourth 

pulses, while the DME yield reduces, see MS plots in panels a. The higher propene yields 

seen in second and subsequent pulses in Figure 5-12 suggest that alkene formation through 

this indirect process is more productive than that occurring during the initial deprotonation 

of SMS. Methyl aromatic products are also seen to rise with successive methanol pulses 

(the m/z = 91 peak is due to the tropylium cation, which is an abundant ion rearrangement 

product in the mass spectra of methyl aromatic compounds). 

The behaviour of the BAS  (OH) band intensity at 3600 cm-1 is also different in the second 

and subsequent methanol pulses from that seen in the first pulse, plots in Figure 5-12 

panels b. The recovery of BAS after each methanol pulse gradually diminishes and the 

number of residual BAS remaining in the zeolite declines, especially in the large crystal.  

Two new bands appear and grow in the 1650-1450 cm-1 region, during the four successive 

methanol pulses at 573 K, plots in Figure 5-12 panels c. The time dependence of the 

1510 cm-1 and 1620 cm-1
 bands is clearly different. In both crystal sizes, the 1510 cm-1 band 

appears first, and decays less rapidly than the 1620 cm-1 band. However, in the smaller 

crystal, the growth of the 1510 cm-1 band occurs notably faster in the first pulse. 

Nonetheless, the build-up of these species correlates with the declining concentration of 

BAS remaining after each methanol pulse, supporting the assignment that they are 

associated with the hydrocarbon pool (HCP) accumulating in the zeolite. 
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Figure 5-12. Comparison of a large (A) and small (B) crystal during 4 and 3 successive 8 µL 

methanol pulses at 573 K, respectively. (a) Gas phase products detected by online-MS 

during injection of methanol. (b) Time dependence of the (OH) stretching band at 3600 cm-1 

recorded at 2 s. (c) Extracted intensity of the scaled absorbance at 1510 cm-1 (orange) and 

1620 cm-1 (purple) recorded at 2 s intervals during the experiments (in A and B, 

respectively). Scaling factors: x3, x2 and 1 for the large, medium and small crystal sizes, 

respectively. 
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The band at 1510 cm-1 (with a shoulder at 1460 cm-1 and accompanying  (CH) bands at 

3120 cm-1 and 2910 cm-1) was assigned to the 1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl cations, as shown 

in Chapter 4. The 1,3-DMCP has been identified by NMR as the first cyclic component of 

the hydrocarbon pool to be formed in HZSM-5 during the MTH reaction,186 and the 

vibrational frequencies observed by IR microcrystal spectroscopy are close to those of the 

gas phase cations reported elsewhere.185 Once DMCP forms in HZSM-5 during the MTH 

reaction, it may undergo methylation and skeletal rearrangement to form toluene or other 

methylated aromatic products; DMCP may also crack to form alkenes.186 The 1620 cm-1 

band was assigned to a C=C stretching mode of adsorbed methyl aromatic species, as also 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

At the low temperatures investigated so far (<623 K), H-bonded species were seen during 

the leading edge of the methanol pulse. Considering the formation of aromatics is promoted 

at higher temperatures, it was desirable to compare the different crystals at higher reaction 

temperatures, where no hydrogen bonding is seen and the differences between the 

production of aromatics becomes more apparent. It was found that at higher reaction 

temperatures (623 K) and in smaller crystals, the 1620 cm-1 band is more intense, and the 

relative yields of aromatic products at m/z = 91 detected in the MS are higher (Figure 5-13). 

The induction period for recovery of BAS, loss of SMS and evolution of propene during the 

first methanol pulse at this temperature is less than 10 s. The relative yields of alkene 

products remain similar between the medium and small crystals, as do the 1510 cm-1 band 

intensities. However, the 1620 cm-1 band has two orders of magnitude (integrated area) 

higher relative intensities compared to the large and medium crystals, and an enhanced 

yield of methyl aromatic products is detected in the MS for the small crystal. At this 

temperature both the 1510 and 1620 cm-1 bands are diminished equally rapidly, and the loss 

of these bands appears to correlate with recovery of the BAS during the second and third 

pulses. 

At low temperatures (<523 K) methanol is converted slowly to DME, which involves the 

formation of SMS, but the deprotonation of the SMS occurs only after most of the H-bonded 

DME is desorbed. At higher temperatures H-bonded DME is quickly desorbed, the formation 

of alkenes and oligomer follows, and in subsequent pulses of methanol the cyclic HCP 

species are seen. The important conclusion regarding the significance of crystal size is that 

the induction time for deprotonation of SMS, regeneration of BAS and formation of alkenes 

decreases as the crystal size is reduced. This is attributed here to the faster desorption of 
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H-bonded DME out of the smaller crystals i.e. the presence of excess DME in the crystals 

appears to block the SMS deprotonation chemistry. This direct formation of alkenes can be 

clearly seen in all three crystal sizes at lower temperatures, but at 623 K, the typical 

temperature for MTH catalysis, the recovery of BAS due to deprotonation of SMS can be 

seen only in the initial methanol pulse in large crystals. The formation of alkenes (and 

aromatics) at this temperature is associated with the presence of the HCP species i.e. is 

indirect. 

    

Figure 5-13. Comparison of (A) large (B) medium and (C) small crystal of HZSM-5 crystal 

during the injection of 3 successive 8 µL pulses of methanol at 623 K. (a) On-line MS 

analysis of gas phase products. (b) BAS band intensities relative to the dehydrated zeolite. 

(c) Absolute band intensities of the 1510 and 1620 cm-1 bands recorded at 2 s intervals 

during the experiments in (A, B and C), respectively. 
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 Continuous Flow of DME 

To understand better the chemistry of the HCP species responsible for the 1510 and 

1620 cm-1 bands and the effects of crystal size on the formation and reaction of these 

species under steady-state conditions, a continuous flow of DME was used (rather than 

methanol pulses). DME is readily converted to hydrocarbons over ZSM-5 catalysts.195 

Analysis of the  (CH) region of spectra measured in the presence of DME is more difficult 

because of the overlapping bands of both gas phase DME and H-bonded DME (given in 

Chapter 5 Appendix (A-5)). Gas phase DME was removed when comparing HZSM-5 with 

HSAPO-34 at 573 K in flowing DME, given in Chapter 6. It is useful here, however, to 

examine the 1650-1450 cm-1 region together with the MS analyses in the context of the 

present discussion of crystal size effects on HCP formation (Figure 5-14, Figure 5-15 and 

Figure 5-16). 

   

Figure 5-14. Continuous flow of DME over a large crystal of HZSM-5 at (A) 523 K; (B) 573 K; 

(C) 623 K and (D) 673 K. (a) Scaled IR spectra recorded at 2 s intervals. (b) Online-MS 

analysis of gas phase products during the experiments in (A-D), respectively. Scaling 

factors: x3, x2 and 1 for the large, medium and small crystal sizes, respectively. 

At 523 K the 1510 and 1460 cm-1 bands of DMCP appear after a short delay and continue 

to grow in intensity over the duration of the experiment (Figure 5-14A). The MS analysis 

shows little evidence of alkene formation at this temperature; the observed m/z = 41 signal 

results from fragmentation of DME in the mass spectrometer. At 523 K, any alkenes formed 

are evidently oligomerised in the zeolite and slowly react to form DMCP. Also evident at 
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523 K is the very slow growth of a 1620 cm-1 band, indicating that there is some further 

reaction to form aromatics at this temperature, although none escape from the zeolite.  

At 573 K, the 1510 and 1460 cm-1 bands of DMCP rise quickly, reach a plateau and remain 

constant thereafter (Figure 5-14B). The weak 1620 cm-1 band of methyl aromatics broadens 

and shifts to the lower frequency of 1607 cm-1 after about 400 s of flowing DME over the 

large HZSM-5 crystal, suggesting further evolution of the adsorbed methyl aromatics. The 

MS traces at 573 K show enhanced levels of propene and ethene, but still very few evolved 

methyl aromatics. 

At 623 K, the steady state concentration of DMCP in the zeolite is considerably less than at 

lower temperatures (Figure 5-14C). There is an increased contribution to the spectrum from 

the 1620 cm-1 band, and in the MS traces the initial yields of propene and ethene decline as 

the evolution of methyl aromatics increases.  

The generation of methyl aromatic species (m/z = 91) is more prominent at 673 K, but the 

IR spectra are more complex. Within 200 s, multiple bands are observed at 1607, 1566, 

1510, 1490, 1460 cm-1, suggesting formation of a more varied HCP at this temperature 

(Figure 5-14D). 

A striking difference in the DMCP concentration between large, medium and small crystals 

was observed during the isothermal continuous flow of DME at 623 K (Figure 5-15). For 

example, in the medium crystal the 1510 cm-1 band rises to a maximum intensity after 

~120 s on stream whereas the aromatic band at 1620 cm-1 appears after ~200 s. In the small 

crystal the 1510 cm-1 band appears and decays again much more quickly, while the aromatic 

band at 1620 cm-1 appears then broadens to lower frequency (1607 cm-1). These differences 

are also evident in the MS profiles of evolved gas products. In the small HZSM-5 crystals 

the evolution of adsorbed species from oligomers to cyclopentenyl cations through to 

aromatic HCP components occurs more rapidly than in larger crystals because of lower 

diffusion restrictions. The density and strength of acid sites has not changed, and the 

product distributions at longer reaction times are quite similar, although the steady state 

evolution of methyl aromatics is achieved more quickly in the smaller crystals. Similar effects 

were seen at 673 K (Figure 5-16). 
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Figure 5-15. Comparison of (A) large, (B) medium and (C) small HZSM-5 crystal during a 

continuous flow of DME at 623 K for 8 min. (a) Scaled IR spectra recorded at 2 s intervals. 

(b) On-line MS analysis of gas phase products during the experiments in (A, B and C), 

respectively. Scaling factors: x3, x2 and 1 for the large, medium and small crystal sizes, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 5-16. Comparison of (A) large and (B) small HZSM-5 crystal during continuous flow 

of DME at 673 K over 13 min. (a) Scaled IR spectra recorded at 2 s intervals. (b) On-line 

MS analysis of gas phase products during the experiments in (A) and (B), respectively. 

Scaling factors: x3 and x1 for the large and small crystal sizes, respectively.  
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In both large and small crystals, a complex set of bands is seen in the 1650-1450 cm-1 region 

but there is a larger contribution from bands in the 1550-1650 cm-1 region in the small 

crystals, consistent with the more rapid evolution of methyl aromatic products in the MS 

traces. At this temperature the crystals contain many of the HCP species detected by NMR 

and UV-VIS spectroscopy.12,13  

The continuous flow DME experiments show that the DMCP species, identified in this thesis 

as the first cyclic component of the HCP, is formed in high concentrations in the zeolite 

already at 523 K, but with little formation of gas phase products at this temperature. The 

infrared signature of adsorbed methyl aromatics (1620 cm-1) begins to appear after the 

DMCP (1510 cm-1). At higher temperatures cracking of the DMCP to form alkene products 

is accompanied by the further reaction to generate methyl aromatics, and both of these 

processes depend on crystal size. In particular, the formation of methyl aromatics over 

DMCP species is favoured in smaller crystals at 623 K, probably because of diffusion 

effects: both a fast diffusion of the DME reactant into the pores and a fast removal of gas 

phase alkenes (DMCP cracking products). The build-up of DMCP cations in larger crystals 

is promoted by slower diffusion of alkenes out of the pores, allowing for more oligomerization 

reactions to take place on the BAS sites. 

 

5.3 Conclusions 

Operando Infrared Micro-Spectroscopy (OIMS) performed with synchrotron radiation is a 

powerful tool to study the formation mechanism of the initial hydrocarbon pool species within 

individual crystals of ZSM-5. It has now been shown that OIMS can follow reactions on 

crystals down to ca. 30 µm in their ‘middle’ dimension, which approaches the limit that can 

be studied with the available experimental set-up: above the optical diffraction limit size of 

the infrared focal spot, and with overall sample thickness that guarantees an absorbance 

spectrum has a sufficient S/N ratio during a time-resolved study. Spectra were acquired with 

a time resolution of 2 s on the small crystal, and down to 0.25 s for rapid scanning on the 

medium and large crystals. The method has potential to be applied to other zeolite catalysts 

and catalytic reactions, given crystal sizes of at least 20-30 microns for satisfactory 

signal-to-noise ratios, and the possibility of extending the measurements to time dependent 

spectra from several adjacent crystals using automatic mapping functionality common to the 

IR microscope acquisition software.  
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The examples shown in this Chapter where both temperature and crystal size were varied 

exemplify a method for gaining insights at different stages of catalytic reactions using IR 

microspectroscopy on large single crystals. The S/N advantage gained from synchrotron 

radiation will also allow diffusion measurements on zeolite crystals previously performed 

with laboratory infrared microscopes127,192 to be extended to much shorter time scales. 

The important conclusion regarding the significance of crystal size in the MTH reaction is 

that the fundamental MTH chemistry does not change, however, there are differences in the 

induction time (for deprotonation of SMS, regeneration of BAS and formation of alkenes) 

decreases as the crystal size is reduced. This was attributed to the faster desorption of 

H-bonded DME out of the smaller crystals i.e. the presence of excess DME in the crystals 

appears to block the SMS deprotonation chemistry. 

These studies have shown that it will be difficult to detect direct formation of alkenes in much 

smaller micron-sized crystals, since the HCP species are seen to form very quickly in the 

smallest crystals tested here (ca. 55  30  30 μm3), and the cracking of these HCP species 

is responsible for the observed steady-state alkene yields from both methanol and DME. 

Based on this, a suggestion is made that the induction periods for alkene formation seen in 

many conventional catalytic studies using micron-sized crystals cannot be due to intra-

crystalline chemistry but must be attributed to diffusion of reactants into the catalyst bed or 

of products out of the catalyst bed. 
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Chapter 6. Investigation of the initial stages of 

methanol and dimethyl ether 

conversion in SAPO-34 

6.1 Introduction 

The catalytic conversion of methanol to olefins (MTO)8,41,196 is important for the production 

of C2-C3 olefins from natural resources other than crude oil (e.g. coal and waste biomass). 

In this Chapter, the synchrotron-based OIMS technique is applied to study the MTO reaction 

in single crystals of HSAPO-34, a silicon-substituted aluminophosphate zeotype, used in the 

commercial MTO process.8,24,50 The comparative acid strength of SAPOs vs zeolites (e.g. 

chabazite) can be evaluated by their rate (kA) for n-butane cracking reactions. For example, 

SAPO-34 (kA = 0.1–3.2) has a weaker acid site compared to its zeolitic analogue chabazite 

(kA = 7).24 Likewise, it has been shown that the acid strength of HZSM-5 (Si/Al = 20) for 

C4-olefin cracking is stronger than that of HSAPO-34.197 

The MTO catalytic cycle over HSAPO-34 is similar to that over HZSM-5 and takes place via 

a so-called hydrocarbon pool (HCP) mechanism comprising two competing cycles, one 

involving adsorbed olefinic species and one adsorbed aromatic species. A distinction in the 

reaction mechanism is made between this so-called indirect olefin formation via the HCP 

and olefins formed directly from methanol or dimethyl ether (DME) prior to establishment of 

the HCP. Hydrocarbons that have been observed spectroscopically in the pores of the 

working catalysts during the early stages of the MTO reaction in SAPO-34 at low 

temperature include dienes, carbenium ions, dimethylcyclopropane, polymethylated 

benzene carbocations and neutral methyl aromatic species (Table 6-1).  
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Table 6-1. HCP species observed in HSAPO-34 by different spectroscopy and catalytic 

studies during the MTO reaction at 548-673 K. 

Technique HCP species Temperature in K 

UV-vis DRIFTS108 

 

Methylated benzene carbocations, 

alkyl-substituted cyclopentenyl 
carbocations, dienyl carbocations 

573–623 

2D 13C–13C refocused 
INADEQUATE 

spectra198 

 

carbenium ions 
(1,2,3,4-tetramethyl cyclopentenyl 
and 1,2,3-trimethylcyclopentenyl), 

neutral aromatics and dienes 

548-573 

Combined FTIR and 
UV-vis DRIFTS and 13C 

NMR75,90 

 

Benzene-type carbenium ions and 
polyalkylaromatics 

673 

Isotope-labelled 
13C-methanol catalytic 

study199 

 

Polymethylbenzenes 598 

Combined 13C NMR and 
UV-vis91 

 

Dienes, mono- and di- and trienylic 
carbenium ions 

573-623 

13C and 1H ssNMR92 
 

Cyclopentadiene, 
polymethylcyclopentenyl, and 

polymethylcyclohexenyl cations, 
dimethylcyclopropane 

548-673 

Different carbenium ions have been reported in SAPO-34 compared to ZSM-5 as described 

in the Introduction section (Table 1-3), because any differences in zeolite topology50 and 

concentration of acid sites75,200 affects the propagation of the olefinic cycle compared to the 

aromatic cycle, as shown both by experimental92,106 and theoretical studies201.  

Regarding the direct C–C bond mechanism, Wang et al. first showed from NMR 

measurements that surface methoxy species (SMS) alone were capable of forming olefins 

in both HSAPO-34 and HZSM-559,86,169, consistent with the early mechanistic suggestions 

of Hutchings et al.65 that SMS could be deprotonated to form a surface-bound oxonium ylide 

which could react with an adjacent SMS. Wang et al.61 refer to earlier suggestions of SMS 

acting as precursors of carbene47 or ylide65 intermediates.  
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“Carbene-like” insertion of SMS into methanol or DME through polarisation of a C-H bond 

interacting with an adjacent oxygen is shown in Scheme 6-1.54,202,203 Other schemes for 

carbene-like insertion of SMS have involved their reaction with ethene as discussed by 

Yamazaki et al57. 

                 

Scheme 6-1. Carbene-like insertion of SMS into DME towards ethyl methyl ether formation. 

More recent experimental work by the group of Lercher172 and Weckhuysen64,72,204 has 

highlighted the insertion of CO into the SMS to form acetate-like species as an alternative 

route to direct C–C bond formation in HSAPO-34. Their model is that CO, generated from 

the decomposition of methanol, inserts into the methoxy groups (ZOCH3) and forms an 

acetate CH3COOCH3 species. In a similar fashion, Yang205 reported the role of 

formaldehyde as a precursor to a range of unsaturated aldehydes and ketones that form via 

aldol condensation and later on can initiate the formation of the dual cycle. Their evidence 

was based on a temperature-programmed desorption experiment where methanol is first 

adsorbed on ZSM-5 and then heated up progressively from 300 K to 700 K as the gas phase 

is continuously monitored by on-line MS analysis. Methanol comes off at the exact same 

time as HCHO and CO. Some level of ambiguity arises, however, due to the fact that in the 

case of mass spectrometry evidence for formaldehyde, care must be taken that that the 

m/z = 30 used for formaldehyde, which has a contribution from methanol, is corrected, 

before mechanistic interpretation can be deduced.  

A very recent publication by Wen et al.206 unambiguously identified formaldehyde by a 

synchrotron radiation photoionization in-situ MS method. However, only high temperature 

data was reported (723 K) where methanol decomposition to CO will be thermodynamically 

favored.  
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Catalytic OIMS results in this Chapter are given in two Parts, following the material synthesis 

and characterisation section. Studies with deuterium-labelled reactants are included in both 

Parts. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the OIMS technique has the time and spatial resolution 

needed to observe rapid events occurring in a single crystal of zeolite catalyst at reaction 

temperatures. 

Part I compares the induction period length in HSAPO-34 and HZSM-5 at 573 K, as well as 

type of HCP species formed. The reactivity of the SMS in SAPO-34 (generated by 

methanol/methanol-d3 or continuous flow of DME dissociation at Brønsted acid sites) is 

compared with that on ZSM-5. During continuous flow studies with DME at 573 K, the 

mapping capability of the synchrotron-based technique is utilised to visualise the acid sites 

and retained hydrocarbons in SAPO-34. The findings in this Chapter will be compared with 

those presented by Qian et al. who in 2014 reported a comprehensive infrared 

microspectroscopy study of SAPO-34 single crystals exposed to a continuous flow of 

methanol at different temperatures, complemented with UV-VIS microspectroscopic 

measurements.53  

Part II investigates the formation of SMS in HSAPO-34 from methanol and DME at different 

temperatures. Temperature-jump experiments uncover the mode of reactivity of the 

SMS(SMS-d3) in the direct C–C coupling mechanism to form the first olefins. Studies on the 

formation and reactivity of SMS in HSAPO-34, presented in this Chapter, exploit the time-

resolution of the OIMS technique on large single crystals of HSAPO-34 for the first time.  

 

6.2 Results and discussion 

 Synthesis and characterisation of large SAPO-34 crystals 

The synthesis of large SAPO-34 crystals is described in the materials and methods section 

in Chapter 3. The sample (LC-SAPO-34-A) was made following a modified Kornatowski 

literature procedure134. Thermogravimetric analysis of the as-synthesised crystals (Figure 

6-1) estimates 1.7 morpholine molecules per cha cage. After calcination, LC-SAPO-34-A 

was highly crystalline and porous to N2 with a BET surface area of 680 m2 g-1.  
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Figure 6-1. (A) Thermogravimetric analysis of ‘as prepared’ SAPO-34 material heated in air 

at 10 K min-1 shows a 17 wt.% weight loss due to the removal of the morpholine structure 

directing agent. (B) Nitrogen uptake by HSAPO-34 at 77 K (after dehydrating the sample at 

673 K under vacuum for 8 h). 

SAPO-34 contained 1.3 Si atoms on average per cha cage as measured by XRF with unit 

cell composition of [O(CH2CH2)2NH]5.0Al17.3P14.7Si4.0O72.8H2O (Table 6-2). 

Table 6-2. Summary of parameters for calcined LC-SAPO-34-A large crystals. 

Characterisation LC-SAPO-34-A 

Crystal size (SEM) 20-100 µm 

Composition (XRF) Al17.3P14.7Si4.0O72 

HTP (NH3-TPD) 1.2 mmol g-1 

Si atoms per CHA cage 1.3 

t-plot pore volume (N2) 

& BET surface area 

0.24 cm3 g-1 

~ 680 m2 g-1 

Si atoms (XRF) 1.8 mmol g-1 

P atoms (XRF) 6.8 mmol g-1 

Al atoms (XRF) 7.9 mmol g-1 

The diffraction pattern in Figure 6-2(A) for LC-SAPO-34-A shows small amounts of 

unwanted berlinite (~21° 2θ) were obtained as impurity in the low silica large crystal batch, 

but this separate phase appears as darkened crystals of different shape under the optical 

microscope and so is easy to differentiate in microscopy of large crystals. Cross-sectional 

EDX analysis indicated a uniform composition across the crystal (B). 
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Figure 6-2. (A) Capillary XRD pattern (Stoe with Cu Kα radiation) of the calcined 

LC-SAPO-34-A compared to the simulated pattern of CHA (Atlas structural data21). (B) 

Cross-sectional SEM-EDX analysis of a polished HSAPO-34 crystal (Si, P and Al). 

Isolated Si sites (Si(OAl)4) give rise to bridging hydroxyls which are Brønsted acid sites. The 

number of Brønsted acid sites was estimated from NH3-TPD (1.2 mmol g-1), which is lower 

than the total silicon content from XRF (1.8 mmol g-1), indicating the presence of some 

silicon islands, confirmed by 29Si NMR (Figure 6-3). Comparison of the NH3-TPD profile of 

HSAPO-34 and HZSM-5 (Chapter 6 Appendix (A-6) Figure A-6-1) indicates ammonia loss 

at lower temperature and over a larger temperature range than for HZSM-5, suggesting a 

broader distribution of slightly weaker acid sites.  

 

Figure 6-3. 29Si MAS NMR spectra of LC-SAPO-34-A crystals: (A) 27Al, (B) 31P and (C) 29Si. 

‘Silicon islands’ can form during synthesis at sufficiently high Si concentrations in the mother 

liquor. The ratios of the number of acid site to the number of Si are expected to be lower 
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than 1 in SAPOs that contain accumulations of Si in framework positions in the lattice. The 

concept of ‘silicon islands’ is discussed further in Chapter 7. 

Figure 6-4(A) shows SEM images of calcined crystals which show the expected morphology 

with sizes ranging between 20 and 100 microns. Infrared spectra were measured from many 

different crystals dehydrated at 623 K and were closely similar, indicating a uniformity of 

composition and acid site concentration.  

 

Figure 6-4. (A) SEM micrograph of calcined crystals of calcined LC-SAPO-34-A. (B) Map of 

 (OH) intensity within one crystal. (C) FTIR spectra of four dehydrated HSAPO-34 crystals 

of similar size recorded at 623 K. Note that the exact frequencies are temperature 

dependent; the spectra shown were measured at 623 K. 

The intensity map of the  (OH) region from one crystal (~100 micron) in Figure 6-4(B) shows 

a uniform distribution of OH groups within the crystal. Likewise, the examples of FTIR 

spectra in Figure 6-4(C) show a uniform distribution of OH groups from four similarly sized 

crystals (~50 microns). The  (OH) region of the spectra displays 2 intense overlapping 

bands due to the Brønsted acid sites, at 3615 and 3594 cm-1, plus an additional broad 

shoulder at higher frequency possibly due to SiOH vibrations in silica islands. The presence 

of two distinct OH groups in SAPO-34 is well reported in the literature. Halasz et al. have 

proposed most recently that the higher frequency band is due to protons located at O1 sites 
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in the chabazite framework and the lower frequency band to protons at O2 and O4,207 

although Bordiga et al. earlier suggested the lower frequency mode was due to O3 sites 

based on its slower response to adsorbed CO.208 Regardless, the important conclusion from 

the microspectroscopy here is that the numbers of both types of site do not vary significantly 

across any one crystal or from one crystal to another. 

Also evident in the spectra in Figure 6-4 are weak bands between 2400 and 1400 cm-1 

attributed to overtones and combinations of AlPO4 lattice modes at lower frequencies. 

Although these framework band contributions are much less intense than the corresponding 

overtone and combination bands in ZSM-5 crystals33,34 their presence does create some 

difficulties for spectral subtraction. 

 Microcatalytic test  

Before undertaking single crystal spectroscopy, the catalytic performance of the calcined 

HSAPO-34 crystals was evaluated in a conventional Effi microreactor. Calcined HSAPO-34 

single crystals (250 mg dry weight) were diluted in SiC (2.5 g) and tested for the methanol-

to-olefins reaction at 723 K using (A) 95% or (B) 40% CH3OH/water solution, Figure 6-5.  

 

Figure 6-5. Effluent stream alkane and olefin yields percentage for the methanol-to-olefins 

reaction over calcined LC-SAPO-34-A at 723 K; the black line represents the methanol 

conversion. Testing conditions: (A) 95% CH3OH in water, WHSV(CH3OH) = 7 h-1 and (B) 

40% CH3OH in water, WHSV(CH3OH) = 2 h-1. 

Figure 6-5 shows conversion and selectivity data from these tests. As expected these large 

HSAPO-34 crystals deactivate rapidly, which agrees with observations made by Dai et al90. 

After 2 min time-on-stream GC analysis was triggered and the SAPO-34 material showed a 

high selectivity to ethene and propene, also generating some C4 olefins and alkanes. By the 
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second GC analysis point at 17 min time-on-stream, rapid deactivation had occurred, and 

only traces of product (mostly alkane) could be detected.  

The catalyst lifetime of the large crystals was extended in (B) by using a diluted 40% 

methanol in water feed at reduced WHSV compared to testing commercial microcrystalline 

powdered samples. Water competes with methanol for the acid sites and by doing so 

reduces the deactivation rate. 

TGA analysis of the sample recovered after the reaction revealed 3 wt.% of carbonaceous 

species were retained in the large SAPO-34 crystals after the MTO reaction (compared to 

16 wt.% carbonaceous species in a commercial SAPO-34 powder under the same 

conditions), consistent with deactivation occurring in the outer rim of the crystals, as shown 

previously by single crystal fluorescence microspectroscopy.209 
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Part I: Comparison of SAPO-34 with ZSM-5 

 Introduction 

In this section, isothermal reactions of methanol (including methanol-d3) and DME over 

HSAPO-34 are compared with those on HZSM-5 reported in Chapter 4. Three different 

temperatures are compared (573, 623 and 673 K) and variations in the length of the 

induction period before propene evolution are investigated by correlating the  (OH) intensity 

with time-on-stream with the evolution of gas phase products. Similarities between the mode 

of reactivity of the SMS and differences in the type of oligomeric hydrocarbons and 

carbenium ions formed in SAPO-34 and ZSM-5 are discussed. 

 Isothermal reactions of methanol at 573 K 

The mass spectral traces of effluent from the cell (a),  (OH) intensity with time-on-stream 

(b) and the FTIR spectra in the  (CH) region (c) were correlated and compared for an 

activated crystals of (A) HSAPO-34 and (B) HZSM-5 following an injection of a methanol 

pulse at 573 K (Figure 6-6). In the case of HSAPO-34 these spectra were recorded in 

transmission from the central region of the HSAPO-34 crystal, including contributions from 

the rim and crystal core. 

Upon injection of methanol, in both crystals, there is a significant (~70%) decline in  (OH) 

intensity due to formation of H-bonded DME. The formation of DME (m/z = 45) is seen to 

occur almost immediately in the gas phase after the methanol is injected in both crystals, 

which correlates with the initial decline in  (OH) intensity. 

Subsequently, the  (OH) intensity begins to recover during the trailing edge of the pulse 

where H-bonded DME is being removed as the cell is continuously flushed in dry nitrogen. 

During the OH recovery stage, after 366 s in HSAPO-34, there is less than 5% recovery of 

OH intensity. By comparison, after 186 s in HZSM-5, there is ~15% recovery of OH intensity. 

The fraction of OH groups involved in hydrogen bonding is 3 lower in HSAPO-34 compared 

to HZSM-5. Therefore, the prolonged induction period in HSAPO-34 is not related to the 

time it takes to remove the H-bonded DME. 

In both crystals the  (CH) region at this point is dominated by the signature of SMS (orange 

traces in Figure 6-6c). Note, careful study of the profile of the SMS (2977 and 2867 cm-1) 

confirmed this is not a simple two-band SMS profile but contains three additional bands at 
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3030, 2963 and 2845 cm-1. Assignment of these residual bands will be provided in Part II of 

this Chapter with further discussion on the direct C–C bond mechanism. 

After 186 s in HZSM-5 crystal, there is a sudden recovery of  (OH) intensity and loss of 

SMS bands correlating with evolution of propene and butene in the MS analysis, and within 

4 s the compete transformation of the  (CH) profile. In the HSAPO-34 crystal, recovery of 

the  (OH) intensity begins later (366 s) and occurs more slowly, but also correlates with a 

more gradual evolution of propene (m/z = 41) in the MS analysis (a weak signal for butene 

(m/z = 55) was also detected), and with transformation of the  (CH) profile. 

 

Figure 6-6. Comparison of HSAPO-34 crystal (A) and HZSM-5 crystal (B) following a 8 μL 

methanol pulse at 573 K injected into a N2 flow of 100 mL min−1: (a) MS traces recorded 

during this experiment: methanol (m/z = 31), DME (m/z = 45), propene (m/z = 41, with a 

contribution from DME fragmentation), and butene (m/z = 55); (b) time course of the (OH) 

3600 cm−1 band intensity relative to an activated crystal; (c) changes in the (CH) stretching 

region at the marked times. 
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 Assignment of the oligomer bands in SAPO-34 

The new bands appearing between 2960 and 2870 cm-1, generated from the reaction of 

SMS following reaction of methanol at 573 K, are attributed to oligomeric alkoxy species. 

This assignment is based on comparison of the spectra obtained upon reaction of ethene or 

propene with those generated by reacting methanol or DME with HSAPO-34 crystals at 

similar temperatures.  

Figure 6-7 compares, for example, spectra in the  (CH) region measured of methanol 

reacted with a HSAPO-34 crystal at 573 K, propene reacted with a HSAPO-34 crystal at 

523 K, and methanol reacted with a HZSM-5 crystal at 573 K.  

 

Figure 6-7. (A-B) Infrared difference spectra measured (a) after injection of one pulse of 

methanol into a HSAPO-34 crystal at 573 K and (b) after exposure of HSAPO-34 crystal to 

propene at 523 K; (c) after injection of one pulse of methanol into a HZSM-5 crystal at 573 K 

(intensity x2). (C) Peak curve fit of spectrum (b). 

The HSAPO-34 crystal exposed to propene during this experiment shows the expected 

 (CH) profile for oligomeric hydrocarbons (a full set of spectra at illustrating the propene 

oligomerisation in an HSAPO-34 crystal is given in Chapter 6 Appendix (A-6) Figure A-6-4). 

Band deconvolution of the spectrum from a HSAPO-34 crystal to propene at 523 K is shown 

in Figure 6-7(C). The  (CH) profile of oligomeric species in HSAPO-34 contains 

contributions from CH3 and CH2 asymmetric and symmetric  (CH) modes (2960, 2920 and 

2870 cm-1 respectively). Similar FTIR spectra in the CH region were obtained at 573 K 

during the first 260 s oligomerisation of ethene in HSAPO-34 large crystal given in Figure 

6-8. 
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Figure 6-8. Ethene continuous flow over a large HSAPO-34 crystal at 573 K showing spectra 

between 60 and 260 s (at 20 s intervals). The scaled gas phase spectrum was subtracted. 

Literature spectra of oligomeric hydrocarbons display 4 bands in their  (CH) profile,100 but 

here the symmetric stretches overlap. A better fit was obtained with 3 bands allowing the 

band shape to vary with a mixed Lorentz/Gauss component (for the curve fit parameters see 

Chapter 6 Appendix (A-6) Table A-1).210 The relative intensities of the CH3 and CH2 

stretching modes for the oligomer formed from methanol in HZSM-5 differ from those seen 

in HSAPO-34, which may reflect differences in the chain length or degree of branching of 

the oligomer. In HSAPO-34, the oligomer formed from methanol has an identical  (CH) 

profile to that seen with propene, supporting this thesis argument that the  (CH) bands 

between 2960 and 2870 cm-1 in the methanol experiments, shown earlier in Figure 6-6, are 

formed from propene generated directly from the coupling of SMS.  

Prior to the loss of the SMS, in the  (CC) and δ(CH) region of the spectrum, a band is 

observed at 1464 cm-1, marked in Figure 6-7(B). Typically, CH3 and CH2 bending modes 

occur around 1460 cm-1.99 However, in this experiment, it is difficult to make unambiguous 

assignments of infrared bands in the  (CC) and δ(CH) region of the spectrum. All alkyl and 

alkoxy species are expected to show δ(CH3) and δ(CH2) bending modes between 1300 and 

1500 cm-1, but  (CC) modes of some aromatic and alkenyl cations can also be found in this 

region. A discussion of the origin of this 1464 cm-1 band is given in section 6.2.8. More 

importantly, in this experiment, the observed 1464 cm-1 band does not correlate with the 

reaction of SMS to propene to oligomers. 
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 Isothermal reaction of DME at 573 K 

Next, the reaction of DME over a crystal of HSAPO-34 was compared to that over a crystal 

of HZSM-5 during exposure to a continuous flow of DME for 500 s at 573 K (Figure 6-9). By 

comparison, the time-course of the  (OH) intensity at 3600 cm-1 in the two materials was 

strikingly different.  

In HSAPO-34 (A), around 50% of the  (OH) intensity was lost during the first 100 s, at which 

point the  (CH) spectra in Figure 6-9c were dominated by the signature of SMS (orange 

trace). The recovery of  (OH) intensity after 100 s correlated with an induction period to 

propene Figure 6-9a. As the  (OH) band recovered to ~ 75% of its original intensity, the 

SMS bands were converted to a new  (CH) profile at 2960, 2920 and 2870 cm-1 similar to 

the changes seen earlier in the isothermal reaction of methanol at 573 K in Figure 6-7. This 

suggests the initial products of SMS conversion shown here, as is the case with methanol, 

are oligomeric alkyl species where replacement of n (SMS) groups with a CnH2n+1OZ 

oligomer will release (n-1) OH groups, given in eqn. (1):  

n (SMS)   →   CnH2n+1OZ  +  (n-1) OH     eqn. (1) 

By contrast, HZSM-5 showed loss of more than 90% of the  (OH) intensity, which 

subsequently recovered only slightly and the  (CH) spectra in the first 20 s were dominated 

by adsorbed DME. Propene and butene products were immediately detected in the gas 

phase in the first 50 s. The propene signal in HSAPO-34 is relatively weak compared to that 

from zeolite HZSM-5, so expansion of the log of the signal by 5 (after correcting for the 

contribution of DME) was applied. Simultaneously, in the  (CC) and δ(CH) region two sharp 

bands grow  together at 1510 and 1460 cm-1 along with new bands in the  (CH) region at 

3120 and 2920 cm-1. Assignment of these new bands to dimethylcyclopentenyl cations 

(DMCP) was given in Chapter 4. The assignment to DMCP was based on the close similarity 

of the frequencies to the published frequencies of this species in the gas phase185 and the 

NMR identification by Haw et al. of 1,3-DMCP as the first cyclic species to be formed from 

DME in HZSM-5.186 
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Figure 6-9. Comparison of HSAPO-34 (A) and HZSM-5 (B) crystal exposed to a continuous 

flow of DME at 573 K: (a) MS traces recorded during this experiment. DME (m/z = 45), 

propene (m/z = 41, with a contribution from DME fragmentation), and butene (m/z = 55). 

The expansion of the MS signal in blue is propene after removing the contribution from DME 

(log41 – log45)  5 and applying an offset correction; (b) intensity of (OH) band relative to 

dehydrated crystal; (c) spectra in the (CH) region after removal of gas phase contributions 

from DME and (d) (CC) and δ(CH) region at the marked times. 

Unlike HZSM-5, the 1,3-DMCP cation is not being formed in the SAPO-34 crystal during 

DME flow at 573 K shown in Figure 6-9(A). The only band detected in this region is a band 

at 1464 cm-1 seen also in the isothermal methanol experiment, but this band does not 

correlate with the reaction of SMS to oligomeric alkoxy species.  

Generally, spectral changes seen with a continuous flow of DME in SAPO-34 (initial loss of 

OH groups, H-bonding of DME and formation of SMS, followed by partial recovery of the 

OH groups) agree well with those reported by Qian et al.53 in their IR microspectroscopy 

study of SAPO-34 exposed to a continuous flow of methanol at 553 K. 
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In a further comparison with the experiments of Qian et al.53, the distribution of OH groups 

and hydrocarbon species was mapped (as measured by the  (CH) intensity at 2955 cm-1) 

in a crystal exposed to a continuous flow of DME for 1000 s at 573 K. The distribution of OH 

groups within the crystal Figure 6-10(A) is largely uniform, with some loss of intensity in the 

outer rim of the crystal. This is also evident in the spectra from the crystal outer rim (blue 

traces) vs. centre (red traces) shown in Figure 6-10(C). In the  (CH) region, Figure 6-10(B), 

the concentration of oligomer species in the centre of the crystal is approximately half that 

at the edges. The higher concentration of oligomer species at the rim (and hence reduced 

OH intensity) reflects the diffusion restrictions on DME reaching the centre of the crystal 

during continuous flow due to the pores being filled with oligomeric cationic species.  

 

Figure 6-10. FTIR concentration maps (baseline corrected) after 1000 s of DME flow at 

573 K and 10 min flushing in nitrogen. (A) 3600 cm-1 and (B) 2955 cm-1 band intensity. (C) 

shows selected spectra from the centre of the crystal (bottom red) and the outer rim (top 

blue). The black trace is the dehydrated zeolite before reaction. 

 Isothermal reaction with CD3OH at 573 K 

In a parallel experiment to the one presented for ZSM-5 in Chapter 4 (Figure 4-11), the 

reactivity of CD3OH in SAPO-34 at 573 K was studied. After about 90 s following a pulse of 

methanol-d3, there is a rapid growth of a band at 2650 cm-1 due to ZOD groups in SAPO-34 

(red trace in Figure 6-11). Since the only source of deuterium in this experiment is the CD3 

groups of methanol, CD bond breakage must be occurring at this point. 
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Figure 6-11. (A) Infrared intensities of (OH) at 3600 cm-1 and OD at 2650 cm-1 bands plotted 

versus time during injection of an 8 µL pulse of CD3OH into HSAPO-34 at 573 K. (B) MS 

analysis of gases evolved in this experiment. CD3OH (m/z = 35), CD3OCD3 (m/z = 50), 

propene-d6 (m/z = 48, with a contribution from DME-d6) and propene d5 (m/z = 47). (C) 

changes in the (CD) region during this experiment at the marked times.  

The strong correlation seen here between loss of  (CD) bands, growth of  (OD) bands and 

appearance of propene-d6 is fully consistent with these earlier observations in HZSM-5 in 

Chapter 4, as well as early infrared studies by Ono and Mori166 where CD3OH was reacted 

over HZSM-5. During the evolution of propene-d6, the  (CD) bands of SMS-d3 and residual 

DME-d6 are reduced in intensity by 50% with an underlying  (CD) band at 2210 cm-1 

remaining. The evolution of propene-d6 (m/z = 48) during the growth of ZOD is evident as a 

shoulder on the side of the declining contribution at m/z = 48 from fragmentation of DME-d6. 

Note, the earlier m/z = 47 peak coincident with DME is barely above the baseline and may 

arise from a methanol-d2 impurity. Figure 4-13 in Chapter 4 showed the MS profile of the 

blank 8 µL CD3OH injection into an empty cell.  
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 Discussion on bands in SAPO-34 seen at 2925 and 1464 cm-1 

Injection of a second pulse of methanol-d3 (CD3OH) causes further loss of  (OH) intensity 

and growth of new bands at 2925 and 1464 cm-1, but little change in the  (OD) intensity 

(Figure 6-12).  

 

Figure 6-12. (A) MS analysis of gases evolved during injection of two successive 8 µL pulses 

of CD3OH into HSAPO-34 at 573 K; methanol-d3 (m/z = 35), DME-d6 (m/z = 50), propene-d6 

(m/z = 48, with a contribution from DME-d6) and propene-d5 (m/z = 47). (B) infrared 

intensities of selected bands plotted versus time. (C, D) Infrared spectra at 40 s intervals 

during first and second pulse over HSAPO-34 at 573 K, respectively. 

The underlying ν(CD) band at 2210 cm-1 grows more notable in the second pulse. In the MS 

analysis, the second pulse gives a reduced DME-d6 signal but enhanced signals due to 

propene-d6 and propene-d5. 
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In the above experiment, the growth of bands at 2925 and 1464 cm-1 was unexpected, 

compared to HZSM-5. The 2925 cm-1 band cannot be due to partially deuterium exchanged 

SMS as it continues to grow in intensity after more than 50% of the SMS species are lost.  

To examine further the reaction pathways of DME-d6 and SMS-d3 in SAPO-34, methanol-d3 

and methanol-d4 were injected in single crystals of HSAPO-34 and DSAPO-34. Figure 6-13 

compares spectra measured after exposure of the SAPO-34 crystals to either CD3OH or 

CD3OD at 623 K. There are two sources of hydrogen in these experiments: the methanol 

hydroxyl group and the acid sites of the HSAPO-34. To ascertain the source of the hydrogen 

in the origin of the 2925 cm-1 band, similar experiments with CD3OD in HSAPO-34 and 

CD3OD in DSAPO-34 were performed (where the DSAPO-34 was ~ 75% D-exchanged).   

  

Figure 6-13. (A) Synchrotron FTIR spectra of calcined HSAPO-34 (in grey) and the 75% 

exchanged DSAPO-34 crystal (in black). (B) Synchrotron FTIR spectra measured after 

injecting one 8 µL methanol pulse into a SAPO-34 crystal at 623 K (a) CH3OH in HSAPO-34; 

(b) CD3OH in HSAPO-34; (c) CD3OD in HSAPO-34 and (d) CD3OD in partially DSAPO-34. 

The intensity of the  (CH) band at 2925 cm-1 depends on the amount of hydrogen in the 

system, both from methanol and from the SAPO-34. The spectra in the  (CH) and  (CD) 

regions are consistent with partial H substitution of a mostly deuterated oligomeric alkoxide 

species, the degree of substitution depending on the deuterium content of the experiment. 

A fully deuterated oligomer should give a  (CD) profile (equivalent to the  (CH) profile seen 

with methanol in spectrum a in Figure 6-13) i.e. asymmetric and symmetric  (CD) modes 
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of CD3 and CD2 groups. This was confirmed by performing DFT simulations of the vibrational 

spectra of different oligomer models (Chapter 6 Appendix (A-6) Figure A-6-6). Details of 

these calculations are given in Chapter 3. The observed  (CD) profile obtained from CD3OD 

in DSAPO-34 (Figure 6-13d) fits that expected for a (mostly) deuterated oligomer. Increasing 

extents of H substitution into the oligomer will distort this profile and give an increasingly 

intense  (CH) profile. However, the  (CH) profile for CD3OH in HSAPO-34 Figure 6-13b 

does not match that obtained with CH3OH (Figure 6-13a). 

A single band centred at 2925 cm-1 fits most closely the simulated  (CH) profile for H 

substitution into CD2 groups (rather than CD3 groups) in an oligomer chain. Scheme 6-2 

illustrates how H from OH groups either originally present in the HSAPO-34 (i) or formed by 

dissociation of CD3OH (ii) can be reversibly incorporated into propene and oligomer. Similar 

chemistry was presumably involved in the incorporation of hydrogen from HZSM-5 into the 

gas phase products formed when adsorbed methanol-d3 was heated above 520 K, reported 

by Novakova et al. in 1986.118  

In addition to the band at 2925 cm-1, a new band grows at 1464 cm-1. This signature was 

prominent with methanol and methanol-d3 in HSAPO-34 at 573 K and is identical to the 

sharp band seen in Qian’s study of SAPO-34 in their methanol and methanol-d4 experiments 

at 553 K at 1462 cm-1.53 In the experiments presented in this Chapter, the 1464 cm-1 band 

is present (with a somewhat altered profile) when CD3OD is reacted with both HSAPO-34 

and DSAPO-34 at 623 K (exchanged ~ 75%), which rules out assignment to CH3 and CH2 

bending modes and supports Qian’s conclusion that this is a  (C=CC+)asymm stretch. 

 

Scheme 6-2. Chain propagation with H incorporation into propene-d6 oligomers. 
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Qian et al. suggested that there is a correlation between the 1464 cm-1 band and the 

2925 cm-1 band and assigned the two bands to either polyalkyl benzenium cations or 

alkylated polyaromatic species (evidenced by appearance of a band at 400 nm in the UV-

VIS spectra of the crystals).53 However, the observations in this Chapter do not support the 

assignment to polyaromatic species since the growth of the 1464 cm-1 band is more 

prominent at 523 K (given in section 6.2.15, Figure 6-24). Furthermore, no correlation could 

be deduced in our experiments between the 1464 and 2925 cm-1 bands after two injections 

of CD3OH on HSAPO-34 at 623 K (Chapter 6 Appendix (A-6) Figure A-6-7).  

 

Table 6-3 summarises different literature assignments of the  asymm(C=C-C+) stretch in 

carbenium ions with different ring sizes and different methyl groups. Note that when the CH3 

group is located on the apical carbon of the cyclopentenyl ring, the infrared frequency of the 

 asymm(C=CC+) stretch is notably downshifted. Therefore, a possible assignment to the 

1464 cm-1 band in SAPO-34 is the 1,2,3-trimethylcyclopentenyl with a simulated frequency 

at 1478 cm-1. 

Table 6-3. Positions of allylic stretching vibrations for various monoenyl and dienyl cations 

in solution and on solid acids as well as calculated wavenumbers in this thesis work.a 

  asymm(C=C-C+) / cm-1  

Cation Solution H-Zeolite Gas phase ref 

1,2,3,4-tetramethylcyclobutenyl 1465   211 

1,2,3,4,5-pentamethylcyclopentenyl 1497   189 

1,2,3-trimethylcyclopentenyl   1478a This work 

Ethyltetramethylcyclopentenyl 1495   189 

Tetramethyl(n-propyl)cyclopentenyl 1493 1495  189 

Cyclohexenyl  1529  212 

1,3,5,5-tetramethylcyclohexenyl 1533   213 

2,4-dimethylpentenyl 1543 1554  189 

2,6-dimethyloctadienyl 1568 1567  189 

1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl  1510 1525b This work 

a Computational method details in Chapter 3  b experimental value, ref.185 

One outstanding question is the lack of ~ 45 cm-1 downshift on the  asymm(C=C-C+) stretch 

in our assignment, which is to be expected for the fully deuterated molecule. However, the 

shift upon deuteration is significantly lessened if H atoms are included on the apical methyl 

groups of the cyclopentenyl cation, as shown in the calculated spectra in Table A-6-2 of the 

Chapter 6 Appendix (A-6). 
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 Isothermal methanol reactions at higher temperatures 

Methanol on HSAPO-34 was reacted at three different reaction temperatures (Figure 6-14).  

 

Figure 6-14. Injection of two methanol pulses into HSAPO-34 single crystals at (A) 573 K, 

(B) 623 K and (C) 673 K. (a) (OH) intensity versus time at the indicated temperatures. (b) 

Corresponding MS traces: methanol (m/z = 31), propene (m/z = 41, with a contribution from 

fragmentation of DME) and DME (m/z 45). Selected difference spectra at different times 

following the first and then a second methanol pulse. In panel a the second methanol pulse 

was injected at 1040 s, in b at 260 s and in c at 580 s. 

The time-course of the  (OH) intensity profile was monitored during the injection of two 

methanol pulses into HSAPO-34 crystals along with the corresponding MS analyses of the 
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effluent gases. Time-resolved difference spectra are also presented in Figure 6-14 for 

comparison at each reaction temperature. 

At 573 K, injection of the first pulse of methanol causes a 70% reduction in  (OH) intensity, 

with a sharp 40% loss in the second pulse: the recovery of  (OH) intensity is then much 

more rapid compared to the first pulse at this temperature. There is no clear induction period 

to propene observed in the second pulse, but the m/z = 41 signal due to propene does 

shows evidence of a shoulder in the second pulse on the side of the DME fragmentation 

component. An example spectrum at 573 K, after 1800 s shows that both the  (CH) bands 

and the 1464 cm1 component are of increased intensity after the second methanol pulse 

was injected and there is a positive feature evident in the  (OH) region at about 3500 cm1 

indicating some perturbation of the SAPO-34 hydroxyl groups. Similar time-resolved spectra 

of methanol at 553 K on single crystal of SAPO-34 were presented by Qian et al53. In their 

experiment, the bands observed in the CH region were initially those of DME(ads) and SMS 

(black traces), and at later times on stream, DME and SMS are replaced by a triad of bands 

at 2955, 2920 and 2870 cm-1 along with a band at ~1460 cm-1. The zeolite OH at 3600 cm-1 

is similarly perturbed. 

At 623 K, fewer OH groups were lost (~ 50%) on injection of the first pulse of methanol and 

intensity was more readily recovered than at 573 K; less DME is seen in the mass spectra 

(m/z = 45). There is a clear propene pulse (m/z = 41) evolved at ~ 100 s, coinciding with the 

rapid recovery of the  (OH) intensity at this point. The second methanol pulse at 623 K 

results again in further loss of  (OH) intensity but there is no subsequent recovery. Injection 

of a second pulse at this temperature significantly enhances the bands seen in the  (CH) 

profile at 2960, 2920 and 2870 cm-1 with no other changes seen at lower frequency. Despite 

the growth in the CH region, the 1464 cm1 component remains relatively weak in intensity 

at 623 K temperature. MS analysis shows reduced DME formation and enhanced propene 

formation during the second pulse. 

At 673 K, the changes in  (OH) intensity on injection of methanol are hardly noticeable, but 

the MS analysis shows high propene levels and low DME levels compared to those seen at 

lower temperatures. This indicates that the crystals are generating olefins despite the 

apparent lack of changes in the OH profile. A repeat experiment at 673 K in HSAPO-34, 

displays an induction period to propene and butene of 20 s (red traces in Figure 6-15). The 

initial  (CH) profile is weak in intensity and contains contributions from DME and SMS. 
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Some carbonyl bands (1630-1660 cm-1, compare in Chapter 6 Appendix (A-6) Figure A-6-8 

with the bands of methyl acetate in HSAPO-34) grow immediately upon injection of methanol 

at 673 K but these bands do not correlate with the recovery of OH, loss of SMS and olefin 

formation in the gas phase products as detected by on-line MS analysis in Figure 6-15B. 

Within 40 s (blue traces) the  (CH) profile in Figure 6-15C resembles that seen at lower 

temperatures with bands at 2960, 2920 and 2870 cm-1 (but less intense) and there is no 

further change thereafter. 

 

Figure 6-15. A pulse of CH3OH at 673 K on HSAPO-34 (repeat experiment). (A) (OH) 

intensity versus time at the indicated temperatures. (B) Corresponding MS traces: methanol 

(m/z = 31), propene (m/z = 41, with a contribution from fragmentation of DME), DME 

(m/z = 45). (C-D) Difference infrared spectra at 2 s intervals. Red: from 2 s to 20 s. Blue: 

from 20 to 40 s. 

 Summary  

The MTO reaction in HSAPO-34 was compared to that in HZSM-5 using the OIMS 

technique. Similarities in the formation of SMS and mode of reactivity of SMS are observed. 

In both materials, an induction period to olefin formation is present during the isothermal 

experiments with methanol and DME at 573 K. At the point of alkene formation, SMS react 

and zeolite hydroxyl groups recover rapidly, both in the case of methanol and DME. No 

growth of carbonyl bands is detected when SMS react at 573 K. Instead, a carbene-like 

reactivity of SMS was confirmed in both crystals by studies with deuterium-labelled reactants 

where C-D bond breaking is detected at the point of alkene formation.  

Some differences were observed in the length of the induction period, type of oligomeric 

hydrocarbon species formed and the nature of the carbenium ions in the two materials. The 
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induction period in SAPO-34 is significantly longer compared to that in HZSM-5, and the rate 

at which the hydroxyl is regenerated is slower. Moreover, an induction period is still present 

when HSAPO-34 is exposed to a continuous flow of DME at 573 K, albeit significantly 

shorter induction period compared to methanol on HSAPO-34 at the same temperature.  

A summary of the pathway towards the formation of aromatic species is presented in 

Scheme 6-3. Once propene is generated, spectra in SAPO-34 are dominated by oligomeric 

hydrocarbons. Isotope studies with methanol-d3 and methanol-d4 were consistent with the 

formation of oligomeric species where incorporation of H from the zeolite hydroxyls occurs 

preferentially in the middle of the chain. Differences in the oligomer band profile in the CH 

region were seen for the two crystals, suggesting a different chain length and branching of 

the oligomer in the larger cages of SAPO-34. The bridging hydroxyl intensity in SAPO-34 is 

reduced in zones of the crystal rim with larger amount of oligomer species. There is no clear 

signature of DMCP at 1510 cm-1 in SAPO-34 but instead an intense band is seen at lower 

frequency 1464 cm-1, possibly due to the formation of methylated carbenium ions where the 

methyl groups are on the apical carbon (e.g. 1,2,3-trimethylcyclopentenyl).  

 

Scheme 6-3. Pathway towards the formation of aromatic species from the oligomers formed 

initially. The species in blue have been experimentally observed in this work. The scheme 

in black was adapted from Dai et al92.
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Part II: Formation and reactivity of surface methoxy groups in 

HSAPO-34, clarifying the elementary steps to olefin formation 

 Introduction 

This section examines the formation of SMS, including SMS-d3, in HSAPO-34 at different 

temperatures. Residual bands at 3030, 2963 and 2845 cm-1 remain overlaid on the SMS 

signature (2977, 2867 cm-1) when the SMS react, as shown in Part I. Therefore, 

experimental work in this section aims to identify the species responsible for these bands. 

This is approached by comparing the profiles of adsorbed methanol, SMS, and H-bonded 

DME. Temperature-jump experiments were designed to study the reactivity of SMS. A 

discussion on the direct C-C mechanism and the role of residual DME in the zeolite pores 

is provided.  

 Formation of DME and SMS – including SMS-d3 and DME-d6 – from 

methanol/methanol-d3 

Following an injection of methanol in SAPO-34 at 523 K, a band at 3670 cm-1 is observed 

that is attributed to the free  (OH) mode of H-bonded methanol (red spectra in Figure 

6-16A).164 The  (OH) bands of HSAPO-34 decline in intensity immediately by ~ 10%. In the 

 (CH) region, adsorbed methanol bands are observed at ~ 2958 and 2845 cm-1 together 

with a broad feature seen at lower frequencies (2800-3200 cm-1 which is the A component 

of  the ABC triplet of H-bonded methanol).164 The B and C components can also be seen 

clearly at ~2450, ~1800 cm-1 in the full spectra shown in the Chapter 6 Appendix (A-6) 

Figure A-6-9. The H-bonded methanol does not remain after 30 s (blue spectra in Figure 

6-16A; the 3670 cm−1 band is lost and there is a much larger drop in the intensities of the 

 (OH) bands.  
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Figure 6-16. (A) Time-resolved synchrotron IR spectra recorded at 2 s intervals following the 

first 64 s after injecting an 8 μL pulse of methanol into a SAPO-34 crystal at 523 K. The 

reaction progress is marked with an arrow. (B) Expansion of the (CH) region. The marked 

frequencies are those of the SMS. (C) Expansion of the (CD) region for the same 

experiment performed with CD3OH (colour change after 14 s). 

The bands in the blue spectra in Figure 6-16B contain a superposition of bands due to 

H-bonded DME (~3011 cm-1, 2960, 2945 and 2836 cm-1) and SMS (2977 and 2867 cm-1), 

together causing loss of 50% of the  (OH) bands. The most distinct marker of DME 

formation is the symmetric stretching mode at 2836 cm-1; this appears together with a band 

in the δ(CH) deformation region at 1454 cm-1 and both grow after the SMS first appear (see 

Chapter 6 Appendix (A-6) Figure A-6-9 for wide range spectra). 

The analogous experiment with CD3OH is presented in Figure 6-16C. The initial spectra in 

the  (CD) region are those of CD3OH. Deuterated SMS marked in the spectra show three 

bands in the CD region. The asymmetric stretching mode at 2210 cm-1 is overlapped by the 

asymmetric stretching mode of deuterated DME at ~2230 cm-1, but the band at 2140 cm-1 

is a clear indicator of SMS formation occurring within 20 s of injection.  
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The 2140 cm-1 band grows together with a band at 2095 cm-1 prior to formation of DME-d6 

which is in agreement with the observations of Wang et al.169 where methylation of methanol 

by a SMS results in the formation of DME (Scheme 6-4). The alternative mechanism for 

formation of DME from methanol in acid zeolites suggested in the literature is a bimolecular 

(direct) reaction between two adsorbed methanol molecules.169 

 

Scheme 6-4. Formation of DME from methylation of methanol by SMS. 

Similar strong bands of adsorbed DME-d6 at 2221 and 2070 cm-1 were obtained by 

Qian et al.53 on exposure of their SAPO-34 crystals to a continuous flow of CD3OD at 461 K. 

These were attributed to protonated DME referring to a previous report by Forester and 

Howe in 1987. 

In making their assignment to protonated DME, Forester and Howe considered the upward 

frequency shifts in  (CH) bands from those of the neutral molecule, citing a comparison 

between (CH3)3N and (CH3)3NH+.55 However, subsequent work has shown that the ABC 

triplet in HZSM-5 and HSAPO-34 can be explained by H-bonded DME rather than the 

protonated species.182 This means that at low temperatures DME is adsorbed rather than 

protonated as evident by the growth of the ABC triplet (observed both in spectra from this 

thesis work and spectra presented by Qian et al53). 

Assignments of methanol, SMS and DME in SAPO-34 (and ZSM-5) are given in Table 6-4. 
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Table 6-4. Experimentally observed IR frequencies of SMS, methanol and DME and their 

fully deuterated isotopomers in parentheses. 

 
 asymm(CH3) 

      / cm-1 

Combination 
bands / cm-1 

 symm(CH3) 

/ cm-1 

δ(CH3) 
/ cm-1 

Ref. 

      

CH3OZ 
(SMS) 

2977 (2210) (2140)a 2867 (2095) 1455 SAPO-34* 

2978  2868  SAPO-3453 

2980 (2203)  2868 (2100) 1457 ZSM-555 

 

2980 (2233)  2870 (2070)  ZSM-5* 

(2220)  (2070)  ZSM-5166 

     

CH3OH 3003, 2957 (2230)  2844 (2080)  SAPO-34* 

H-bonded 3005, 2953  2845  SAPO-3487 

 3003, 2958  2853  SAPO-3454 

      

CH3OH (g) 3010, 2982 (2232)  2875 (2094)  *, (183) 

      

CH3OCH3 3011, 2960, 2945 (2225)  2836 (2072) 1456 SAPO-34* 

H-bonded 3012, 2963, 2945  2839  SAPO-3454 

 3012, 2944 (2221) (2134) 2840 (2070)  SAPO-3453 

 3000, 2943  2830  SAPO-34164 

 3011, 2970, 2945 (2233)  2840 (2074)  ZSM-5* 

 3010, 2966, 2942  2829 1454 ZSM-5182 

      

CH3OCH3 (g) 2975, 2927, 2890  2835 1460 * 

 2986, 2942  2832  214 

      

Asterias (*) marks the results from this work (±2 cm-1). The 2140 cm-1 band (a) has been assigned to an 

overtone of the CD3 symmetric bending mode of SMS-d3 or a combination of this mode with the CO 

stretching mode, enhanced by Fermi resonance based on ref.183 

In Figure 6-17, the evolution of the spectra from the CH3OH (and parallel CD3OH) 

experiments at 523 K upon flushing with nitrogen for 500 s are compared. The bands of H-

bonded DME (DME-d6) are rapidly diminished while those of the SMS (SMS-d3) remain. 

Closer examination of the spectra during the 8 μL CH3OH pulse in HSAPO-34 crystal at 

523 K in Figure 6-17C reveals that during flushing with nitrogen at 800 s, there are three 

bands in spectrum c remaining additional to the SMS signature at 3030, 2963 and 2845 

which are slightly shifted upwards in frequency relative to those of H-bonded DME. 

Spectrum a’ was obtained after subtraction of the scaled H-bonded DME (where a’ = a - 

0.5 b), confirming the new bands at 3030, 2963, 2845 cm-1 had fully formed by 64 s and 

remain constant in intensity thereafter. By contrast, the intensity of the SMS bands at 2977 

and 2867 cm-1 continues to increase after 64 s. 
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Figure 6-17. (A) Time-resolved synchrotron IR difference spectra during the trailing edge of 

the first 8 μL CH3OH pulse in HSAPO-34 crystal at 523 K showing spectra (shown at 20 s 

intervals) between 80 s and 520 s. (B) Corresponding experiment with CD3OH. (C) 

comparison of a (spectrum measured at 64 s in the CH3OH experiment), b (spectrum of ads 

DME), a’ (spectrum after removal of 0.5  ads DME) and c (spectrum measured at 800 s in 

the CH3OH experiment after prolonged flushing in N2). 

 

 Formation of SMS – including SMS-d3 – from DME 

To investigate the formation of SMS further, a crystal of SAPO-34 was exposed to DME at 

different temperatures. Figure 6-18 compares spectra at 473 K and 523 K. In panel (A), the 

relative intensity of the  (OH) band is plotted as a function of time for each temperature 

during exposure to DME and subsequent flushing in nitrogen for 500 s. In panel (B) spectra 

measured following exposure of a SAPO-34 crystal to DME at 473 K are compared with 

those obtained after exposing to DME at 523 K and flushing with nitrogen.  
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Figure 6-18. (A) Intensity of (OH) band during and after exposure of a HSAPO-34 crystal 

to DME at two different temperatures: at 473 K (for 280 s) and at 523 K (for 480 s). (B) 

Spectra in the (CH) region at the marked times. Spectra a and a’ were corrected by 

subtracting away the gas phase DME. The grey trace underneath spectrum b is the result 

of subtracting the adsorbed DME, revealing only two bands underneath. 

There is a striking difference in the behaviour of the  (OH) bands on exposure to DME at 

these two temperatures (Figure 6-18). At 473 K, the zeolite hydroxyl groups (~ 90%) are 

rapidly lost and the spectrum a obtained after 300 s exposure to DME is dominated by 

H-bonded DME(ads) in HSAPO-34. On flushing at 473 K, 60% of the  (OH) intensity is 

recovered after ~ 900 s, and spectrum b shows weak bands of SMS with traces of residual 

remaining DME in the  (CH).  

By comparison, Qian et al.53 adsorbed DME at 461 K and observed that SMS dominate the 

initial spectra at early time-on-stream but later the growth of adsorbed DME and ABC triplet 

is seen. At 523 K, the  (OH) intensity decreases more gradually in flowing DME. In the 

 (CH) region the spectrum at 400 s is dominated by the SMS bands. On subsequent 

flushing in nitrogen at 523 K, the  (OH) intensity is recovered only slightly. The additional 

features marked at 3030, 2963 and 2845 cm-1 in the SMS profile in spectrum b’ are 

noticeable. In summary, at 473 K, hydrogen bonding of DME is the major process, causing 

rapid loss of  (OH) intensity which is partially recovered over the subsequent 600 s as the 

H-bonded DME is lost, revealing weak features of SMS. However, at 523 K, the loss of 

 (OH) intensity is considerably slower, consistent with competing formation and desorption 

of H-bonded DME and formation of SMS.  
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At 573 K, the bands at 3030, 2963 and 2845 cm-1 (red traces in Figure 6-19) are detected 

upon exposure of SAPO-34 to a continuous flow of DME at 573 K before SMS bands grow. 

This sequence is consistent with the growth of SMS during exposure of HSAPO-34 to 

methanol at 523 K in Figure 6-17. 

 

Figure 6-19. Difference synchrotron FTIR spectra (zeolite and gas phase DME subtracted) 

during exposure of SAPO-34 to DME at 573 K. Red: first 20 s. Blue: 40, 60 and 80 s. 

Figure 6-20 compares FTIR spectra of SMS in HSAPO-34 from different experiments on 

sample LC-SAPO-34-A at 523-573 K. Even though no clear correlation is made between 

3030 and 2977 intensity, the 3030 cm-1 appears consistently.  

 

Figure 6-20. Difference FTIR spectra in  (CH) region from nine different HSAPO-34 crystals 

exposed to CH3OH or DME at a certain temperature. Labels (a-i) mark the specific 

temperature (and reagent). Plot compares the intensity of bands at 3030, 2963 and 

2845 cm-1 additional to the SMS bands. Spectra were normalised on the 2977 cm-1 band 

and stacked for clarity. 
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 Assignment of bands at 3030, 2963, 2845 cm-1 to strongly adsorbed DME 

The bands seen in the methanol spectra described in Figure 6-17 are clearly different from 

those of H-bonded DME and were reproduced many times in different experiments with 

methanol and DME (Figure 6-20). Previously, Forester and Howe suggested that there is a 

second type of SMS forming on HZSM-5 with large numbers of silanol nests55. However, in 

these large single crystals of HSAPO-34 there are very few defect sites and this argument 

is not applicable here. Furthermore, the residual bands seen on the SMS in HSAPO-34 do 

not display a simple two-band profile, but they appear together with a third component at 

3030 cm-1 and this excludes their assignment to a different type of methoxy group formed 

on silanols (Si-OH) or other defects (Al-OH, P-OH). The spectrum of methoxy groups (CH3) 

should have three vibrations for each C-H bond (one symmetric and two asymmetric), giving 

rise to two bands (the two asymmetric stretches are degenerate). Therefore, a 3030 cm-1 

band is not expected in a simple SMS profile.  

Alternative assignment of this set of bands at 3030, 2963 and 2850 cm-1 is to a protonated 

DME molecule. In HZSM-5, formation of SMS from methanol is considered to occur via 

protonation of the neutral molecule.209,215 A similar protonation is expected for DME, but no 

computational reports could be found during a literature search to support the protonation 

of DME (H+…DME). 

 

Scheme 6-5. Formation of SMS via protonation of methanol/DME. 

Osuga et al.216 suggested activated protonation of DME due to the presence of Fermi 

resonance (a negative band at 1468 cm-1) of CH bands of adsorbed DME in DZSM-5 

samples. The protonation energy of a single DME molecule is high but this is speculated to 

be reduced in the case of strong adsorption or a DME cluster. However, one cannot exclude 

that there is a spectrum of possibilities between H-bonding and complete proton transfer as 

to what happens to the ZOH:OMe2; H+…DME in the pores will be interacting with oxide 

anions of the SAPO framework making it broadened and shifted downwards (yet, the OH 

band of H+…DME was not seen in the spectra presented so far). Regardless of the exact 

nature of this strongly adsorbed DME, the more important issue is whether it acts as a 
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mediating agent that enables SMS reaction. This will be answered in the T-jump 

experiments shown in the following section below.  

 Insights from temperature jump experiments 

To explore the reactivity of the SMS further, T-jump experiments were performed in which 

SMS are generated by exposure to methanol at 523 K, the cell flushed with nitrogen at this 

temperature for >1000 s, then the temperature quickly ramped to 573 K and spectra 

recorded thereafter. Mass spectral analysis of evolved gases was conducted 

simultaneously. The key question here is to determine whether the SMS is reacting with the 

residual strongly bound DME (3030, 2963 and 2845 cm-1). 

In the first T-jump experiment, two successive methanol pulses were injected (Figure 6-21). 

Analysis of the gas phase products in Figure 6-21A showed that the methanol pulses are 

accompanied, after a very short delay, by evolution of DME (m/z = 45). The m/z = 41 signal 

observed at this stage is coincident with the m/z = 45 signal and is due to fragmentation of 

DME in the mass spectrometer (confirmed by blank experiments). Figure 6-21B shows the 

fraction of the  (OH) intensity is down at ~ 20% at this point.  

 

Figure 6-21. T-jump experiment with methanol over a SAPO-34 at 523 K. The arrow marks 

the point at which the temperature was raised to 573 K. (A) MS analysis of evolved gases 

during this experiment: methanol (m/z = 31), DME (m/z = 45), propene (m/z = 41 with a 

contribution from fragmentation of DME). (B) (OH) intensity relative to initial fresh crystal 

expressed as percentage versus time following injection of the second of two pulses of 

methanol over a SAPO-34 crystal at 523 K. (C) MS traces for DME (m/z = 45), propene 

(m/z = 41) and butene (m/z = 55) during the time interval where the (OH) intensity 

increases. 
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After heating to 573 K, there was a minor evolution of DME (at time t’ = 0 s onwards) followed 

by 110 s delay, then propene (m/z = 41) and butene (m/z = 55) evolved together, given in 

Figure 6-21C. Therefore, the formation of olefins does not correlate with the removal of the 

adsorbed DME (if a reaction between SMS and DME had occurred in a 1:1 stoichiometric 

ratio, one would expect there to be a relationship where the MS traces in which all three 

signals would both go up and down simultaneously).  

The evolution of propene (m/z = 41) and butene (m/z = 55) in the methanol T-jump 

experiment coincided with the recovery of  (OH) band intensity and significant changes in 

the  (CH) region, as shown in Figure 6-22. The  (CH) region shows the evolution of new 

bands at 2960 and 2870 cm-1 – assigned to an oligomeric hydrocarbon in Section 6.2.5. 

Despite the significant recovery of the  (OH) intensity and changes in the  (CH) region in 

Figure 6-22, there are no changes in the 1800-1400 cm-1 region given (any  (C=O) bands 

would be evident at ~1700 cm-1).  

 

Figure 6-22. Synchrotron FTIR spectra during the T-jump experiment with methanol at the 

marked times. Shown in grey is the dehydrated zeolite prior to reaction.  

In Figure 6-23, three different T-jump experiments with methanol and DME are compared to 

determine whether SMS react by themselves or if any residual DME is required. After 

injecting either methanol or flowing DME for a certain time at the corresponding temperature, 

the cell was flushed with nitrogen for a further length of time, then the temperature ramped 

up in flowing nitrogen and spectra recorded thereafter. For each experiment in Figure 6-23, 

a schematic of the exact experimental conditions during exposure of HSAPO-34 to (A) 

methanol at 523 K, (B) DME at 523 K and (C) DME at 473 K, respectively, is given in the 
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left panels in (a). MS analysis was not available for the two DME experiments. The 

time-resolved synchrotron FTIR difference spectra showing the transformation of the  (CH) 

region during the reaction of SMS is given in the middle panels in (b). 

 

Figure 6-23. (A-C) T-jump experiments with methanol (CH3OH) and DME (CH3OCH3). Left 

panels in (a) show a schematic of T-jump protocol. Panels in (b) plot synchrotron FTIR 

difference spectra in the  (CH) region (spectra shown at 20 s intervals following the T-jump). 

The SMS spectrum immediately prior to T-jump is given in orange. Panels in (c) plot traces 

of FTIR absorbance at frequencies indicated following T-jump (left axis). Intensity of  (OH) 

groups at 3600 cm-1 expressed as % relative to the activated crystal (blue right axis). 
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The SMS were gradually lost over a period of 500 s and the presence of an isosbestic point 

between the two bands indicates the transformation of one species into another. The loss 

of intensity at 2977 and 2867 cm-1 (SMS) is overtaken by growth of bands at 2960 and 

2870 cm-1 (oligomeric species). 

To show the time dependence of these bands more clearly, the absorbance at 2925 cm-1 is 

plotted where there is least overlap with the original SMS and DME bands, shown in the 

right panels in (c). The growth of absorbance at 2925 cm-1 in each experiment matches 

exactly the recovery of the absorbance at 3600 cm-1 due to the Brønsted acid sites. Overall, 

the changes seen for the first DME T-jump experiment in (B) are very similar to those seen 

with methanol (A). Full range FTIR difference spectra for each T-jump experiment are given 

in the Chapter 6 Appendix (A-6) Figure A-6-11 to A-6-13.  

In the T-jump data in (A) and (B) there is still ambiguity if SMS react with strongly bound 

DME to form olefins due to the residual bands at 3030, 2963 and 2845 cm-1 assigned to 

strongly bound DME as discussed earlier in this section. To determine whether the SMS 

react with the residual DME, a second T-jump with DME was performed as shown in (C). In 

this experiment, a clean signature of SMS with no residual DME bands was obtained by 

following DME at lower temperature, 473 K, and flushing the cell in nitrogen at 523 K. After 

heating to 548 K, the SMS began to react slowly as shown by the time-resolved spectra in 

the  (CH) region and the extracted intensities of the relevant bands for this experiment. 

Despite the lack of adsorbed DME, the mode of reactivity of the SMS remains the same as 

the top two T-jump experiments, indicating a direct coupling of SMS is responsible for the 

formation of olefins during the induction period. The matching growth of absorbance at 

3600 cm-1 occurs due to deprotonation of SMS via the formation of a carbene-like transition 

state. There is a small delay between the first loss of bands at 2977, 2867 cm-1 (SMS) 

intensity and the growth of new bands at 2960, 2920, 2870 cm-1 (oligomers). 
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In a parallel isotope-labelled temperature jump experiment, a pulse of CD3OH was injected 

at 523 K in SAPO-34. Unexpectedly, CD bond breakage occurs soon after a pulse of 

methanol-d3 at 523 K, i.e. the CD3OH appears to be more reactive than CH3OH. The results 

of this experiment are shown in Figure 6-24. 

 

Figure 6-24. Synchrotron FTIR spectra at 20 s intervals following a pulse of CD3OH in 

SAPO-34 at 523 K. Expansion shows difference spectra from this experiment. Arrow marks 

changes with time-on-stream.  

 Summary and discussion on direct C–C bond formation 

Different types of experiments were designed to study the formation and reactivity of SMS 

in HSAPO-34 and compare them to HZSM-5. Isothermal injection of methanol, continuous 

flow of DME, T-jump experiments and studies of isotopically-labelled reactants. At 

temperatures below 523 K, H-bonding of DME to the zeolite OH groups result in a broad 

ABC triplet which dominates the spectra. At higher temperatures during reactions of 

methanol and DME, all the H-bonded DME is removed in SAPO-34 (unlike ZSM-5) but three 

 (CH) bands at 3030, 2963 and 2845 cm-1 remained additional to SMS bands (2977, 2867 

cm-1). These were hypothesised to be strongly adsorbed DME.  

Upon heating SMS, propene and butene are observed in the gas phase. Importantly, the 

evolution of alkenes does not correlate with the removal of any strongly adsorbed DME that 

remains. Therefore, the results from this thesis work do not support the reaction between 

DME and SMS to make propene (and hence oligomer). Indeed, when all traces of adsorbed 

DME were removed by carefully adjusting the temperatures in the second DME T-jump 
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experiment, the mode of reactivity of the SMS remained the same and this confirmed that 

residual DME is not required in the direct C–C coupling reaction mechanism of SMS.  

The insight from the T-jump experiments is important, as it presents strong evidence of direct 

coupling of SMS to olefins. The formation of hydrocarbons by direct decomposition of SMS 

in both HZSM-5 and SAPO-34 was first suggested by Wang et al.61 based on evidence from 

pulse-quench NMR spectroscopy. The loss of SMS from HSAPO-34 on heating to 523 K 

was accompanied by formation of weak NMR signals of aromatic hydrocarbons and strong 

signals of aliphatic groups, consistent with the oligomer formation proposed here from the 

infrared spectra. The alternative school of thought,58 where propene forms via methylation 

of DME, is not supported by the experiments presented in this thesis work. Furthermore, the 

FTIR spectra show no evidence for carbonylation of SMS at low temperatures (<623 K) 

when the first olefins are generated. 

A series of simplified equations for carbene-like coupling of SMS to form ethene, with 

sequential methylation of ethene (or cracking of C6 oligomers) to form propene is given 

below.217 This mechanism requires mobile carbene species as shown in the series of 

equations below, the energetic feasibility of which is under computational investigation.218,219  

 

SMS → ‘CH2’ + H      eqn. (2) 

‘CH2’ + SMS → ethene + H    eqn. (3) 

ethene(ads) → oligomers     eqn. (4) 

ethene + ‘CH2’ → propene     eqn. (5) 

propene(ads)  → C6 oligomer     eqn. (6) 

C6 oligomer → 2propene     eqn. (7) 

 

When methanol-d3 is used, deprotonation occurred at lower temperatures. One explanation 

for the inverse kinetic isotope effect (KIE) in the methanol-d3 experiment in Figure 6-24 might 

be that the OD bond formed on breaking the CD bond of the SMS is considerably stronger 

than the CD bond of the SMS, and therefore has a higher zero-point energy (e.g. CD 

frequency ~2200 cm-1 to OH frequency ~2650 cm-1). However, the energy difference 

between the zero-point energies of OD and CD (E1) is lower than for the zero-point energies 

of OH and CH (E2), illustrated in Figure 6-25, giving rise to an inverse KIE. 
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Figure 6-25. Origin of inverse KIE: breaking a CH bond (left) forms a stronger OH bond 

(right) and the energy difference in the case of H (E2) is higher than that of D (E1).  

An important point is that although CD bonds are breaking in this experiment, there is no 

evidence of ZOCH2D or ZOCHD2 species being formed i.e. of exchange between CD3 and 

SAPO-34 or methanol OH groups is not occurring (Scheme 6-6).  

 

Scheme 6-6. Putative H/D exchange of SMS-d3 via carbene insertion into an O-H bond to 

form ZO-CDH2 was not observed experimentally. 

Figure 6-24 suggests that the CH (CD) bond breakage is irreversible. Marcus et al.220 also 

presented GC-MS evidence for the absence of exchange between SMS and zeolite OH 

groups in ZSM-5 at 573 K but they did not report any chemical analysis of alkene products 

during their exchange experiments his indicates a kinetic rather than equilibrium isotope 

effect with a transition state that is very close to the dissociated SMS.221 
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6.3 Conclusions 

The findings from this Chapter (Part I and II) confirm many times over that SMS are the 

important reactive intermediates in the early stage of the MTO reaction. The rate at which 

the SMS decompose varies with the zeolite topology studied: faster in ZSM-5 than SAPO-34 

(Table 6-5).  

Table 6-5: Induction period observed in the three HZSM-5 crystals and HSAPO-34 following 

injection of 8 µL pulse of CH3OH. 

Crystal Temperature in K Induction period in s 

HZSM-5 large 
573 250 

623 24 

HZSM-5 medium 
573 188 

623 12 

HZSM-5 small 
573 108 

623 6 

HSAPO-34 

573 366 

623 50 

673 20 

 

The rate of reaction is likely to be controlled by the SMS self-decomposition and the mobility 

of SMS allowing them to couple. The induction period to propene formation during 

isothermal flowing DME experiment at 573 K in the case of HSAPO-34 suggests that the 

self-decomposition of SMS occurs only after a certain concentration of SMS is reached. No 

additional residual DME is required for the coupling of SMS to occur and the formation of an 

oligomer is observed directly from SMS at 548 K. The carbene-like reactivity of SMS in 

HSAPO-34 is consistent with their reactivity in HZSM-5 described in Chapter 4. The 

significantly longer induction period in HSAPO-34 could be a combination of two factors: the 

weaker acid site strength lowers the reactivity of SMS and diffusion the narrower cage 

windows restrict their mobility compared to that in the zig-zag channels of HZSM-5. 

Once alkenes are formed, they can oligomerise on the acid sites of both HZSM-5 and 

HSAPO-34. The oligomeric hydrocarbons formed in HSAPO-34 require higher temperatures 

for cracking reactions to occur due to the weaker acid site strength in HSAPO-34 compared 

to that in HZSM-5. Spectra observed in this study are generally consistent with observations 
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made previously by Qian et al. Several band assignments were reinterpreted: (i) Qian et al. 

suggested a protonated DME is formed – while there is no evidence for a strongly adsorbed 

DME, the mounting evidence is that the proton is not fully transferred to the DME molecule, 

otherwise one would see an OH stretch and a higher frequency shift compared to the neutral 

molecule. (ii) the intensities of the 1464 and 2925 cm-1 bands observed by Qian’s 

methanol-d4 experiment were not correlated in this thesis work. An alternative assignment 

of these bands is proposed here. The intense 1464 cm-1 band is assigned to a different type 

of carbenium ion with methyl groups on the apical carbon (consistent with literature reports 

of 1,2,3,4-tetramethyl cyclopentenyl and 1,2,3-trimethylcyclopentenyl cations in 

HSAPO-34), and the 2925 cm-1 band was assigned to partially deuterated oligomeric 

hydrocarbon species. 
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Chapter 7. Structural changes and catalytic 

performance of SAPO-34 after 

prolonged hydrothermal treatment 

7.1 Introduction 

Methanol-to-Olefins (MTO, or DMTO if the feedstock is dimethyl ether) has become an 

important worldwide catalytic technology due to its potential to meet the growing demand 

for light olefins without relying on petroleum. Existing DMTO technology developed by China 

is driven by its burgeoning coal-to-olefins industry,222 however, methanol can be derived 

from renewable feedstocks such as waste biomass, making this technology more 

sustainable. The preferred catalyst used in the commercial MTO process is the solid acid 

silicoaluminophosphate SAPO-34, due to its high selectivity to ethene and propene, 

hydrothermal stability, and regenerability.8 The narrow pore openings of the CHA structure 

(3.4 Å) allow light olefins (ethene and propene) to leave as products, while aromatic species 

remain trapped inside the CHA cavity.93,199  

The acidity in SAPO materials originates from a charge-balancing hydroxyl proton 

introduced when Si4+ substitutes for P5+ in a neutral AlPO4 parent framework. Isolated Si 

sites (Si(OAl)4) give rise to bridging hydroxyls which are Brønsted acid sites. ‘Silicon islands’, 

in which there are accumulations of Si in framework positions in the lattice, can form during 

synthesis at sufficiently high Si concentrations in the mother liquor (Scheme 7-1).223,224 It is 

generally considered that Si-O-P linkages are avoided on energetic grounds, which places 

constraints on the arrangement of Si in an AlPO4 framework.26 As a result, an island must 

have Si(OSi)4 species at its centre, while acidity is generated at the edges where Si atoms 

can be surrounded by 1, 2 or 3 Si next nearest neighbours.25,26,225,226 Some possible Si 

arrangements are discussed by Vomscheid et al.224, where the acid site to Si ratios are 

expected to be lower than 1 in SAPOs that contain these islands. The  arrangement of silicon 

atoms forming each island is primarily limited by the need to avoid Si–O–P bonds, so the 

smallest possible island obeying this constraint consists of five silicon atoms, the next 

smallest has eight, etc.25,226 

Island size is further dependent on framework topology, as well as the framework strain due 

to short-range structural deformations. Scheme 7-1 illustrates the different Si4+ substitution 
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mechanisms in SAPO-34.227 [SM1] gives rise to Si–O–P bonds which are energetically 

unfavored as shown by Sastre et al25,26,228. [SM2] is the classical substitution mechanism 

giving rise to Si–O–Al bonds in isolated Si sites. [SM3] gives rise to Si–O–Si in Si islands 

and to a degree occurs in conjunction with [SM2] at high Si levels.229 

 

Scheme 7-1. (a-b) There different potential substitution mechanisms (SM1, SM2 and SM3) 

in SAPOs. Reprinted with permission from ref.230 Credit: Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) 

Extract of an 18 silicon island in SAPO-34.  

After some time on-stream during the MTO/DMTO reaction, methyl aromatic species inside 

the pores fuse together to form large polycyclic aromatic species which cause pore blocking 

and rapid deactivation.90,231 This problem is overcome via fluidized-bed reactor technology, 

which allows for the catalyst to be regenerated at high temperatures and recycled.8 

However, continual exposure to steam during operation and oxidative regeneration leads to 

loss in micropore volume and acidity.232 The structural changes that take place during the 

exposure to steam is therefore important in optimising the use of SAPO-34 in the industrial 

process.  

Previously, Arstad et al. and Armburo et al. have reported the structural effect of steaming 

SAPO-34 where solid state NMR spectra (Figure 7-1) revealed that the environment of 

silicon atoms change markedly upon steaming233,234 with loss of the isolated Si sites, and 

therefore acidity, in this process.  

a) b) 

c) 
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Figure 7-1. Characterisation by PXRD, SEM, ssNMR and NH3-TPD of fresh SAPO-34 (a) 

and steamed SAPO-34 at 973 K for 20 h (b) presented in the work of Aramburo et al.233 

A broad diffraction peak is visible in the PXRD pattern of the steamed sample. After 

steaming, SAPO-34 loses a significant amount of isolated Si sites, yet no changes to the 

NH3-TPD profile are detected after steaming nor any reduction to the sample BET surface 

area (593 m2 g-1). Reprinted with permission from ref.233 Credit: Wiley VCH. 

There are other reports that post-synthetic rearrangement of Si atoms in the framework can 

occur due to a high temperature treatment in steam, which is usually interpreted in  terms of 

the generation of silicon islands.235,236 Theoretical studies have simulated the effect of steam 

on the SAPO-34 structure, where a Si atom comes out of the structure by hydrolysis, and a 

P atom fills the vacancy.237 According to this mechanism, to maintain the framework 

structure, Si might eventually migrate to a vacancy left adjacent to the aluminosilicate 

islands, extending them, although Al migration would also be required. However, the NMR 

evidence in the literature for growth of aluminosilicate islands by desilication remains 

inconclusive. 

Other changes that were observed by Arstad et al. and Aramburo et al. during steaming of 

SAPO-34 at 973 K include loss of micropore volume, contraction in the unit cell, 

development of a small peak in the 31P NMR, and changes in the Brønsted acidity.233,234 

However, only one steaming condition was reported in each paper at 973 K making it hard 

to correlate the changes to the other characterisation obtained. This Chapter presents a 

more detailed study, showing the gradual trend of Si redistribution upon steaming with loss 

of Brønsted acidity. A comprehensive investigation is conducted on the changes of the 
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crystallinity, porosity, acidity, and MTO catalytic activity that result from the exposure of three 

different SAPO-34 samples to industrially-relevant hydrothermal treatment, i.e. ‘steaming’. 

 

7.2 Results and discussion 

 Synthesis and Characterisation 

The three materials used for the following study include a commercially available Zeolyst 

SAPO-34 powder (<3 µm particle size) and two batches of LC-SAPO-34 (prepared as large 

crystals >10 μm with two different Si contents). The resulting materials were fully 

characterised by ssNMR spectroscopy, porosimetry, SEM, XRD and NH3-TPD, before their 

performance as catalysts in MTO was evaluated. See Chapter 3 for details of sample 

synthesis and characterisation.  

Although the larger crystal samples are not good catalysts, because they deactivate quickly 

(as shown earlier in Chapter 6, Figure 6-5 for LC-SAPO-34-A), their structural and textural 

response to steaming and the resulting effects on their catalytic lifetime is similar to that of 

the powdered materials. Their amenability to FIB-SEM, SCXRD, and in particular 

synchrotron IR microspectroscopy, enable important insights to be gained into the 

mechanisms by which steaming enhances the catalytic lifetime of SAPO-34. 

Synthesis of the three PXRD patterns and SEM micrographs of the three SAPO-34 crystals 

used in this steaming study are shown in Figure 7-2. The microcrystalline sample, a 

commercial Zeolyst CP7129 (image a), consists of crystals of less than 3 micron in size. 

Two batches of SAPO-34 (images b and c) were synthesized with significantly larger crystals 

and display a non-uniform crystal size distribution ranging between 20 and 100 microns. The 

diffraction pattern of CP7129 sample is much broader in comparison with the two large 

crystal samples, which can partly be attributed to CHA/AEI intergrowth.  
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Figure 7-2. Simulated PXRD pattern of SAPO-34 (CHA)21 compared to the PXRD pattern of 

the three calcined crystals used in this steaming study: CP7129 (image a) LC-SAPO-34-A 

(image b) and LC-SAPO-34-B (image c). 

All samples are porous to nitrogen after calcination and details of their specific composition, 

acidity and BET surface area are given in Table 7-1.  

Table 7-1. Summary of parameters for the three crystals used in the steaming study. 

Crystal name CP7129 LC-SAPO-34-A LC-SAPO-34-B 

Crystal size (SEM) <3 µm 20–100 µm 20–100 µm 

Composition (XRF) Al17.1P15.6Si3.3O72 Al17.3P14.7Si4.0O72 Al17.7P12.3Si5.9O72 

HTP (NH3-TPD) 

Si atoms (XRF) 

1.4 mmol g-1 

1.5 mmol g-1 

1.2 mmol g-1 

1.8 mmol g-1 

1.7 mmol g-1 

2.8 mmol g-1 

Si atoms per CHA cage 1.1 1.3 2.0 

t-plot pore volume (N2) 

& BET surface area 

0.24 cm3 g-1 

~ 690 m2 g-1 

0.24 cm3 g-1 

~ 680 m2 g-1 

0.25 cm3 g-1 

~ 700 m2 g-1 
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CP7129 and LC-SAPO-34-A samples have a comparable composition (9.2 mol% and 

11.1 mol% of Si within tetrahedral cation sites, respectively), while LC-SAPO-34-B has a 

higher Si content (16.4 mol%), reflecting the higher Si content used in the synthesis gel 

composition. Small amounts of unwanted berlinite (~21° angle 2θ) were obtained as impurity 

in the low silica large crystal batch, but this separate phase appears as dark crystals of 

different shape under the optical microscope and so is easy to differentiate in microscopy of 

large crystals. The presence of the dense phase may be the reason for a 3% lower pore 

volume compared to the other batch. 

LC-SAPO-34-A and LC-SAPO-34-B were polished and EDX elemental analysis was 

mapped across the exposed cross section before and after steaming (Figure 7-3); the 

crystals exhibit a homogeneous distribution of Si, P and Al. In contrast, the model proposed 

by Liu et al.238 is that a non-uniform distribution of silicon exists in the crystals, with 

increasing content from the core to the surface. As EDX is non-quantitative, XRF was also 

used to determine the Si composition for each sample after template removal (given in Table 

7-1). Nonetheless, EDX can show compositional heterogeneity across a crystal.  

 

Figure 7-3. Elemental distribution derived from EDX map across a cross section of polished 

(A) LC-SAPO-34-A and (B) LC-SAPO-34-B. 

The Si distribution in the as-made and calcined materials was characterised by 29Si MAS 

NMR spectroscopy and compared to samples in the literature (Figure 7-4).  
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Figure 7-4. 29Si MAS NMR spectra of the three HSAPO-34 crystals (not ground) used in this 

steaming study and comparison with examples from the literature. (a) LC-SAPO-34-A; 

(b) LC-SAPO-34-B; (c) Briend et al239; (d) Tan et al223; (e) Arstad et al234; (f) CP7129 and (g) 

Li et al240. The isolated Si(OAl)4 environments in these samples shows a peak at −94.3 ppm, 

while silicon islands appear at −100 ppm for Si(OAl)3(OSi) and −110.7 ppm for 

Si(OSi)4.234,240  
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Not all the Si in the large LC-SAPO-34-B had generated Brønsted acid sites, and this could 

be explained by the formation of Si-islands23–25 and Al-Si regions as suggested by 

Vomscheid et al224, who observed an upper limit to the overall framework charge in 

SAPO-34. The discrepancy is smaller for LC-SAPO-34-A.  

Typical infrared spectra measured on individual crystals of SAPO-34 of similarly sized 

crystals display 2 intense overlapping OH bands at 3615 and 3594 cm-1 (Figure 7-5) 

assigned to the Brønsted acid sites in slightly different local environments207, plus an 

additional broad shoulder at higher frequency, possibly due to SiOH vibrations in silica 

islands generated from synthesis.208,241 Also evident in the spectra in Figure 7-5 are weak 

bands between 2400 and 1400 cm-1 likely due to overtones and combinations of AlPO4 

lattice modes at lower frequencies. 

 

Figure 7-5. Representative synchrotron FTIR spectra of individual crystals collected for 

sample (a) LC-SAPO-34-A and (b) LC-SAPO-34-B, dehydrated at 623 K in a flow of dry 

nitrogen.  
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 Effect of steaming on the crystallinity, acidity and Si distribution 

CP7129 samples were initially steamed at 923 K, a typical operating temperature for the 

MTO regenerator (Figure 7-6).242 The sample remains highly crystalline and nitrogen 

adsorption isotherms reveal no loss in micropore volume even after prolonged steaming for 

206 h. Nevertheless, more than 40% of the Brønsted acid sites (BAS) are lost after steaming 

for 206 h, relative to the calcined non-steamed sample.  

 

Figure 7-6. CP7129 HSAPO-34 steamed at 923 K between 20 h and 206 h. (A) PXRD 

patterns; (B) N2 isotherms (77 K); (C) NH3-TPD profiles normalised against mass and (D) 

29Si MAS NMR spectra normalized by mass and number of scans. 

Brønsted acidity is mainly associated with the isolated silicon environments Si(OAl)4 

at -94.5 ppm. With progressive steaming a quantitative reduction in the signal from this 

isolated silicon is seen for the SAPO-34 samples, consistent with the observed reduction in 

acidity by NH3-TPD. The silicon redistribution after steaming gives resonances at -101, -107, 

-111, -115 and -121 ppm, which are marked in the spectrum shown in Figure 7-10.  
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At the lower temperature of steaming (873 K), there is relatively little decrease in the 

Brønsted acidity and the new 29Si resonances become increasingly marked with extended 

duration of steaming from 20 h to 208 h (Figure 7-7). No loss in crystallinity or micropore 

volume is observed at the 873 K steaming temperature similarly to 923 K. 

 

 

Figure 7-7. CP7129 HSAPO-34 steamed at 873 K between 20 h and 208 h. (A) PXRD 

patterns; (B) N2 isotherms (77 K); (C) NH3-TPD profiles normalised against mass and (D) 

29Si MAS NMR spectra normalized by mass and number of scans.   
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At the higher steaming temperatures (973 K and above), the micropore volume suddenly 

drops and some evidence for a new phase is observed in the PXRD patterns (2θ values at 

20.4, 21.7, 23.0, 35.7°). The 29Si profile in the MAS NMR spectrum develop the same Si 

environments as seen for the lower temperatures but here the changes in the Brønsted 

acidity and 29Si NMR occur much faster due to the higher steaming temperature (Figure 

7-8).  

 

Figure 7-8. CP7129 HSAPO-34 steamed at 973 K between 20 h and 137 h. (A) PXRD 

patterns; (B) N2 isotherms (77 K); (C) NH3-TPD profiles normalised against mass and (D) 

29Si MAS NMR spectra normalized by mass and number of scans. 
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Steaming at 1023 K (Figure 7-9) for longer than 20 h caused a rapid decline in micropore 

volume until the sample was no longer porous to nitrogen after 113 h of steaming at 1023 K 

and X-ray diffraction revealed complete structural transformation to a dense tridymite-like 

SAPO phase (2θ values at 20.4, 21.7, 23.0, 35.7°).21 When a complete transformation to 

the tridymite-like phase was achieved (1023 K for 113 h), a single broad 29Si resonance at 

- 116 ppm is observed, in stark contrast to the multiple well-defined bands seen at lower 

steaming temperatures. 

 

Figure 7-9. CP7129 HSAPO-34 steamed at 1023 K between 20 h and 113 h. (A) PXRD 

patterns; (B) N2 isotherms (77 K); (C) NH3-TPD profiles normalised against mass and (D) 

29Si MAS NMR spectra normalized by mass and number of scans. 
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Figure 7-10 compares the 29Si NMR spectra obtained for short steaming at 1023 K (5 h), 

longer steaming (116 h) at 973 K, and even longer steaming (206 h) at the lower temperature 

of 923 K. The comparison of the different 29Si NMR spectra in Figure 7-10 reveals that the 

spectra were very similar in terms of isolated silicon and silicon island quantities. This 

suggests the silicon redistribution proceeds through the same pathway and is kinetically-

limited, as opposed to thermodynamically-controlled. SAPO-34 is eventually converted to a 

dense phase at 1023 K (113 h) and the 29Si resonances are replaced by a broad feature 

centered at around -116 ppm. 

 

Figure 7-10. 29Si MAS NMR selected spectra of steamed SAPO-34 showing that different 

temperatures and times of steaming result in the same Si distribution; i.e. it is a kinetic effect. 

The loss of BAS given in Figure 7-11A was followed as [BAS]/BAS]o (expressed as 

percentage) at each temperature of steaming; and rate constants for the process were 

derived in Figure 7-11B, assuming first order kinetics. 
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Figure 7-11. (A) BAS expressed as percentage relative to the calcined (non-steamed) 

CP7129. (B) corresponding logarithmic plots, assuming first order kinetics. 

Modelling the loss of the acidity as a first order process and using an Arrhenius analysis 

gives (Figure 7-12) an activation energy of 146(18) kJ mol-1. 

 

Figure 7-12. Trendline (lnk versus 1/T) and activation energy values derived for the CP7129 

material. 

First-order rate constants for the two large crystal samples are compared with those of the 

CP7129 sample in Table 7-2. Having more Si in sample B weakens the structure and 

accelerates the desilication rate. One explanation is that the same mechanism is active but 

the rate of desilication is increased due to the influence of neighboring Si atoms. 
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Table 7-2. Rate constants for CP7129 and the two large crystal SAPO-34 samples, 

assuming the data fits a first-order process. 

Rate constant CP7129 LC-SAPO-34-A LC-SAPO-34-B 

k873K 0.00123 ± 0.0001 - - 

k923K 0.00278 ± 0.0003 0.0066 ± 0.0011 0.0078 ± 0.0002 

k973K 0.0111 ± 0.0004 0.015 ± 0.007 0.047 ± 0.007 

k1023K 0.04854 ± 0.0014 0.056 ± 004 - 

Ea 146 ± 18 kJ mol-1 135 ± 26 kJ mol-1 - 

a see Chapter 7 Appendix (A-7) for Arrhenius plot for LC-SAPO-34-A. 

Samples were also analysed by 31P and 27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy. The samples show 

an expected P(OAl)4 signal236 at -30 ppm and only after prolonged steaming, an additional 

weak peak appears at -34.4 ppm that is ~ 3% of the total P intensity (Figure 7-13 – one 

series of spectra at 973 K showing the growth of P peak). The steamed samples retain their 

tetrahedral Al with a main resonance at ca. 36 ppm and a slightly reduced intensity 

compared to the fresh material.243 No significant changes occur in the 27Al NMR after 

steaming, other than some sharpening of the main tetrahedral resonance. No octahedral Al 

at 0 ppm is observed for any of these materials. Triple-quantum 27Al NMR was also recorded 

on the fresh and steamed sample and no additional Al peaks were observed (Chapter 7 

Appendix (A-7)).  

 

Figure 7-13. 31P MAS NMR spectra with progressive steaming at 973 K for the CP7129 

sample. Expansion showing the growth of a 31P peak at -34.4 ppm. 
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The two batches of large crystals were steamed without grinding and investigated using the 

same protocol as for the microcrystalline powder. Fewer steaming temperatures were 

selected for these materials due to limited amounts of sample. Results for LC-SAPO-34-A 

and –B are shown in Figure 7-14 and Figure 7-15. 

 

Figure 7-14. LC-SAPO-34-A steamed at 923-1023 K between 5 h and 206 h. (A) PXRD 

patterns; (B) N2 isotherms at 77 K, revealing the development of mesopores at 973 K 

(206 h); (C) NH3-TPD profiles normalised against mass and (D) 29Si MAS NMR spectra 

normalized by mass and number of scans. 
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Figure 7-15. LC-SAPO-34-B steamed at 923-1023 K between 5-256 h. (A) PXRD patterns; 

(B) N2 isotherms at 77 K, revealing the development of mesopores at 973 K (20 h); (C) 

NH3-TPD profiles normalised against mass and (D) 29Si MAS NMR spectra normalized by 

mass and number of scans. 

The change in Brønsted acidity and micropore volume are more marked for the high Si 

sample LC-SAPO-34-B, consistent with the changes seen in 29Si MAS NMR spectra for this 

sample, e.g. sample LC-SAPO-34-B (44 h, 974 K) in Figure 7-16. PXRD indicates 

LC-SAPO-34-B samples treated at 973 K for less than 50 h remain highly crystalline, but N2 

adsorption isotherms reveal some decrease in microporosity and generation of 

mesoporosity during steaming at 923 K and above. At the highest steaming temperature, 

LC-SAPO-34-B (20 h at 1023 K) was no longer porous to nitrogen (77 K) and exhibited a 

single broad 29Si NMR resonance at -116 ppm.  

A difference plot of the 29Si MAS NMR is presented in Figure 7-16, showing clearly the 

growth of all new 29Si peaks for the CP7129 sample and the large crystal sample B. The 
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structural transformation to a dense SAPO phase (most likely related to tridymite)21 was 

completed in much shorter duration compared to the CP7129 (113 h at 1023 K) sample 

exposed to the same steaming temperature. 

 

Figure 7-16. Difference 29Si MAS NMR spectra on (A) CP7129 and (B) LC-SAPO-34-B 

revealing the growth of new Si resonances with progressive steaming. 

XRF analysis (given as a table in the Chapter 7 Appendix (A-7)) confirmed the presence of 

all SAPO elements Al, P and Si, indicating that the bulk Si has remained in the sample and 

there is no loss of Si out of the crystals during steaming (also confirmed by SEM-EDX shown 

in Figure 7-17). 
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Figure 7-17. Elemental distribution derived from EDX map across the cross section of 

polished (A) LC-SAPO-34-A steamed at 923 K for 72 h and (B) LC-SAPO-34-B steamed at 

1023 K for 5 h.  

Interestingly, the large crystals develop an optically dark core after steaming, and the size 

of the core and opacity with progressive steaming (Figure 7-18 gives optical images of 

multiple crystals from each steaming batches). To the author’s best knowledge, the 

observation of an optically dark core after steaming has not been reported before. These 

patches are evident even under mild steaming conditions. The optical images capture 

multiple crystals and show that the size of the dark core varies from crystal to crystal. Note 

that the core size depends on the overall crystal size, with small crystals containing small 

cores. Thus, the core size is related to the availability of elements, rather than the distance 

the steam can penetrate from the outside of the crystal.
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Figure 7-18. Optical images collected in transmission showing the development of dark 

patches in the steamed (A) LC-SAPO-34-A and (B) LC-SAPO-34-B. Crystal size varies from 

10 to 100 microns. Image (a) calcined SAPO-34 and image (b) steamed SAPO-34 for 20 h 

at 923 K, (c) 20 h at 973 K and (d) 44 h at 973 K for sample A and B, respectively. 
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Furthermore, SEM images were obtained on a lightly crushed crystal of sample 

LC-SAPO-34-A steamed for 20 h at 973 K that had broken open (Figure 7-19). From these 

images, a terraced morphology can be seen around the edges, typical of a fracture surface 

of a crystalline material, whereas the zoned core appears to have a much more irregular 

structure. In both crystals, there is an interesting crystalline nucleus, and around it the 

structure fracture is conchoidal. At the surfaces of the fracture in the rim there is a finger-

like morphology suggestive of some material transport. 

 

Figure 7-19. SEM images obtained at three different magnifications on two lightly crushed 

crystals: crystal (A) and crystal (B) both from the same batch of sample LC-SAPO-34-A 

steamed for 20 h at 973 K. 
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Selected single crystals were studied by the FIB-SEM method where it was possible to mill 

down the crystal until the core was revealed (Figure 7-20).  

 

Figure 7-20. FIB-SEM images at two different magnifications showing the cross section at 

the middle of each crystal: (A) LC-SAPO-34-A-973-20; (B) LC-SAPO-34-B-973-20 and 

(C-D) two different crystals of sample LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44. Bottom panel (E) shows two 

different crystals (a and b) of sample CP7129-973-20 at the same magnification.  

The SEM images in Figure 7-20 suggest that the optically dark patches are related to the 

presence of meso- and macropores which appear as the dark areas in the centre of the 
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images and extend over similar proportions of the exposed face to the dark optical zones. 

The porous regions in images (B) and (C), cover ~ 20% of the crystal cross-section whereas 

a slightly smaller proportion of 15% is found from the images in (A). SEM images were also 

obtained on another crystal of sample LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44 (images in D). This sample 

also contained meso- and macropores (but they were more dispersed throughout the entire 

crystal rather than being localised). A histogram of pore area measured from selected 

SEM-FIB images in Figure 7-20 (A-C) shows that all 3 samples of steamed large SAPO-34 

crystals have pore areas concentrated in the 10-3 to 10-1 μm2 range (i.e. dimensions of the 

order of 10s to 100s of nm) and the total pore areas occupy ~ 2–5% of the exposed cross-

sectional area (Figure 7-21). The histogram analysis method was explained in Chapter 3. 

 

Figure 7-21. Histogram of pore size distribution in the 10-3 to 10-1 μm2 range obtained from 

FIB-SEM images of large crystals of LC-SAPO-34-A-973-20, LC-SAPO-34-B-973-20 and 

LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44. 

In Figure 7-22 the composition of the exposed cross sections of the large crystals were 

analysed by EDX (at 5 kV) where homogeneous distributions of Si, Al and P were detected, 

indicating that on the micron scale, there was no Si migration out of the structure. Because 

the silicon redistribution is local (<1 um) EDX shows no large-scale movement of the 

elements, yet 29Si NMR of the steamed SAPO-34 crystals reveals dramatic changes in the 

local environment of silicon. 
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Figure 7-22. Cross-sectional FIB-SEM-EDX map of the elemental composition in 

(A) LC-SAPO-34-A-973-20 and (B) LC-SAPO-34-B-973-20 showing a uniform distribution 

of the elements in both samples; (C) representative EDX spectrum (5 kV) for sample A.  

The FIB-SEM method was used to confirm that some level of degradation of the crystal 

structure of the original materials was also present in the microcrystalline material. Two 
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crystals of the CP7129 microcrystalline sample steamed at 973 K for 20 h were analysed 

(Figure 7-20E): crystal (a) has pores of dimensions of ~20–25 nm and crystal (b) shows 

pores that are connected into larger networks. The pores were located in the middle of the 

crystal. These observations for the CP7129 sample are similar to the less strongly 

developed changes in the low silica large crystal LC-SAPO-34-A (Figure 7-20A). One 

speculation is that the transformation occurring in the core is triggered by defects acting as 

nucleation points. The bulk measurements of the crystals’ micropore volume showed no 

change in the CP7129 sample (973 K, 20 h) but in the case of the large crystals (sample A 

and B) there was 10 to 20% loss after steaming at 973 K for 20 h to 44 h, when these dark 

patches appear. 

After steaming, an optically dark core develops visible in the optical microscope images and 

by FIB-SEM. These cores are of interest given that they appear to have different structural 

integrity. Synchrotron IR was combined with optical microscopy (IR microspectroscopy) as 

described in Chapter 3 and the technique was applied to investigate the acidity on a spatially 

resolved manner in the steamed SAPO-34 crystals. In Chapter 7, it was shown so far that 

the large crystals behave quite similarly upon steaming to the commercial CP7129 sample, 

therefore, any mechanistic aspects should be transferable from the model crystals to the 

commercial catalyst. This provides a rationale that synchrotron FTIR can be applied on large 

crystal model systems to help elucidate the process occurring in the commercial catalyst. In 

the previous Chapter 6, it was shown that the large SAPO-34 crystals give good quality FTIR 

spectra and are catalytically active, with high selectivity of methanol conversion to light 

olefins. Therefore, IR microspectroscopy is used in Chapter 7 to map the BAS in individual 

crystals of steamed SAPO-34 and study heterogeneities within these crystals, but also 

check if any additional OH bands develop related to the redistribution of Si in the steamed 

samples. 

IR spectra of calcined LC-SAPO-34-A (11% Si)  gives a well-defined double resonance at 

ca. 3600 cm-1 and the acid sites are evenly distributed over the crystal (as shown in 

spectrum a in Figure 7-23). Steamed samples of the same material display a core in the 

optical images, which gets more noticeable as the intensity of streaming increases. Even at 

923 K (20 h) the core was visible, with the crystal showing slightly less Brønsted acid 

hydroxyls as seen by the IR map. In the crystals steamed at 973 K the effect was much 

more marked. The absorbance of the hydroxyl peak over the core of the crystal (red 

spectrum in image c), was much lower than over its rim (black spectra).  
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Figure 7-23. FTIR spectra collected in transmission over the crystal edge (in black) and 

middle (in red) revealing the dark patches have lost Brønsted acid sites (BAS). Map of the 

3600 cm-1 hydroxyl band intensity across crystal (a) LC-SAPO-34-A calcined; (b) steamed 

LC-SAPO-34-A-923-20 and (c) steamed LC-SAPO-34-A-973-20. 

These results show that while the crystal (LC-SAPO-34-A-973-20) loses some acid sites 

throughout its rim, most acid sites are lost in the crystal core where a different process must 

occur, which was seen by SEM to include the development of mesopores (Figure 7-20A). If 

the size of the core in this crystal is representative, this suggests the core makes up a little 

over 10% of the total volume, and so might account for the loss of microporosity but not for 

the full 30% reduction in Brønsted acid sites (BAS) in the bulk sample. 

The higher Si sample (16% Si), LC-SAPO-34-B, steamed at 973 K for 44 h, had lost a 

significant amount of its bulk acidity (81% of BAS loss) and displayed a much weaker double 

resonance at ca. 3600 cm-1 (Figure 7-24). In addition, a weak peak at 3672 cm-1 was 

present. This sample had been selected for IR examination because the 29Si NMR shows a 

high redistribution of Si (Figure 7-16). In studies of SAPO-34 microcrystals Bordiga et al. 

have assigned minor hydroxyl band components at 3748, 3742 and 3676 cm-1 to terminal 

“Al–OH, Si–OH and P–OH species located outside microcrystals.”208 This implies some 

breakage of Al–O–P bonds during steaming that generate additional P–OH groups.  
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Figure 7-24. FTIR spectra collected in transmission over (a) LC-SAPO-34-B calcined, (b) 

steamed LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44 crystal core and (c) steamed LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44 

crystal rim, revealing that the core has lost Brønsted acid sites and steaming generates 

additional defects. 

Single crystal diffraction (SCXRD) analyses on crystals from sample LC-SAPO-34-B after 

calcination and after steaming at 973 K for 44 h (given in Table A-7-4 in the Chapter 7 

Appendix (A-7)), were performed to investigate structural changes. Calculated bond 

distances from SCXRD are given in Table 7-3. For a representative steamed crystal (which 

shows an optically dark core) the crystal is still single (i.e. there are no diffraction rings, which 

would be obtained if it had recrystallized to microcrystalline domains) and no unindexed 

reflections were observed. After calcination the mean Al–O bond distance is 1.691 Å and 

the mean P–O distance is 1.535 Å, consistent with reported bond lengths.244 After steaming,  

the mean Al–O distance became shorter, 1.659 Å, and the mean P–O distance lengthened 

to 1.547 Å (Table 7-3). The changes in bond lengths are small but significant. The  increase  

in the P(Si) –O bond distance is not consistent with a straightforward replacement of Si4+ by 

P5+, (e.g., the reverse of [SM2] substitution mechanism). The changes could be consistent 

with the development of aluminosilicate islands in a random way throughout the structure. 

Importantly, these changes are occurring throughout the crystal. A long-range average 

would in that case see more Si on the Al site (making Al–O smaller) and some Al and Si on 

the P/Si site, making P–O larger.  
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Table 7-3. Bond distances from SCXRD analysis of LC-SAPO-34-B. 

Distance (Å) 
/Angle (º) 

LC-SAPO-34-B 
Calcined 

LC-SAPO-34-B 
Steamed 973K 44h 

Al-O1 1.684(4) 1.646(6) 

Al-O2 1.697(5) 1.656(7) 

Al-O3 1.669(4) 1.635(6) 

Al-O4 1.715(4) 1.699(6) 

Mean Al–O 1.691 1.659 

   

P(Si)-O1 1.531(4) 1.556(6) 

P(Si)-O2 1.545(5) 1.536(7) 

P(Si)-O3 1.537(4) 1.563(6) 

P(Si)-O4 1.526(4) 1.534(6) 

Mean P–O 1.535 1.547 

   

O1-Al-O2 112.0(3) 112.7(4) 

O1-Al-O4 108.4(3) 108.7(4) 

O2-Al-O4 109.6(2) 107.6(4) 

O3-Al-O1 108.4(3) 110.3(4) 

O3-Al-O2 108.4(3) 108.6(4) 

O3-Al-O4 110.0(2) 108.7(4) 

   

O1-P-O2 112.0(3) 113.3(4) 

O1-P-O3 107.2(3) 106.7(4) 

O3-P-O2 108.2(3) 107.6(4) 

O4-P-O1 108.1(3) 107.9(4) 

O4-P-O2 110.3(3) 108.7(4) 

O4-P-O3 111.0(3) 112.8(4) 
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Table 7-4 shows that the unit cell volumes of the calcined materials derived from Rietveld 

refinement using the powder diffraction data are similar: CP7129 9% Si = 2449.6(5) Å3; 

LC-SAPO-34-B (16% Si) = 2447.6(5) Å3. Fits obtained from the Rietveld refinement are 

presented in Chapter 7 Appendix (A-7): Figures A-7-9, Figure A-7-10, Figure A-7-11 and 

A-7-12. Slightly higher unit cell volumes were reported by Arstad et al. for their calcined 

SAPO-34 (7% Si) sample (2430.7(3) Å3). The unit cell contracts slightly steaming by 12 Å3 

and 40 Å3 for CP7129 and LC-SAPO-34-B, respectively. Arstad et al. also reported a 8 Å3 

reduction after steaming their 7% Si sample. The more notable unit cell contraction for the 

LC-SAPO-34-B (16% Si) steamed at 973 K for 44 h is due to the higher Si content in this 

large crystal sample making it more susceptible to steaming under these conditions (given 

in Table 7-4). 

Table 7-4. Refinement parameters for dehydrated SAPO-34 calcined and steamed samples 

CP7129 and LC-SAPO-34-B. 

Dehydrated 
samples 

CP7129 

 

Steamed 
CP7129-973-

20 

LC-SAPO-34-
B 

Steamed 

LC-SAPO-34-B-
973-44 

Composition AlP0.8Si0.2O4 AlP0.8Si0.2O4 AlP0.8Si0.2O4 AlP0.8Si0.2O4 

Diffractometer Stoe STADi/P Stoe STADi/P Stoe STADi/P Stoe STADi/P 

Wavelength / 
Å 

1.54056 1.54056 1.54056 1.54056 

Range / º2 7 - 65 6 - 65 6 - 65 7 - 65 

Space Group R −3 R −3 R −3 R −3 

Z 18 18 18 18 

Rwp; Rp /% 11.0; 8.4 10.1; 7.7 8.8; 5.7 8.9; 6.5 

a / Å 13.7429(10) 13.7194(14) 13.7382(9) 13.6756(8) 

c / Å 14.9766(20) 14.9545(29) 14.9748(24) 14.8638(15) 

V / Å3 2449.6(5) 2437.6(7) 2447.6(5) 2407.4(4) 
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 Catalytic performance in the MTO reaction. 

The catalytic performance in the MTO reaction was measured for the calcined and steamed 

CP7129 sample (A-D) and the two single crystal samples (E,F) in Figure 7-25. 

 

Figure 7-25. MTO catalytic conversion plots at 723 K for (A-E) CP7129 at WHSV = 7 h-1 and 

(E-F) large crystals were tested at reduced WHSV = 2 h-1 using a more dilute methanol and 

water feed. The arrows follow the changes in the conversion curves, Blue stars mark the 

summed C2 and C3 selectivity (use the right-hand y-axis and the top x-axis).   
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The steamed materials performed better in MTO catalytic tests, showing a higher lifetime 

(total methanol conversion to hydrocarbons per gram of catalyst). No changes in the 

summed ethene and propene selectivity (%) were detected. 

 Relating the MTO lifetime and selectivity to the structural changes due to 

steaming 

The effect of steaming temperature for the CP7129 sample is summarised in Figure 7-26. 

Trendlines for the sample micropore volume, lifetime (methanol conversion to hydrocarbons 

per gram of zeolite), Brønsted acid sites (derived from the NH3-TPD measurements) and 

isolated Si are shown as a function of steaming time at each temperature.  

 

Figure 7-26. Effect of temperature on the acidity and micropore volume (BAS and BET 

expressed as % relative to the non-steamed CP7129 material), and to the right (blue axis) 

is the methanol throughput for each sample.  

Upon mild steaming conditions, isolated silicon atoms redistribute. Note that the loss of 

isolated Si(4Al) sites from 29Si NMR spectroscopy can be correlated to the decline in overall 
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bulk acidity of the sample and that the micropore volume does not change at the beginning 

despite a large reduction in the number of active sites. Catalytic improvements in MTO 

lifetime are evident at each temperature, but the largest improvement comes after the initial 

20 h of steaming. In contrast, a brief steaming at 1023 K (5 h) improves the lifetime, but this 

is at the expense of some loss in micropore volume (about 15%) due to the high temperature 

used.  

The sample micropore volume and BET surface area is retained during steaming at 973 K 

up to 72 h, yet the 29Si MAS NMR is changing with growth of new resonances. Figure 7-27 

compares the observed 29Si resonances for the steamed CP7129 samples at 973 K 

(20-116 h) to that for Arstad et al. (7% Si) SAPO-34 sample steamed at 973 K for 168 h.234  

  

Figure 7-27. 29Si MAS NMR spectra: (a) CP7129-973-116 and (b) CP7129-973-20 

compared against SAPO-34 spectra reported by Arstad et al234: (c) their steamed 7% 

SAPO-34 and below (c’) is the corresponding 1H-29Si cross-polarization spectrum, (d) their 

high (13% Si) non-steamed SAPO-34. Literature spectra were digitized on Origin Pro. 

Notice that the 29Si NMR spectra of the steamed SAPO-34 samples do not match the 

resonances for conventional Si(OSi)4 islands in the high (13% Si) SAPO-34 non-steamed 

sample. Arstad et al. hypothesized Si-rich nanocrystalline aggregates of unknown nature 

(ferrierite or ZSM-39) are formed during the steaming process. Their 1H-29Si CP analysis of 

a 

b 

c 

d 

c’ 
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the steamed sample showed only two peaks of Si relatively close to H at -94.5 and -100 ppm. 

This means that the lower shift 29SI resonances do not have protons associated with them 

(Si bonded hydroxyl groups).  

Two possibilities are postulated here to explain the observed 29Si resonances seen after 

steaming: 

(i) Si leaves the framework and reacts with P to form a non-crystalline phosphosilicate phase 

as evidenced by the extra 31P MNR peak at -34.4 ppm. While Si–O–P bonds are not 

favoured during SAPO crystallization they are not unknown: they exist in phosphosilicate 

glasses as reported by Bonhomme et al.245 where the 29Si NMR peak is at -121 ppm, 

consistent with the most negative peak seen in the steamed SAPO-34 samples. This 

mechanism is currently under investigation by 31P−29Si MAS-J-INEPT NMR correlation 

experiment in collaboration with Dr Nathan Barrow (Johnson Matthey) and Dr Daniel 

Dawson (University of St Andrews). 

(ii) Because the Si-islands, formed during the hydrothermal treatment, are generated in the 

presence of steam at much higher temperature compared to calcining a SAPO-34 sample, 

it is possible that this leads to a high energy P distribution with a P-rich shell forming around 

the Si island, e.g. P-O-Al-O-Si(OSi)4-O-Al-O-P causing the observed 29Si NMR resonances 

to be shifted to more negative values (-115 ppm) compared to the conventional Si(OSi)4 

islands (-110 ppm) seen in calcined materials. 

Under the more severe steaming conditions (above 973 K), cores develop that possess 

meso- and macroporosity. FIB-SEM analysis showed signs of added macroporosity being 

developed in the samples steamed at 973 K (20 h). These pores are the right scale (and 

size) to scatter optical light, causing the appearance of dark areas in the large crystals upon 

steaming. The same process occurs both in the small and the large crystals, but those with 

a greater silicon content deteriorate faster. Additional information can be obtained on the 

large crystals from IR microspectroscopy revealing a reduced acid site density in the cores 

compared to the crystal rim.  
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Under harsh steaming conditions, a rapid loss of BET surface area occurs due to the phase 

transformation of SAPO-34 to a dense tridymite-like phase with growth of new PXRD peaks. 

From catalytic point of view, the first stage is the most relevant. The core is not catalytically 

active and under very harsh steaming the micropore volume is completely lost (Figure 7-28). 

 

 

Figure 7-28. Three-stage transformation of SAPO-34 exposed to prolonged hydrothermal 

steaming as derived from this thesis work. 
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Combining characterization results graphically in Figure 7-29 the loss in isolated Si(OAl)4  is 

emphasized with an immediate reduction of BAS, where a maximum in lifetime performance 

is attained when the BAS are depleted by 60%. Changes in the micropore volume become 

notable at higher temperatures and after prolonged periods of steaming (973 K, >44 h). 

These data show that the steaming temperature should be kept below 973 K (<72 h) to 

retain crystallinity and micropore volume when performing accelerated aging studies to 

simulate the active catalyst.  

 

Figure 7-29. Infographic summary of the effect of steaming on the CP7129 sample 

(Al17.1P15.6Si3.3O72) marked with an * asterisks on the timeline is to note 0.5% contraction in 

unit cell volume derived by PXRD. 

For the large crystal sample A (Figure 7-30), even though a significant number of BAS are 

lost, the lifetime keeps increasing. Indeed, in LC-SAPO-34-A it is still increasing in the most 

severe conditions used (1023 K, 20 h). Under similar conditions (1023 K, 44 h) in the powder 

the lifetime has passed its maximum and is on the decline along with loss in BET surface 

area. 
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Figure 7-30. Infographic summary of the effect of steaming on the LC-SAPO-34-A 

(Al17.3P14.7Si4.0O72) sample marked with an * asterisks is the development of the core. 

Unlike sample A, the series of steamed samples for LC-SAPO-34-B display a maximum in 

lifetime at less severe steaming conditions (Figure 7-31). This is because the breakdown of 

the structure in this higher Si sample occurs much more quickly. 

 

Figure 7-31. Infographic summary of the effect of steaming on the LC-SAPO-34-B 

(Al17.7P12.3Si5.9O72) sample marked with an * asterisks on the timeline is to note 1.6% 

contraction in unit cell volume derived by PXRD. The SCXRD data was acquired on this 

sample: Al-O distance shrank to 1.659 Å and P-O distance lengthened to 1.547 Å. 
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Overall, the MTO performance is improved by a short steam treatment both in the CP7129 

sample and in the large crystals (sample A and B) which results in an appreciable increase 

in lifetime (gram of methanol converted to hydrocarbons per gram of zeolite catalyst). A 

larger relative improvement is observed upon steaming the LC-SAPO-34 crystals: both 

sample A and B deactivate 17 faster in microcatalytic tests than the microcrystalline 

CP7129 sample, however, the improvement from steaming the large crystals (lifetime 

increases by a factor of 4.4) is much greater than the improvement due to steaming the 

small crystals (1.25). The larger crystals are much more susceptible than the 

microcrystalline powder to blocking because of the large diffusional distances to the bulk of 

each crystal involved. Reducing the acid site density reduces the rate of coke generation 

and blocking and so has a strong positive effect on the amount of each crystal that can 

contribute to the catalytic reaction. 

Indeed, the lifetime performance in sample B remains relatively high even under harsh 

steaming conditions (1023 K for 5 h), where 35% of the micropore volume is lost and only 

20% acid sites are left. The reason for the improved lifetime in sample B is not the 

development of meso-and macropores in the core but the reduction in acid site density after 

steaming, which improves accessibility of the large crystal as coking reactions are slowed 

down. Assuming the mesopores are no more than 10% of the total volume of the crystal and 

are localized in the middle of these large crystals, then they would not be accessible to the 

MTO reaction. Furthermore, these mesopores do not appear to be interconnected. Notably, 

the optimal lifetime for the steamed LC-SAPO-34-B is attained at 973 K, 44 h, with a 

significant loss in isolated Si-29 (4Al) sites and changes in both N2 adsorption isotherms 

(refer to Figure 7-15 showing loss of microporosity and development of mesoporosity), and 

in the FIB-SEM cross section images (Figure 7-20 show formation of mesopores and 

macropores). 

To investigate the deactivation, the coke retained after the MTO reaction was investigated 

by TGA. The first derivatives of the TGA curves are given in Figure 7-32 for the samples 

pre-steamed under different conditions and the amount of coke retained in each sample is 

marked.  
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Figure 7-32. DTGA profiles for (A-D) CP7129, (E) LC-SAPO-34-A and (F) LC-SAPO-34-B 

changes with progressive steaming at different steaming durations and steaming 

temperatures. Values report the total wt.% of coke measured by TGA. 

From these data one can observe the temperature at which the coke is removed, and this 

gives an indication of how refractory the coke is. In the samples with higher amount of acid 

sites, there are more reactions (methylation, ring closure etc.) occurring on the same coke 

molecule leading to a more graphitic/refractory coke. For the CP7129 sample, as the 
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severity of steaming increases up to 973 K, the amount of coke increases and the coke 

becomes less refractory (some of the organic species retained have not evolved to fused 

polyaromatics). When the active sites are further apart in the steamed materials, more of 

the crystals can be utilised before they get deactivated. At the highest steaming temperature 

(1023 K, 44 h) for the CP7129 material, the amount of coke retained is reduced due to the 

significant loss of acidity and additional loss of micropore volume.  

The increase in the amount of coke retained in the steamed large crystals is greater, 

relatively, than in the steamed powder. Even though the large crystals deactivate 17 faster 

in microcatalytic tests than the microcrystalline sample, their improvement upon steaming 

(coke amount increases by a factor of 2) is greater than for the microcrystalline material 

(where the coke increases by a factor of 1.25), which reflects the increase in lifetime as 

more of the crystal is taking part in the catalysis. 
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 Operando synchrotron FTIR microscopy (OIMS) studies on steamed SAPO-34 

The following experiments describe the reactions of methanol and DME over the steamed 

large crystals as studied by operando synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopy with on-line 

mass spectrometry. These can be compared directly with what was observed for the 

calcined materials in Chapter 6. A range of reaction temperatures (523–623 K) were studied 

and different types of experiments were designed (pulses vs continuous flow, isothermal vs 

temperature jump experiments) to study the formation and reactivity of methoxy groups and 

crystal accessibility and deactivation during the MTO/DMTO reaction. 

As seen before, three stages can be distinguished during the pulse MTO experiment 

(induction period, active period and deactivation). The end of the induction period during the 

isothermal experiments with methanol at 573 K is marked in Figure 7-33 as a time Δt’. During 

the induction period, the number of BAS, measured via the intensity at 3600 cm-1, gradually 

decreases until it reaches a plateau, and ends when the intensity begins to increase. The 

length of the induction period increases with progressive steaming from sample A to sample 

B (the true bulk acid site density can be viewed in the NH3-TPD analysis in Figure 7-14 for 

sample A and in Figure 7-15 for sample B). The rate at which the residual H-bonded DME 

is being removed from the crystals determines the length of the induction period (Δt’), which 

is notably longer for sample B. 

  

Figure 7-33. (A) FTIR spectra in the (OH) region for the dehydrated crystal (a) 

LC-SAPO-34-A; (b) LC-SAPO-34-A steamed at 973 K for 20 h and (c) LC-SAPO-34-B 

steamed at 973 K for 44 h. (B) Time-course of the (OH) band intensity at 3600 cm-1 

following the injection of an 8 μL pulse of CH3OH at 573 K over sample a, b and c, 

respectively. Note, IR spectra in the calcined crystal were measured at the crystal core, 

while in the steamed SAPO-34 crystals, IR spectra were measured at crystal rim. 
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Figure 7-34 compares the IR spectra in the  (CH) region for the dehydrated sample (A) 

LC-SAPO-34-A; (B) LC-SAPO-34-A steamed at 973 K for 20 h and (C) LC-SAPO-34-B 

steamed at 973 K for 44 h. Spectra plotted in Figure 7-34 display changes during the trailing 

edge of the methanol pulse at 573 K. As the sample is being flushed in N2, any H-bonded 

DME is being removed, and the remaining spectral features show residual surface-bound 

methoxy groups (SMS) and that of strongly bound DME. Marked in the spectra are the bands 

of the SMS groups, but the FTIR spectra in the  (CH) region also show residual bands at 

3030, 2963 and 2845 cm-1 assigned to strongly adsorbed DME as discussed in Chapter 6. 

The more heavily steamed crystal in (C) has fewer acid sites left and therefore many fewer 

reactive SMS are formed after the DME is removed, compared to the mildly steamed sample 

in (B) and the calcined material in panel (A). 

 

Figure 7-34. Synchrotron difference FTIR spectra in the (CH) region at 20 s intervals 

between 80 and 200 s showing the loss of adsorbed DME during the trailing edge of an 8 μL 

pulse of CH3OH at 573 K on (A) LC-SAPO-34-A (black), (B) LC-SAPO-34-A steamed at 

973 K for 20 h (red) and (C) LC-SAPO-34-B steamed at 973 K for 44 h (blue). 

Once H-bonded DME is removed from the pores (evident by the loss of bands at 3011, 

2945, 2893 and 2836 cm-1 in the following Figure 7-35), the rate of the C–C coupling reaction 

of remaining SMS (2977 and 2867 cm-1) is determined by the concentration of reacting 

species involved. Two alternative explanations were discussed in Chapter 6, direct coupling 

of SMS or insertion of SMS into DME. Chapter 6 presented strong evidence from T-jump 

experiments that the direct coupling of SMS is the main C–C coupling route in HSAPO-34. 

Nevertheless, the concentration of both SMS and strongly bound DME will depend on the 
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number of acid sites present in the sample, the fewer acid sites left after steaming, the slower 

the olefin formation (and oligomerisation) reaction will be. 

After a time Δt’ (marked earlier in Figure 7-33) the hydroxyl intensity at 3600 cm-1 begins to 

recover rapidly at the end of the induction period. As the intensity of the band at 3600 cm-1 

recovers, spectra in the  (CH) region reveal the bands from methoxy groups at 2977 cm-1 

(orange trace) are replaced by new oligomeric bands at 2960 cm-1 (green trace). The 

conversion of SMS (between Δt’ = 0 and 200 s) to oligomers is plotted in Figure 7-35.  

 

Figure 7-35. Conversion of SMS during the isothermal methanol experiments at 573 K for 

sample (A) LC-SAPO-34-A, (B) LC-SAPO-34-A-973-20 and (C) LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44. 

Synchrotron difference FTIR spectra in the  (CH) region at 2 s intervals showing the first 

200 s during the recovery of OH groups. Spectra are normalised by an offset correction at 

3050 cm-1. 

The conversion of SMS to oligomers in panel (C) is less complete, most likely due to the 

lower concentration of SMS in this sample. However, a set of T-jump experiments (see 

Chapter 7 Appendix (A-7) Figure A-7-18) suggest that the rate of SMS conversion to 

oligomeric hydrocarbons when heated to 573 K is not significantly changed upon steaming. 

During the isothermal methanol-pulse experiments at 573 K, surface methoxy species 

(SMS) were gradually transformed to olefins which generate oligomeric species with growing 

intensity at 2960 cm-1. To show the time dependence of the growth of oligomeric species 

more clearly, the absorbance at 2925 cm-1 was plotted where there is least overlap with the 

original SMS (given in Figure 7-36). The time-course of the 2925 cm-1 band reveals that the 

oligomer is growing more gradually in the steamed sample B compared to the calcined 

non-steamed SAPO-34 crystal A.  
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Figure 7-36. Time-course of the 2925 cm-1 intensity following 8 μL pulse of CH3OH at 573 K 

on LC-SAPO-34-A (black), LC-SAPO-34-A steamed at 973 K for 20 h (red) and 

LC-SAPO-34-B steamed at 973 K for 44 h (blue). 

The complete FTIR difference spectra during the above isothermal pulsed-methanol 

experiment (573 K) are shown in Figure 7-37 where spectra at the end of each methanol 

pulse are plotted for each crystal. Despite the reduced acid site density, as evident by a 

weaker 3600 cm-1 band, the two steamed samples remain highly active and generate large 

amounts of hydrocarbons (the intensity in the CH region remains high). The steady-state 

concentration of oligomeric species in the SAPO-34 MTO catalyst will be governed by (i) the 

concentration of olefins and number of acid sites, (ii) the rate of conversion of oligomers to 

carbenium ions via cyclisation reactions and (iii) cracking of oligomers back to olefins. 

 

Figure 7-37. Synchrotron FTIR spectra at the end of each CH3OH pulse (three pulses in 

total at 573 K) in (a) LC-SAPO-34-A and steamed (b) LC-SAPO-34-A-973-20 and 

(c) LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44.  
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A similar comparison of FTIR spectra of a calcined and a steamed SAPO-34 crystal was 

made after three methanol pulses at higher temperature (623 K), given in Figure 7-38. At 

623 K, the calcined crystal was reactive in the first methanol pulse but no changes in the 

 (CH) region were seen thereafter – indicating deactivation had occurred. By contrast, the 

growing intensity on the  (CH) region in the steamed crystal indicates improved lifetime and 

decreased tendency to become blocked, consistent with the improved lifetime of steamed 

samples in the MTO reaction. 

 

Figure 7-38. Synchrotron FTIR spectra of (a) LC-SAPO-34-B fresh and (b) LC-SAPO-34-B-

973-44 (the original absorbance intensity was scaled by a factor of 5 for clarity) steamed 

during exposure of 1, 2 and 3 pulses of CH3OH at 623 K. Growth of organic species 

adsorbed with each pulse are more notable on the edge of the steamed sample. 

The gas phase products evolved during the three methanol pulses in the above experiment 

at 623 K were compared. The calcined samples showed signs of deactivation, while the 

steamed samples continued to generate propene (Figure 7-39). Similar observations were 

made during microcatalytic tests with methanol where the steamed catalyst showed better 

performance with an enhanced lifetime.  
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Figure 7-39. On-line MS analysis of gas phase products from Linkam FTIR cell recorded 

following three 8 μL pulses of CH3OH at 623 K over samples: (A) LC-SAPO-34-A, 

(B) LC-SAPO-34-A-973-20, (C) LC-SAPO-34-B and (D) LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44. MS traces 

for this experiment were obtained on the Hiden instrument, measuring: methanol (m/z = 31), 

DME (m/z = 45) and propene (m/z = 41). 

In separate experiments, the distribution of residual hydrocarbon species following the flow 

of DME-containing N2 at 623 K was mapped for both calcined and steamed SAPO-34 

crystals (Figure 7-40). In both calcined and steamed crystal there is some enrichment of 

hydrocarbons in the outer part of the calcined crystal, as reported previously by Qian et al.53 

This was attributed to the build-up of species closer to the external surface due to diffusional 

constraints. A similar rim effect is seen for the steamed sample, although the reduction in 

hydrocarbon signal is more marked at the centre because of the presence of the ‘core’, 

where there are few (if any) residual Brønsted acid sites and so less DME-to-hydrocarbon 

conversion, but the CH band profile contain the same bands assigned to oligomeric 

hydrocarbons in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 7-40. Comparison of LC-SAPO-34-A calcined (A) and LC-SAPO-34-A-973-20 (B). 

(a) optical images, (b-c) Synchrotron FTIR concentration maps after exposure to continuous 

flow of DME in a stream of dry nitrogen at 623 K (30 min) showing the (OH) intensity band 

at 3600 cm-1 and the integrated intensity in the (CH) region between 2800–3000 cm-1. 

Selected spectra from the centre (red traces) and the edge (blue traces) of the calcined and 

steamed crystal (C) LC-SAPO-34-A and (D) LC-SAPO-34-A-973-20 are shown below. The 

FTIR spectrum of the dehydrated zeolite before exposure to DME is given in the black trace. 

 Summary and recommendations 

The IR maps show the development of a catalytically inactive core with no acid sites. It is 

possible to follow the different changes in the crystal core vs rim by FTIR microspectroscopy: 

while entire crystal loses acidity during steaming, the core loses more acidity compared to 

the rim. The size and colour of the core change with progressive steaming with no BA sites 

left in the interior of the crystal after steaming at 973 K (20 h). Prolonged steaming increases 

the size of the core. In terms of reactivity, the mode of reaction of the surface methoxy 

species (SMS) remains the same and no alternative pathways are taking place (methoxy-

a 

a b c 

b c 

(C) (D) 

LC-SAPO-34-A LC-SAPO-34-A-973-20 
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methoxy carbene coupling mechanism via the deprotonation of the C-H bond of the SMS 

groups). 

The induction period to methanol conversion to propene increases with progressive 

steaming as the reduced acid site density makes the steamed crystals slightly less reactive. 

The increased induction time may depend in part on the increased diffusion distances 

required to allow surface reaction in the steamed samples. Finally, the slower deactivation 

in steamed samples observed in microcatalytic experiments is mirrored in the SR-IR 

experiment: the more acid sites, the lower the utilization of the crystal volume in large 

crystals, as shown by the TGA analyses. The rate of deactivation corresponds to amount of 

acid sites: the more acid sites, the less utilization of the crystal volume in large crystals 

(Figure 7-41). Therefore, the lifetime of the steamed materials is improved as more of the 

crystal can be accessed. The reaction progress follows the density of acid sites; however, 

in the large crystals the core is not responsible for the MTO catalysis. 

 

Figure 7-41. Nature of the coke distribution (left) in calcined and (right) moderately steamed 

crystal, the darker brown colour represents more graphitic coke. The core in the steamed 

crystal does not have any acid sites left (dark grey). 

The effect of losing acidity and porosity in the core (that is observed via microscopy in the 

large crystals) is an irreversible loss of activity in that region. Consequently, SAPO-34 

materials cannot be regenerated fully to get back the original performance due to irreversible 

structural changes, even under moderate steaming conditions. Therefore, care is to be taken 

since catalytically inactive phases with no BA sites can form under prolonged moderate 

steaming conditions at 973 K and this will have a negative impact on the lifetime.  

Two recommendations from this work to design better SAPO-34 MTO catalysts are: 

(i) Steaming gives flexibility in manufacturing to modify the acidity to reach an optimal acid 

site density. An optimal acid site density can be attained for a given crystallite size. Mild 

steaming is best for small crystals as it improves the lifetime without compromising the 
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structural integrity, while larger crystals can tolerate harsher steaming conditions and lower 

acid site density to give improves activity (although still low) due to longer diffusion path 

lengths.  

(ii) SAPO-34 with low Si content (0.5–7%) should be more stable. Note, AEI/CHA 

intergrowths are favored at lower Si contents in the as-made materials.246  

7.3 Conclusions  

The study shows that the performance of a fresh catalyst does not reflect the true lifetime of 

an operating catalyst that has been exposed to steam treatment. Therefore, the effect of 

hydrothermal treatment is an important consideration when comparing SAPO-34 powders 

in catalytic evaluations to determine the best performing sample. 

Importantly, the catalytic performance of SAPO-34 in the methanol-to-olefins reactions is 

improved by moderate steaming, as seen in an increase in catalytic lifetime and yield of 

hydrocarbon product before deactivation, while the selectivity to ethene and propene is 

maintained. 

Catalytic testing shows that the large crystal SAPO-34 samples deactivate more rapidly than 

the microcrystalline material, as expected from literature reports. This is attributed to coke 

forming close to the external surface and blocking access to a higher fraction of the catalytic 

sites. Nevertheless, the type of catalysis and the enhancement of catalytic performance by 

moderate steaming that they display are sufficiently similar to those of the powder sample 

to indicate they can be suitable model systems to study the steam-induced changes. 

Furthermore, 29Si MAS NMR, NH3-TPD and microporosity measurements indicate they 

evolve structurally in a similar way to powders under the same conditions. 

Steaming the microcrystalline SAPO-34 at 873–1023 K results in the gradual loss of its 

Brønsted acid sites and a related reduction in the concentration of isolated Si(OAl)4 sites in 

the framework. The loss of Brønsted acidity can be modelled via a first order process with 

an activation energy of 146(18) kJ mol−1. Nevertheless, the samples retain crystallinity to 

PXRD and their microporosity is largely preserved even when ca. half or more of their acid 

sites are lost. Only after steaming at the highest temperature is recrystallization to a dense 

tridymite-like phase observed.  
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Single crystal X-ray diffraction shows that the large crystals retain their single crystal 

character upon steaming and that small but significant changes in framework ‘Al’–O and 

‘P’-O framework bond lengths, averaged on the long range, are consistent with the formation 

of a small amount of ‘silicon islands’. While this does not rule out the hypothesis that 

nanoparticulate or amorphous silica-rich particles formed upon steaming explain the 

evolution of 29Si MAS NMR spectra, I consider some form of partial disorder of Al, Si and P 

within the framework to be a more likely explanation.  

Examination of the single crystals under the optical microscope indicates the gradual 

development of optically-darkened parallelepiped ‘cores’ with morphologies related to the 

crystallographic axes, surrounded by clear rims/shells. These cores are observed even in 

the early stages of steaming at temperatures above 923 K, when no loss of microporosity is 

measured, and darken progressively with increasing severity of steaming. The SEM analysis 

of these steamed crystals, sliced through the cores by ion beam, shows the composition of 

the solid remains homogeneous on the micron scale over the whole crystal, but reveals the 

development of meso- and macroporosity, corresponding to local migration of material. This 

ultimately results in loss of microporosity. FIB-SEM on the microcrystalline CP7129 sample 

also showed signs of mesopore formation in the crystal cores. 

Infrared microspectroscopy of steamed crystals shows there is a loss of Brønsted acidity 

throughout when compared to calcined crystals, but this is most severe in the cores, where 

all bridging hydroxyls are lost after steaming for 20 h at 973 K. When methanol is added, 

hydrocarbon species are found in the rim rather than the core, suggesting the latter to be 

non-porous. Careful examination of the adsorption and reaction of methanol at 573 K in the 

crystalline rims of the mildly steamed crystal shows subtle differences over the time-course 

of the Brønsted acid sites and the extent of the oligomerization reactions are more gradual 

down due to fewer acid sites. 

Analysis of the effect of steaming on these large SAPO-34 crystals give important insights 

into their materials chemistry under conditions relevant to their application in catalysis via 

techniques not applicable to powders. In particular, the microscopic imaging techniques 

reveal for the first time crystal heterogeneity caused by irreversible structural changes. 

These include the development of meso- and macroporosity and the localized loss of 

Brønsted acid sites in optically darkened crystalline cores. These irreversible changes also 

occur in microcrystalline catalyst samples, so that it will not be possible to regenerate fully 

those materials after use. 
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Chapter 8. General conclusions 

The aims of this thesis were to gain new insights into the MTH (and DMTO) reaction over 

large single zeolite crystals from a relatively new technique, operando synchrotron infrared 

microspectroscopy (OIMS). Firstly, important practical aspects of the method (time-

resolution, heterogeneity, range of crystal sizes) were investigated. Secondly, two important 

solid acid catalysts for the MTH reaction were studied: HZSM-5 and HSAPO-34. Thirdly, the 

OIMS method was applied to investigate the effect of steaming on the industrial MTO 

catalyst (HSAPO-34), investigating changes in crystal heterogeneity and reaction 

mechanism. 

Synchrotron infrared microspectroscopy has identified with high temporal resolution (down 

to 0.25 s) the initial events occurring when methanol vapour is in contact with a crystal of 

zeolite HZSM-5. Experiments have been conducted with methanol and DME at different 

temperatures, and with methanol-d3, to build up a complete picture of species present in the 

zeolite pores and how these relate to the downstream products detected by MS and during 

catalysis. From these data it is now possible to outline a reaction scheme in which methanol 

or DME is converted via SMS into an olefinic hydrocarbon species which further evolves into 

cyclic carbenium ions and aromatic species with temperature and time-on-stream.  

Seven steps in the initial conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons were identified: (i) 

hydrogen bonding of the methanol to the zeolite acid hydroxyl groups; (ii) dissociation of 

methanol to form SMS; (iii) subsequent formation of adsorbed DME through methylation of 

methanol; (iv) reaction of SMS to form propene via carbene-like transition state (v) propene 

oligomerisation on the acid site (vi), cyclisation to methylcyclopentenyl cations and (vii) 

aromatization. The technique observes these events in real time.  

Proposed generic reaction sequence is given below: 

CH3OH /DME → SMS → ‘CH2’ → propene → oligomer → MCP → Aromatics 
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Table 8-1: Infrared frequencies in HZSM-5 single crystals (ranging from 30–250 µm along 

the c-axis) during reactions with methanol and DME at 473–623 K. 

Ads. 
Species 

Observed Frequencies 
by IR Microscopy (cm-1) 

Assignment 

Methanol 
3007, 2956, 2848 CH3,  asymm  and  symm 

3670 H-bonded methanol,  (OH) 

 

SMS 

 

2980, 2866 

1455 

 

CH3,  asymm  and  symm 

δ (CH3) 

 

DME 

 

3011, 2970, 2945, 2844 

~2900, ~2400, ~1600 

1470 negative band 

 

CH3,  asymm  and  symm 

ABC triplet 

Evans window 

   

Oligomer 2960, 2925, 2867 CH3, CH2  asymm  and  symm 

 

DMCP 

 

1510 

1460 

 

 asymm(C=C-C+) 

δ (CH3) 

 2910, 3120 CH3, CH2  asymm  and  symm 

   

Aromatics 1620  symm(C=C) 

 

OIMS was used to study the conversion of methanol over coffin-shaped HZSM-5 crystals of 

different sizes: large (~ 250  80  85 μm3), medium (~ 160  60  60 μm3) and small 

(~ 55  30  30 μm3). By varying both the crystal size and reaction temperature, it was 

possible to study different stages of the MTH reaction. In each case, the fundamental MTH 

chemistry does not change, however, there are important differences observed: the length 

of the induction period during methanol conversion to propene by deprotonation of SMS at 

573 K was found to decrease with decreasing crystal size (the shorter diffusion path lengths 

in the smaller crystals allows for faster removal of excess H-bonded DME). Secondly, 

experiments with a continuous flow of DME showed that evolution of the hydrocarbon pool 

and indirect alkene formation is also strongly dependent on crystal size, i.e. the evolution of 

DMCP to aromatics was strikingly different for the small crystal size at 623 K. At 623 K, two 

competing reactions take place that are dependent on diffusion: DMCP cations can either 

aromatise or decompose to alkenes, but the faster diffusion of alkenes as gas phase 

products in the small crystals prevents their subsequent oligomerisation and cyclisation 
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reactions required for maintaining a steady-state DMCP concentration, which was observed 

to decline rapidly. These measurements suggest that the hydrocarbon pool formation and 

indirect alkene generation should be almost instantaneous at reaction temperatures used in 

practical catalysis with crystal sizes typically ~ 1 µm3. 

SAPO-34 is a silicoaluminophosphate solid-acid catalyst used commercially to produce 

ethene and propene selectively from methanol at high yields. The OIMS technique was 

applied to investigate the direct C–C bond formation from methanol and DME. Similar to 

HZSM-5, olefins in HSAPO-34 appear to be generated directly from methoxy groups formed 

at the acid sites, presumably via a carbene-like transition state, after an induction period. 

Differences in acid site strength and topology means the olefins desorb more slowly from 

the pores of HSAPO-34 compared to ZSM-5 and require higher temperature before cracking 

reactions occur.  

No evidence for carbonyl bands was observed under the conditions explored here, 

suggesting that a methyl acetate-based mechanism is not operating in the initial stages of 

MTO at 573 K. In the case of higher reaction temperatures, carbonyl bands were detected, 

however, their intensity does not correlate with the deprotonation of SMS, confirming Koch 

carbonylation is not involved into the direct C–C coupling mechanism described in this thesis 

work.  

Once alkenes are formed, they can either desorb directly or oligomerize and cyclize to form 

a different type of cyclopentenyl cations in the case of HSAPO-34. The olefins and 

oligomeric cations are the major components of the hydrocarbon pool that precede 

cyclopentenyl hydrocarbons.  

The operating SAPO-34 catalyst is continuously exposed to steam under regeneration 

conditions causing deactivation to occur. While loss of porosity and acid sites in the 

presence of steam has been reported, irreversible structural changes caused by silicon 

migration has not been previously visualised for different sizes of single crystals. In the last 

results chapter, microcrystalline (<3 µm particle size, 7% Si) and two large single crystal 

(>10 µm, 9% and 15% Si) HSAPO-34 catalysts were compared in a detailed investigation 

by SCXRD and IR microspectroscopy, 27Al, 29Si, 31P MAS NMR, XRD, physisorption and 

TPD. The effect of prolonged hydrothermal treatments ((pH2O = 0.95 atm) at 873–1023 K for 

up to 10 d) on the physicochemical properties of HSAPO-34 were related to the changes in 

the catalytic performance. Steaming led to reduced coke formation and extended catalyst 
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lifetime in the MTO reaction for all samples, while olefin selectivity was maintained. Although 

this catalytic enhancement is likely to be different from that for a catalyst exposed to steam 

inside a regenerator, it may be beneficial to expose the catalyst to controlled steaming prior 

to use. It has been shown by this thesis work that a short steaming at 873–973 K (<20 h) 

has an optimal effect on the catalyst lifetime. The large crystal samples deactivated faster 

during methanol to olefin catalysis. Under moderate steam treatments, acid sites were 

gradually lost with redistribution of Si, while retaining SAPO-34 as the only crystalline phase. 

Brønsted acidity was lost most rapidly from the interior cores of the large crystals (visualised 

by optical and IR microscopy) forming catalytically inactive regions. These cores have in 

some cases detached from the rest of the crystal’s structure and are also observed to 

contain both mesopores and macropores (visualised by FIB-SEM). The sample with higher 

Si content was more susceptible to irreversible silicon redistribution. Prolonged steaming 

exposure at 973-1023 K caused loss of micropore volume and complete removal of acid 

sites due to the transformation of a dense tridymite-like phase.  

The combination of microscopy and spectroscopy is a powerful new method of elucidating 

catalytic systems under true operating conditions, especially when looking at the early 

stages of reactions or where rapid changes are observed. Operando IR microspectroscopy 

was successfully applied to follow the molecular transformations that take places in these 

complex microporous solid acid catalysts, as well as investigate the active site and the 

related reaction mechanisms. It permits us to see the zeolite catalyst in action during the 

formation of new carbon-carbon bonds and build-up of larger adsorbed molecular species. 

The microscale of the experiment and the high signal-to-noise achieved with a synchrotron 

IR source has allowed spectral changes in single crystals to be monitored on a timescale 

much shorter than is possible in laboratory IR microspectroscopy. The insights obtained on 

the MTO process may have wider relevance for hydrocarbon reactions on zeolite catalysts. 

Furthermore, the application of such advanced characterisation techniques is significant to 

industry because it helps the understanding of the action of their catalysts on a molecular 

level and the rationalisation of changes in activity, or selectivity, either as a function of 

different batches of catalyst or during extended times on stream.
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Chapter 9. Future work and outlook  

Building directly on this thesis, short-term goals include: (i) studies on propene and ethene 

oligomerisation on ZSM-5 and SAPO-34 at different temperatures and contact time, (ii) 

improved computational studies and (iii) establishing the mechanism by which Si is 

redistributed during steaming of HSAPO-34. 

Preliminary experimental work on propene oligomerisation shows the remarkable changes 

taking place upon exposure of a large HZSM-5 crystal to propene at 323 K. This low 

temperature measurement was only achieved after the system was flushed in dry nitrogen 

for a prolonged period (more than 24 h). A sub-second acquisition on a 10-micron slit size 

cannot be achieved with a Globar source, making this result even more impressive. The 

signal-to-noise advantage gained from synchrotron radiation will also allow diffusion 

measurements on zeolite crystals previously performed with laboratory infrared 

microscopes to be extended to much shorter time scales. 

 

Figure 9-1. Rapid scan synchrotron FTIR spectra during exposure of HZSM-5 large crystal 

to 30 s pulse of propene at 323 K (acquisition time was 0.2 s per spectrum). 

Computational studies so far were simple simulations of gas phase molecules and their 

deuterated versions without taking the zeolite framework into account. Not much is known 

about the mobility of SMS and the SMS coupling mechanism proposed in this thesis. 

An outstanding question on the steamed HSAPO-34 samples is the interpretation of the 29Si 

NMR and the additional 31P peak at -34 ppm. Advanced NMR experiments to correlate the 
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31P and 29Si to see if they are near one another and help assign the new 31P peak that is 

observed after steaming. Future studies can investigate the steaming effect in other large 

SAPO crystals to understand the mechanism by which Si is redistributed and the relevance 

of the steamed 'core'.  

Long-term goals for upgrading and extending the OIMS method include: (i) investing in 

improved analytical capability, (ii) studies of other microporous materials and (iii) application 

to other catalytic reactions. Better chemical analysis of the products in the gas phase could 

be achieved using a more sensitive and faster acquisition quadrupole MS or fast sampling 

on-line micro-GC with offline analysis. New design of an in-situ FTIR cell with reduced dead-

volume, better temperature and stage control will also help enhance the analytical 

capabilities. Combining the IR technique with other spectroscopies such as Raman or UV-

vis could open the technique to more applications in different types of catalysis. 

The OIMS method has potential to be applied to other zeolite catalysts and catalytic 

reactions, given crystal sizes of at least 20 microns for satisfactory signal-to-noise ratios, 

and the possibility of extending the measurements to time dependent spectra from several 

adjacent crystals using the automatic mapping functionality common to the IR microscope 

acquisition software. OIMS studies on MTH chemistry of single crystals should be extended 

to other zeolites (e.g. ABC-6 family of zeolites) and different forms of MTH catalysis (MTO, 

DMTO, MTP, MTA) in order to better understand how the elementary steps differ over the 

different materials and temperature ranges.  

Different catalytic reactions that involve monitoring the reactivity of SMS such as DME 

carbonylation and hydrocarbons conversions over metal modified zeolites would repay 

further investigation. This requires research into the synthesis of other large zeolite crystals 

such as the important catalyst mordenite, which have been prepared as crystals of 

appreciable size and quality. The challenge is to incorporate enough Al without reducing the 

crystal size too much and to ion-exchange to remove the sodium commonly used in these 

syntheses. 

New insights into the chemistry of methoxy groups were observed at unprecedent time-

resolution over single crystals. A possible future study may monitor the methylation of 

different organic molecules by SMS or investigate the effect of water on the reactivity of 

SMS (the hydrolysis of SMS by water). The challenge is to be able to deliver water as vapour 

rather than liquid as currently the set-up is not suitable for such studies.  
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Chapter 3 Appendix (A-3) 

 

Figure A-3-1. Schematic of Salamander Fixed Bed Reactor. 

 

Figure A-3-2. In-situ FTIR600 Linkam cell at B22: bottom window (left) and top window 

(right). The cell had been modified to reduce its internal volume down to c.a. 50 mL. 
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Figure A-3-3. Concave rubberband correction applied at 10 iterations and 64 baseline points 

to correct the spectrum baseline.  
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Figure A-3-4. Raw IR spectra of a dehydrated zeolite (black trace), adsorbed DME (blue) 

and adsorbed methanol (red) in large ZSM-5. 
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 Figure A-3-4. Reference MS patterns for the different products of interest found on the NIST 

Chemistry Webook (MS data presented on a linear scale).247 
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Chapter 5 Appendix (A-5) 

 

Figure A-5-1. Formation of H-bonded DME on medium HZSM-5 crystal at 523 K following 

injection of an 8 µL pulse of methanol. Infrared difference spectra during the first 60 s, at 2 

s intervals (the colour change from blue to red is made after ~30 s). What is observed is the 

transformation of the initially H-bonded methanol to DME with an immediate loss of the 

Brønsted acid  (OH) band at 3600 cm-1 and appearance of broad ABC triplet and the 

‘Evans window’.  
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Figure A-5-2. (a) Mass spectral traces recorded during three 8 µL pulses of methanol into a 

N2 flow of 100 mL min-1 over medium crystal of HZSM-5 at 523 K; (b) Time course of the 

zeolite hydroxyl  (OH) 3600 cm-1 band intensity relative to an activated crystal recorded at 

2 s intervals during these experiments and (c) difference IR spectra in the CH region. What 

is observed is the SMS species being replaced by an alkene oligomer profile (marked band 

at 2960 cm-1), identical to that formed when propene (m/z = 41) is injected into the zeolite at 

the same temperature (523 K). 
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Figure A-5-3. DME flow in large crystal at (a) 523 K; Blue: first 30 s (2 s intervals) Red: until 

480 s (60 s intervals) Black: until 1200 s (120s intervals); (b) 573 K; (c) 623 K and (d) 673 K. 

Blue: first 30 s (2 s intervals) Red: until 120 s (10 s intervals) Black: until 240 s (20 s 

intervals). 
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Figure A-5-4. Difference spectra recorded during exposure of the small crystal to a 

continuous DME flow at (a) 573 K and (b) 623 K. Blue traces: first 30 s (at 2 s intervals). 

Red traces: next 90 s (at 10 s intervals). Black traces: up to 240 s (at 20 s intervals). 
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Figure A-5-5. DME flow over small crystal at 673 K. Blue: First 30 s (2 s intervals). Red: up 

to 120 s (10 s intervals). Black: up to 240 s (20 s intervals). 

 

 

Figure A-5-6. Difference IR spectra extracted from the medium crystal during exposure to a 

continuous flow of DME at (a) 573 K, (b) 623 K. Blue traces: first 30 s time-on-stream (at 2 s 

intervals). Red traces: next 90 s (at 10 s intervals). Black traces: up to 240 s (at 20 s 

intervals). 
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Chapter 6 Appendix (A-6) 

 

Figure A-6-1. TCD signals during the desorption of ammonia (10 K min-1) for the large, 

medium and small HZSM-5 crystals and single crystals of HSAPO-34. 

 

Figure A-6-2 Example FTIR spectra) in HSAPO-34 obtained by Li et al.54 (a) for methanol 

CH3OH at 323 K and (b) DME(ads) at 323 K. Comparison with this work (c) DME(ads) at 

473 K and (d) the spectrum of SMS after flushing away the H-bonded DME at 473 K. 
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Figure A-6-3. Difference synchrotron FTIR spectra during the trailing edge of the 8 μL 

CH3OH pulse injected into a N2 flow of 100 mL min-1 at 573 K over dehydrated single crystals 

of (A) HSAPO-34 and (B) HZSM-5 medium crystal. Spectra displayed at 20 s intervals: first 

60-160 s in blue, after 160 s in red until the reaction of SMS occurred. Spectrum in green 

shows the immediate formation of oligomer bands after the loss of SMS. 

 

Figure A-6-4. Difference FTIR spectra at 20 s intervals illustrating the propene 

oligomerisation on HSAPO-34. (A) Propene was continuously added for 180 s at 523 K. (B) 

Expansion of the CH region after removal of scaled gas phase propene. Comparison of the 

oligomer bands formed at 473 K during exposure of the same crystal to propene at 473 K 

before the temperature was raised to 523 K. Green and black spectrum, after the cell was 

flushed in N2 for 400 s at each temperature. Bottom red spectrum is that of gas phase 

propene in the empty cell. 
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Table A-1. Peak curve fitting parameters: propene oligomer in HSAPO-34 at 523 K. 

 

 

 

Figure A-6-5. Corrected MS signals during the isothermal DME flow experiment at 573 K 

over HSAPO-34 large crystal. All signals are normalised against m/z = 28 (N2). 
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Figure A-6-6. (A-F) calculated FTIR spectra for H/D oligomers. The red marker points the 

location of H along the chain. 
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Figure A-6-7. Difference spectra measured at 623 K following exposure to (a) CD3OH in 

HSAPO-34, (b) CD3OD in HSAPO-34 and (c) CD3OD in DSAPO-34. 

Table-A-6-2. Positions of allylic stretching vibrations for various partially deuterated 1,2,3-

trimethylcyclopentenyl cations simulated by us. Corrected by 0.9688. 

 

          
      

  asymm(C=C-C+) / cm-1 

 

 

R = CD3  CHD2  CH2D CH3 

1,2,3-trimethylcyclopentenyl 1432 1439 1447 1469 

partially deuterated on apical carbon     

     

1,2,3-trimethylcyclopentenyl    1478a 

a the frequency for the fully H based species 
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Figure A-6-8. (A) Difference synchrotron FTIR spectra following exposure of HSAPO-34 

single crystal to methyl acetate at 573 K. Spectra displayed at 2 s intervals: first 14 s in red, 

then up to 64 s in blue. (B) Difference synchrotron FTIR spectra of HSAPO-34 single crystal 

exposed to methyl acetate at 573 K for 64 s (blue) and methanol at 673 K for 20 s (black).  
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Figure A-6-9. Difference synchrotron FTIR spectra recorded at 2 s intervals following the 

first 64 s after injecting a 8 μL pulse of CH3OH into a HSAPO-34 crystal at 523 K (left) and 

CD3OH into a HSAPO-34 crystal at 523 K (right). The ABC triad of H-bonded DME is marked 

 

Figure A-6-10. Difference synchrotron FTIR spectra recorded at 2 s intervals following the 

first 64 s of continuous flow of DME into a HSAPO-34 crystal at 473 K; marked is the ABC 

triad of H-bonded DME is marked (left). Expansion of the CH region and comparison of gas 

phase DME (right). 
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Figure A-6-11. T-jump experiment over a large single crystal of HSAPO-34 with CH3OH 

injected at 523 K. Difference synchrotron FTIR spectra taken during different temperature 

increase steps as marked in the schematic of this T-jump experiment. 
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Figure A-6-12. T-jump experiment with DME at 523 K over a large single crystal of 

HSAPO-34. Difference synchrotron FTIR spectra taken during different temperature 

increase steps as marked in the schematic of this T-jump experiment. 
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Figure A-6-13. T-jump experiment with DME over a large single crystal of HSAPO-34 at 473 

K. Difference synchrotron FTIR spectra taken during different temperature increase steps 

as marked in the schematic of this T-jump experiment. 
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Figure A-6-14. T-jump experiment with CD3OH over a large single crystal of HSAPO-34. 

Difference FTIR spectra measured in (A) the  (CH) region and (B) the  (CD) region 

displayed at 20 s intervals from the point where the temperature reaches 573 K .(C) Time 

course of selected band intensities following T-jump to 573 K.(D) schematic of T-jump 

experiment. Note, an artefact in this run was the pierced septa leaked in some CO2 (and 

possibly water after the second CD3OH injection causing the secondary rise of the 3600 cm-1 

OH band). 
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Chapter 7 Appendix (A-7) 

 

Figure A-7-1. 31P MAS NMR spectra of (A-D) CP7129, (E) LC-SAPO-34-A and 

(F) LC-SAPO-34-B for the calcined and steamed samples at 873 K and higher 

temperatures, also different duration of steaming at each temperature. 
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Figure A-7-2. Expansion of the 31P MAS NMR spectra shown in previous figure; focus on 

the -34.4 ppm peak. 
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Figure A-7-3. 27Al MAS NMR spectra of (A-D) CP7129, (E) LC-SAPO-34-A and 

(F) LC-SAPO-34-B for the calcined and steamed samples at 873 K and higher 

temperatures, also different duration of steaming at each temperature. 
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Figure A-7-4. 27Al MQ MAS NMR spectrum of (A) LC-SAPO-34-B and 

(B) LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44. 

Table A-7-1. XRF analysis confirms Si P and Al remain unchanged after steaming. 

Sample Al2O3 SiO2 Fe2O3 Na2O P2O5 

CP7129 40.034 9.216 0.008 0.001 50.57 

LC-SAPO-34-B 42.186 16.572 0.04 0.001 41.006 

LC-SAPO-34-A 40.356 10.885 0.033 0.117 47.97 

CP7129-1023-
44 

39.572 9.165 0.015 0.049 50.898 

CP7129-1023-
113 

40.022 9.076 0.005 0.043 50.597 

Table A-7-2. NH3-TPD data for 923 K dataset for the CP7129. 

Sample Peak area (mmol g-1) a Total Area 

(mmol g-1)  Peak 1 

(ca. 460 K) 

Peak 2 

(ca. 680 K) 

CP7129 0.65 0.78 1.43 

CP7129-FXB-923-20h 0.58 0.69 1.26 

CP7129-FXB-923-40h 0.51 0.64 1.15 

CP7129-FXB-923-
110h 

0.43 0.53 0.96 

CP7129-FXB-923-
206h 

0.38 0.47 0.85 

a Note that around 45% of the total acid sites falls under peak 1 and 55% under peak 2; where the ratio of the 

areas of two peaks stays the same with longer time of steaming.  
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Figure A-7-5. N2 isotherm measurements on selected SAPO-34 samples (reproduced on 

the 2020 instrument). 

Table A-7-3. 29Si NMR data deconvolution using multi-peak analysis with a Gaussian-

Lorentzian Function in Origin 2016. 

Sample Peak Areaa 

In % 

Total 
Area 

 

ppm -91  

Si(4Al) 

-99       

Si(3Al) 

-105  

Si(2Al) 

-107  

Si(1Al) 

-111  

Si(0Al) 

-115 

Si(0Al) 

 

CP7129 68 5 11 9 4 2 2.8E10 

CP7129-
FXB-923-20h 

58 13 9 7 8 6 2.6E10 

CP7129-
FXB-923-40h 

54 16 8 8 9 6 2.6E10 

CP7129-
FXB-923-

206h 

35 19 13 12 17 5 2.6E10 
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Figure A-7-6. 29Si NMR spectra and fitted peaks of the calcined (a) CP7129; (b) CP7129-

FXB-923-20; (c) CP7129-FXB-923-40 (d) CP7129-FXB-923-206.  

 

Figure A-7-7. 29Si NMR spectra of six steamed CP7129 samples at the marked temperatures 

and times. Inset shows the BET surface area of each steamed sample. 
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Figure A-7-8. 1H MAS NMR spectra for anhydrous (a) LC-SAPO-34-B and (b) LC-SAPO-

34-B-973-44. Intensities were normalised 0 to 100. The 1H NMR spectrum of the steamed 

sample did not show significant changes. There are no big broad feature underlying the 

spectrum. 

Table A-7-4. Selected crystallographic data from SCXRD. 

Dehydrated samples LC-SAPO-34-B 
Steamed 

LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44 

empirical formula  Al18O72P14Si4 Al18O72P14Si4 

formula weight  2183.58 2183.58 

crystal description colourless prism colourless prism 

crystal size [mm3] 0.09×0.09×0.04 0.08×0.07×0.03 

space group  R3̅ R3̅ 

a [Å] 13.5836(2) 13.5348(6) 

c [Å] 14.8221(4) 14.7549(12) 

volume [Å]3 2368.48(10) 2340.8(3) 

Z 1 1 

ρ (calculated) [g/cm3] 1.531 1.549 

μ [mm-1] 5.414 5.478 

F(000) 1076 1076 

reflections collected 8354 8201 

independent reflections (Rint) 967 (0.0428) 959 (0.0496) 

parameters, restraints 56, 0 56, 0 

GOF on F2 1.862 1.661 

R1 [I > 2σ(I)] 0.1031 0.1409 

wR2 (all data) 0.3729 0.4001 

largest diff. peak/hole [e/Å3] 0.84, -0.41 1.16, -0.51 
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Figure A-7-9. Rietveld plot for calcined, dehydrated CP7129. Data collected at room 

temperature (RT) (=1.5406 Å). (observed data (crosses), calculated profile (purple line), 

difference (blue line). Tick marks indicate the predicted peak positions from the unit cell. 
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Figure A-7-10. Rietveld plot for CP7129-973-20 steamed, dehydrated, with expansion. 
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Figure A-7-11. Rietveld plot for LC-SAPO-34-B calcined, dehydrated, with expansion. 
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Figure A-7-12 Rietveld plot for LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44 steamed, dehydrated, with 

expansion. 
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Figure A-7-13. Changes in (A) acidity, (B) micropore volume and (C) lifetime during the MTO 

reaction for the three samples. Top to bottom: CP7129, LC-SAPO-34-A and LC-SAPO-34-B 

steamed at 923 K (black squares), 973 K (dark red circles) and 1023 K (red triangles) as 

shown in legend. 

Ea = 160 kJ 

mol-1 

Ea = 200 kJ 

mol-1 
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Figure A-7-14. (A) BAS expressed as a % relative to the calcined (non-steamed) 

LC-SAPO-34-A and (B) corresponding logarithmic plots, respectively.  

 

 

Figure A-7-15. lnk versus 1/T trendline and Ea values derived for LC-SAPO-34-A. 
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Table A-7-4. First-order rate constants (lnk) for the three materials used to derive Ea. 

Rate constant CP7129 LC-SAPO-34-A LC-SAPO-34-B 

lnk873K -6.81245 - - 

lnk923K -6.1193 -5.02676 -4.85363 

lnk973K -4.42285 -4.19108 -3.05761 

lnk1023K -3.05761 -2.88580 - 

R2 0.9694 0.9749 - 

Slope = -Ea/R -17566 ± 2206 -16183 ± 2595 - 

Ea 146 ± 18 kJ mol-1 135 ± 26 kJ mol-1 - 

 

 

 

Figure A-7-16. Schematic representation of the gradual loss of Brønsted acid sites from the 

core in the LC-SAPO-34-A, which was derived by synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopy. 
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Figure A-7-17. Time-course of the ZOH intensity following two 8 μL pulses of CH3OH at 

523 K and a subsequent sharp increase of temperature to 573 K to monitor the reactivity of 

SMS during propene formation: (a) fresh LC-SAPO-34-A, (b) LC-SAPO-34-A-923-20, (c) 

LC-SAPO-34-A-973-20, (d) LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44. Bottom: schematic of the T-jump 

experiment. The acid sites are normalised to 100% for comparison (the bulk acid site density 

can be viewed in the NH3-TPD analysis).  
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Figure A-7-18. Time-resolved difference FTIR spectra monitoring the reactivity of SMS at 

573 K in individual crystals of (A) calcined LC-SAPO-34-A, (B) mildly steamed 

LC-SAPO-34-A-923-20 and (C) moderately steamed LC-SAPO-34-B-973-44. 

 

 

Figure A-7-19. Difference FTIR spectra recorded following exposure of (a) DME at 623 K (b) 

CH3OH at 623 K and (c) CH3OH 573 K for crystal (A) LC-SAPO-34-A and (B) LC-SAPO-34-

A-973-20.  

 

 


